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NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The use of leverage financing is not a new phenomenon. Tax 
leveraging occurs whenever a person's tax basis in an asset is reduced 
below the principal of the indebtedness against the property, by 
depreciation or deductible expenses which have provided a tax benefit. 
When this occurs~ the total amount of depreciation and other expenses 
deducted exceeds the investor's investment in the property. This is 
not unusual because most loan amortization schedules provide for level 
monthly payments. Most of the early payments apply on the interest 
portion of the note. Therefore, just using straight-line depreciation 
combined with a small original equity could result in tax leveraging. 
Tax leveraging with non-recourse loans makes possibl~ both tax 
deferral and tax avoidance, enabling some investors to derive an ade-
quate return on their investment even though there is no cash flow 
1 
from the investment, and the original investment is completely lost. 
Investors may be able to decrease their tax liabilities in the 
. . t th th"·· 1· t t 2 first year in an amount grea er an eir origina 1nves men • 
Through the use of non-recourse loans, the investors limit their loss 
to their original investment. If a creditor makes a non-recourse loan, 
the creditor can only look to the underlying property for repayment. 
1 
2 
The non~recourse loan allows investors to deduct expenses in an amount 
greater than their original investment without any additional risk. 
An example of how tax leveraging occurs is as follows. Assume 
that a group of investors leases a plot of land for fifty years and 
builds an apartment building for $1,000,000 which is 100 per cent 
financed by a JO-year loan at 10 per cent interest. Further 9 assume 
that they are able to obtain a private ruling from the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) to depreciate the building over a JO-year period using 
straight-line depreciation with zero salvage. The principle of the 
loan will exceed the undepreciated basis in the building by $J06,842 
at the end of the 15th year. After the 15th year, the difference 
between the adjusted bases of the building and the unpaid principal 
will begin to decrease. If double declining balance depreciation was 
used instead of the straight-line method, the difference between the 
adjusted bases of the property and the unpaid principal would have been 
$451 9 579 or $I44,7J7 greater. Ignoring the time value of money 9 one 
might say that leveraging in the above example had about twice the 
impact of accelerated depreciation. 
By using a life shorter than the repayment schedule or an acceler~ 
ated depreciation method or both 9 one can increase the amount of 
deductions that are financed with borrowed money. 
An example of the distortion that results from leveraging was 
described by Kenneth A. Goldman, formerly Attorney-Adviser in the Office 
of Tax Legislative Counsel, United States Treasury, during the panel 
discussions of the House Ways and Means Committee on general tax 
J reform0 The tax shelter pr~gram mentioned had a prospectus which 
offered a taxpayer who would invest $J2 9 000 in the project, $110 9 000 
J 
in tax deductions plµs an investment credit in excess of $10,000~ all 
in the first year. The offering described above was an underground 
movie. The most the investor could lose was $32 9 000, since the rest of 
the funds are from non-recourse loans; and if the project didn't fold 
for several years, he would have an interest-free loan on the taxes 
initially saved. If the venture had been an oil fund or an apartment 
syndicate and had been terminated, only a part of the interest-free 
loan would have had to be repaid because of the long~term capital gain 
tax benefits. The TuA_ Reform Act of .!.2.Z§. has substantially limited 
the amount of tax avoidance and deferral by the motion picture industry~ 
The real estate industry has not been affected quite as severely 9 how~ 
4 
ever. 
Syndication of Tax Shelters 
Leverage financing is usually seen in combination with other 
methods commonly used for postponing or avoiding taxes, such as ac-
celerated depreciation methods, cash basis accounting for expenditures 
that would be capitalized under accrual basis accounting, deducting 
construction period interest and taxes 9 capital gain treatment upon 
disposition, and installment sale reportingm In combination~ the above 
tax avoidance methods can provide substantial benefits to persons who 
have a large taxable income. The higher the tax bracket a person is in, 
the more valuable the benefits will be. 
If the tax losses generated are greater than what one person can 
use advantageously 9 the losses can be sold to other high bracket tax-
payer so 
Tax shelters have been the topic of discussion whenever tax 
reform is considered by Cong~ess. A tax shelter offers the right to 
offset various sources of income--doctors 1 fees, lawyers' fees~ 
executive compensation~ interest, dividends and rents~-with deductions 
from drilling for oil, real estate buildings, feeding cattle, growing 
rose bushes, leasing airplanes and locomotives, and distributing or 
showing movies. The list of tax shelters is far from exhausted. 
The Tax Reform Act of 1..21.§. limits an investor's deductible losses 
to the investor's original investment plus any liabilities the investor 
is personally liable to repay in the following activities: 
10 Holding, producing, or distributing motion picture films. 
2. Farming (with several exceptions). 
J. Leasing of any Section 1245 property. 5 
4. Exploring for or exploiting oil and gas resources. 
Congress has sought to limit the marketing of tax shelters in the 
form of interest in syndicates or partnerships. The deduction of losses 
from the above activities is limited to "the aggregate amount with 
I 6 
respect to which the taxpayer is at risk." Generally 9 farming cor-
porations and partnerships are now required to use the accrual method 
of accounting and must capitalize "preproductive period expenses." 7 
It is still possible for an individual and even in some selected cases 
for a syndicate to achieve some tax avoidance or tax deferral. 
Real Estate Tax Shelters 
The real estate industry was exempted from most of the restrictions 
on tax shelters imposed by the Tax Reform Act.21, l.2Z§.. Construction 
period interest and taxes can be amortized over a period of four to 
8 
ten years® Investors are still able to take either 200 per cent or 
150 per cent declining balance depreciation, depending on whether or 
5 
not the buildings are classified as residential or nonresidential. Under 
special IRS rulings and the Asset Depreciation Range system 9 investors 
may be able to use a depreciable life substantially shorter than the 
project~s economic life. Upon liquidation of the partnership holdings, 
the investors may be able to have all or a part of the gain taxed at 
favorable capital gain rates. 
Real estate tax sheltered investments can take many different forms. 
As will be shown in this study, residential property receives the most 
:favorable treatment under the federal tax law. An investor can use 
200 per cent declining balance depreciation on residential property and 
only 150 per cent depreciation on nonresidential real estate. The 
guideline life for depreciation purposes is shorter for residential 
property than for warehouses, store buildings and offices. Residential 
' 
property 9 in some cases 9 still receives special tax treatment upon 
disposition. 
The type of real estate tax shelters that have received the most 
attention from investors are those that create large losses in the first 
five to ten years of operation and do not create any additional risk 
for the investors other than their original investment. Apartment 
buildings often meet the above criteria. Insurance companies and 
commercial banks occasionally will make non-recourse loans on apartment 
buildings© Interest expense and depreciation Wiill often cause apartment 
buildings to show a tax loss during the first ten years of operation. 
Housing projects that have mo.rtgage guarantees by the Federal Housing 
Administration are usually financed by non-recourse loans, and because 
of the low return on investment 9 often show large losses during the 
first ten years of operation. 
Nonresidential real estate that is leased to a reputable national 
organization can also qualify for non-recourse financing~ Warehouses, 
discount stores, and fast food restaurants can be leased for periods 
6 
of 20 to JO years and therefore can be financed with non-recourse loans. 
Significance of This Study 
Information pertaining to real estate tax shelters is scattered 
throughout the literature on taxation and finance. Few authors address 
themselves to more than some narrow aspect of the tax law affecting 
real estate tax shelters. The discussion devoted to real estate tax 
shelters in texts on taxation is usually too superficial to be of much 
use to someone needing to evaluate adequately the tax avoidance features 
of real estate investment. The treatment given tax leveraging in the 
literature is even more sparse. This study will provide an organized, 
comprehensive approach to the task of explaining what tax leveraging 
is 1 how it occurs 9 and why it is possible. 
The tax law that affects tax leveraging is complex and difficult 
to comprehend. Congress has not 1 until recently 9 directed its attention 
to tax leveraging. Prior to 1976 9 Congress did not directly attack tax 
shelters .financed with non-recourse financing. Instead 1 Congress passed 
legislation that partially restricted tax avoidance by reducing the 
deductibility of depreciation and investment interest, increasing the 
amount of tax on disposition and enacting a minimum tax on tax pre-
ferenceso In 1976 9 Congress directly restricted the deductibility of 
tax losses that are financed with non-recourse loans. The Internal 
Revenue Service has sought to restrict the proliferation of tax shelters 
administratively. The tax practitioner and the real estate investor 
7 
must understand how to circumvent the restrictions in the tax law in 
order to maximize the benefits to be derived from tax leveragingm It is 
hoped that this study will provide a guide for safe passage around the 
hazards that are in the tax law. 
It should be of historical importance to describe how individuals 
are able to avoid a substantial amount of income taxes through the use 
of tax leveraging. Congress has not until recently directly tried to 
reduce tax avoidance by other means. This study will provide a method 
for determining the critical elements necessary for the existence of 
tax leveraging. If Congress does pass legislation restricting the 
benefits of tax leveraging for real estate tax shelters, this study 
will provide a basis for evaluating the extent of this legislation. 
Objectives of the Study 
The primary objectives of this study are to identify and analyze 
the factors that have contributed to the use of leveraged financing 
with non-recourse loans in real estate tax shelters. The specific 
objectives of the study are as follows: 
1. To study those aspects of the federal tax system that 
affect the use of leveraging with non-recourse loans in 
tax shel terss 
2. To determine the conditions under which tax leveraging 
occurss 
Jo To determine the importance of tax leveraging in relation 
to other tax avoidance.methods. 
Method of Study 
The research was divided into three parts: 
1. A survey of the literature. 
2. Development of a capital budgeting model. 
J. Collection and analysis of examples of real estate 
tax shelters. 
8 
First 9 an intensive survey of the literature concerning non-
recourse financing and leveraging was completed to determine what 
historically have been the major contributing factors to the use of 
leveraging with non-recourse financing in tax shelters. The study took 
an historical look at the Congressional, administrative, and judicial 
policies concerning non-recourse financing as a part of tax shelters. 
The Crane Doctrine formalized what was the conventional treatment of 
non-recourse debt. The Internal Revenue Service has placed some re-
strictions on the Crane Doctrine by questioning whether the non-recourse 
debt is equity financing instead of a loan. 9 In some cases the Internal 
Revenue Service has attacked non-recourse financing indirectly by 
questioning whether a limited partnership might have more corporate 
characteristics than partnership characteristics, disallowing the losses 
to the partners altogether. 10 
Following the survey of the literature 9 the research was centered 
on the development of a capital budgeting model for determining the 
influence of tax leveraging on the net present value of an investment 9 
using discounted cash flows under various as'sumptions. The model is 
based on real estate investments such as apartment buildings 9 office 
buildings 9 and special purpose buildings. Various assumptions concerning 
9 
cash inflows and outflows have been made. For example, if rental 
receipts assumed are equal to cash expenditures for maintenance 9 man-
agement fees 9 property taxes 9 insurance and the annual payment for 
principal and interest on the indebtedness~ the annual profit or loss 
depends on the difference between the deduction for depreciation and 
the payment on principal and on which of the two is larger. The 
difference between the present value of the annual tax savings or tax 
liability and the present value of any tax liability incurred upon 
abandonment of the project and the initial investment represents the 
net present value of the project. Assumptions were made concerning the 
:following~ 
1. Interest and discount rates. 
2. Reinve.stment rate of tax savings or discount rates. 
Jw Amount of original investment. 
40 Investor tax rates. 
5. Loan repayment period. 
6. Depreciation methods. 
7. Depreciation period. 
80 Termination date. 
9. Selling price. 
10" Cash flows. 
Given the above assumptions and others~ the model indicates such 
information as the value of leveraging as compared with the use of 
accelerated depreciation and over what periods the relationship holds~ 
the net present value of the project~ length of time for paying back the 
original investment, and effects o:f changing variables such as interest 
rates 9 equity investment 9 loan period, useful life, tax rates, and 
10 
cash flow. 
The third stage of the study involved finding and analyzing ex-
amples of real estate tax shelters that utilize non-recourse financing~ 
The purpose of this third stage was to obtain information about the 
size of the parameters in order to incorporate them into the capital 
budgeting model developed in stage two. 
The Tulsa County District Court Clerk's office maintains a register 
for partnerships operating under fictitious names. The register has 
been maintained since 1947. This offered a direct method to locate 
the existence of limited partnerships in Tulsa County. All limited 
partnerships are required to file certificates with the Secretary of 
State, and this office provides a secondary source of information on 
limited partnerships in Tulsa County. It is possible to determine the 
type of operation that is being conducted by the limited partnership 
from three sources. A property transfer record is maintained in alpha-
betical order by year for Tulsa County. Secondly, the Tulsa County 
Assessor's office maintains a property ownership list by owner's name. 
Third, the certificate of limited partnership provides, in addition to 
other data 1 information as to its type of operation and amount of 
financing by limited partners. 
The Yellow Pages Directory in the Tulsa Telephone Directory was 
used to help locate the existence of limited partnerships. A criss~ 
cross index is maintained by the County Clerk's office so that a person 
can find a legal description from a street address. From the legal 
description 9 other information such as property deeds 9 mortgages, and 
lease contracts are found. From these records, it was determined how 
the property was held (Lee 9 by a limited partnership) and the type 
11 
of financing used. 
Interviews were conducted with several persons who are participating 
in the marketing of real estate tax shelters to determine how non-
recourse financing is obtained. 
Limitations of the Study 
The field work phase of this study was· limited to apartment buildings 
in Tulsa County. Therefore, no statistically valid inferences can be 
made about the use of non-recourse financing in what can be termed the 
tax shelter industry. 
In the course of this study, information was found concerning the 
use of non-recourse financing by entities other than limited partner-
ships. However~ it was not the purpose of this study to determine the 
extent that non-recourse financing is used by corporations 9 individuals 9 
or general partnetships in financing real estate. 
Empirical data was not obtained concerning the use of non-recourse 
financing by non-real estate tax shelters such as oil drilling funds 9 
t·eed lot operations 1 cattle breeding, orchard development 9 movie 
production and equipment leasing. The frequency of the use of non-
recourse financing in real estate ventures cannot be generalized to the 
above non~real estate ventures® Some indications as to the use of 
non-recourse financing in non-real estate ventures 1 however 9 was 
ontained from the literature® 
FOOTNOTES 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FACTORS 
AFFECTING TAX LEVERAGING 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the factors that make 
possible the use of non~~ecourse financing for purposes of tax deferral 
and tax avoidance caused by tax leveraging. An attempt will be made to 
identify and describe those aspects of our federal tax system that 
affect tax leveraging with non-recourse loans in real estate tax 
shelters. The discussion of tax leveraging will be primarily limited 
to real estate tax shelters, although some parts may be pertinent to 
personal property.· 
A brief discussion in this chapter of the nature of tax leveraging 
will enable the reader to more fully understand what tax leveraging is 
and to appreciate the explanation that follows concerning those aspects 
of the federal tax system that affect the use of tax leveraging@ A 
more detailed analysis of the conditions under which tax leveraging 
occurs will be described in Chapter III. The discussion will then 
focus upon the concept of basis determination under federal tax laws. 
A detailed explanation of the conditions necessary for liabilities to 
be treated as part of the tax basis of property will be made. 
Since this chapter is basically an historical analysis of the 
evolution of federal tax policy concerning tax leveraging 9 an effort 
will be made to identify the source of the policy~ i.e@, legislative 1 
13 
judicial, or administrative. The reader may gain some insight as to 
how Congress 1 the Internal Revenue Service or the courts may place 
further limitations on tax leveraging. 
The Nature of Tax Leveraging 
Tax leveraging can be distinguished from two other closely related 
concepts: (a) financial leveraging and (b) artificial losses. 
Financing an investment with debt may provide an advantage to the 
equity interest in . " 1 the form of a higher rate of return on 1nvestmente 
The higher rate of return on the equity investment occurs provided the 
rate of return on the project's total investment from all sources 
exceeds the rate of return paid to the creditors. The increase in the 
rate of return to the equity investors due to financial leveraging is 
not without problems. The investor's risk of insolvency and vari-
ability of earnings is also increased. 2 
Financial leveraging may or may not result in tax leveraging. Tax 
avoidance is only a secondary purpose of financial leveraging whereas 
it is the primary purpose of tax leveraging@ Both financial leveraging 
and tax leveraging require debt financing; however, tax leveraging, 
as the term is used in this paper, only occurs when the deductible 
losse.s from a project exceed the equity investment, resulting in 
deductions being taken which are paid with borrowed funds. 
Artificial Losses 
Tax leveraging with non-recourse debt creates an articifial loss 
for the taxpayer 1 but not all artificial losses are caused by tax 
leveraging@ 
15 
The United States Treasury Department submitted its Proposals for 
Tax Change 9 which included "Limitations on Artificial Accounting Losses," 
to the House Ways and Means Committee on April JO, 197J. 3 The proposed 
legislation dealt directly with tax shelters caused by "accelerated 
deductions" such as intangible drilling and development expense, 
accelerated depreciation, construction period interest and taxes 9 
deductions from farm operations and investment interest deductions. 4 
Each of the above accelerated deductions is included in this classi-
fication as a result of the timing of the deductible amount. The 
Treasury's proposal would classify these accelerated deductions as 
"artificial losses" only if the accelerated deductions exceed "asso-
ciated net related income" for the year. 5 
If an "artificial loss" is defined as a loss for which a deduction 
is available in a situation where the taxpayer has not suffered an 
"economic detriment," then an artificial loss can be caused merely by 
taking a deduction for straight-line depreciation when the property is 
appreciating in value; ignoring unstable general price levels. Ac-
celerated deductions are not dependent upon debt financing 9 and the 
Treasury~s proposal makes no reference to how the above accelerated 
deductions are financed. 6 Tax leveraging can, however 9 obtain for 
the taxpayer deductions, in excess of amounts invested 1 which are 
financed by debt. 
The Concept of Basis Determination 
It is necessary to understand the tax concept of 11 basis determi-
nation" in order to understand how or why tax leveraging is possible.,, 
Tax leveraging is not possible unless liabilities incurred in 
16 
acquiring property are added to the equity investment in computing the 
"cost" of the property for purposes of computing depreciation. 
Cost Basis of Property 
The Internal Revenue~ from its inception to the present time 
has not addressed itself directly to the problem of computing "cost" 
when part of the purchase price of property is borrowed. 8 Section 
167 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 states that the "basis" 
of property on which depreciation is allowed shall be the "adjusted 
basis" provided in Section 1011 for purposes of determining gain or 
loss a Section 1011 merely defines "basis" as it is defined in Section 
1012, which is "cost." 
It wasn't until 1945, 33 years after the passage of the Revenue 
Act of 1.21J.~ that certiorari were requested of the United States 
Supreme Court to determine whether the basis of the property includes 
the amount of the mortgage for which the property is collateral. 9 
The Crane Doctrine 
The United States Supreme Court, in Crane ..Y• Commissioneri 
formalized the treatment of liabilities for purposes of computing the 
basis of property when acquired by inheritance and for determining 
the am,ount realized when the property is sold "even though the tax-
payer assumes no liability for the mortgage. 1110 In the above two 
situationsj the liabilities to which the property is subject will 
become part of the basis for depreciation purposes and the amount 
realized when the property is disposed of@ 
Beulah Crane inherited an apartment building from her husband in 
17 
1932. 11 The building and lot were subject to unassumed liabilities 
. 12 
of $262 1 052.50. Tne property was appraised for estate tax purposes 
at the above amount. 13 In' 1938, with the mortgagee threatening fore-
closure 9 Beulah Crane sold the building and lot to a third party for 
$2,500 cash, with the buyer taking the property subject to the mortgage 
. th . . 1 $ 14 T 1 in e pr1nc1pa amount of 255,000. - he taxpayer reported a taxab e 
gain of $1 9 250. on the reasoning that what she acquired in 1932 was only 
the equity, which was zero in 1932, and this was all that she sold. 15 
The Commissioner, however, determined that the taxpayer realized a g~in 
of $2J,767~03 on the theory that what she sold was not the equity, but 
rather the physical property itself, and that the adjusted basis in the 
property was the original fair market value of $262,052.50 less allowable 
depreciation·. 16 The Tax Court held for the Pe ti ti oner, Beulah Crane 9 on 
. the issue of whether the taxpayer had a depreciable basis greater than 
17 18 
zero. The Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the Tax Courto The 
19 
taxpayer requested certiorari before the United States Supreme Court. 
The Court looked at the definition of "property" as it is used in 
·. . 20 
Article llJ(a)(5) of the 1..2J.§. Revenue Act • 
• • • in section 113 (b) the "adjusted basis for determi-
ing the gain or loss from the sale or other dispQsition 
of property" is declared to be "the basis under subsection 
(a)~ adjusted ••• [(l)(b)] ••• for exhaustion, wear 
and tear 9 obsolescence 9 amortization • ,• • to the extent 
allowed (but not less than the amount allowable) • " ." 
The basis under subsection (a) "if the property was 
acquired by ••• devise ••• or by the decedents' 
estate from the decedent." Section 113(a)(5), is "the 
fair market value of such property at the time of such 
acquisition. 1121 
The Court held that the term "property" meant the "physical 
property" rather than the taxpayer 9 s "equity" in the property for 
the following reasons. 22 First 9. the standard dictionary meaning of 
18 
"property" refers to the "physical thing" and does not use "equity" as 
23 
a synonym. Second 9 Regulation 101, interpreting Article llJ(a)(5), 
which provides that the value of property as of the date of the death 
of the decedent as appraised for the purpose of the federal estate tax 
" shall be deemed to be its fair market value • ~ .. 9 " has been in 
effect since 1918 and Congress has re~enacted the relevant provision 
1 
for determining adjusted basis where the property has been acquired from 
24 
a decedent without substantial chance. Third 9 Congress 1 has not used 
the terms "property" and "equity" interchangeably i but instead has made 
it clear as to which was meant. 25 Fourth 9 if Congress intended "property" 
to mean "equity 9 " the adjusted basis for determining depreciation would 
be so small in those instances where the property acquired was subject 
to a liability 9 that the depreciation computed would represent only a 
i 26 
fraction of the actual physical exhaustion of the property@ Fifth 9 
the Treasury has not provided any guidelines for solving the many 
problems that would be present if depreciation were to be taken on an 
"equity" basis 9 and Congress has accepted this interpretation due to 
the absence of any corrective legislation. 27 
The taxpayer in the Crane case was not personally obligated to 
repay the loan but held the property subject to the indebtedness. The 
court's reasoning in Crane 9 however 9 is applicable whether or not the 
taxpayer is personally liable. 
Bona Fide Indebtedness 
The United States Supreme Court in Crane did not find that an 
28 
unassumed loan should be treated differently from an assumed loan. 
Beulah Crane argued that the depreciation deductions should go to the 
19 
29 
person who bears the economic risk of loss. It should be noted that 
Beulah Crane had claimed depreciation deductions on her return for the 
six years she held the property, which indicates some inconsistency 
on her part and may have indirectly influenced the CourtVs finding. 
The Court found her argument to be without merit because there was no 
indication that the value of the property fell below the amount of the 
mortgage lien. The Court reasoned that an owner of property which 
has a value greater than the unassumed liens against it will treat the 
indebtedness the same as though he were personally liable on the 
indebtedness. JO In either case, the mortgage represents an economic 
cost to the property owner which will eventually have to be paid in 
order to keep the property. 
The courts are often reluctant to disregard a mortgage in de-
termining the basis in property for purposes of computing depreciation, 
even though the owner of the property is not personally liable on the 
U"1'~,.,~) 
indebtedness. Jl An owner of the property should be able to claim the 
same amount of depreciation on property that is subject to a mortgage 
as he would be able to deduct if he were personally liable on the 
indebtedness. The Tax Court in Mayerson disregarded the lack of 
/i?l( _:r-i""!/J 
personal liability and stated: 
The element of the lack of personal liability has little 
real significance due to common business practices" As 
we have indicated in our findings it is not at all unusual 
in current mortgage financing of income producing pro-
perties to limit liability to the property involved. 
Taxpayers who are not personally liable for encumbrances 
on property should be allowed depreciation deductions 
affording competitive equality with taxpayers who are 
personally liable for encumbrances or taxpayers who own 
unencumbered property. The effect of such a policy is to 
give the taxpayer an advance credit for the amount of his 
mortgageo This appears to be reasonable since it can be 
assume:d that a capital investment in the amount of the 
mortgage will eventually occur despite the absence 
of personal liability. 32 
It appears that the crux of the problem of allowing unassumed debt as 
20 
part of the basis of property depends upon whether there is a reasonable 
expectation that the owner will make a capital investment equal to the 
mortgage; or, in other words, the mortgage must represent a bona fide 
obligation. 
Mayerson is discussed here because the case represents an extreme 
position. The borrower is not required t~ make any principal payments 
on a loan for 99 years and is still able to claim depreciation financed 
by this 99 year note, 
In Mayerson 9 the taxpayer 9 a real estate broker and developer, 
paid $10 9 000 down to acquire property that was held by an estate. The 
property was not modern and had 72 building code violations against 
it. The taxpayer signed a purchase-money note 9 which did not mature 
for 99 years in the face amount of $442 9 500 secured by a long term 
mortgage~ If the purchase~money note were to be paid off in the first 
or second year the price would be reduced to $275 9 000 or $298,750, 
respectively" The taxpayer made extensive repairs to the building@ 
Five years later the taxpayer was able to lease the entire property and, 
using the lease as collateral 9 obtain .conventional financing for the 
property. The taxpayer then negotiated with the estate to accept 
$200 9 000 in full payment of the indebtedness@JJ 
The Court in Mayerson considered the argument that the obligation, 
on which principal payments were not due for 99 years 9 was "contingent 
and indefinite in natureo 1134 The Court distinguished the above case 
from those cases where it was held that the obligations could not be 
part of the basis because the obligation to pay was "contingent or 
21 
. d f' . t . t , 35 in e ini e in na ure.' The Court in Mayerson held that there were 
only two variables in the overall purchase price of the property: 
(1) whether the purchase-money mortgage was paid in the first year or 
the second year, and (2) whether or not the price reduction should be 
treated as a "bonus discount. 1135 The Tax Court held: 
The presence of such optional discount does not make the 
purchase price indefinite. It merely provides an in-
centive for very early retirement of the mortgage which 
did not occur. The cost basis at the time of purchase 
should be the nondiscqunt price; the entire principal 
of the note and mortga'ge was due unless the discounted 
sums were paid in the first two years. It was not nre-
paid so as to provide for the application of the discount 
provisions and hence no adjustment in the basis is 
required during the years before. It is evident from 
the record that if the lien on the property provided by 
the mortgage were to be discharged at ~ny time prior to 
its due date~ the then fixed amount would necessarily 
have to be paid. There was nothing gontingent or in-
definite about the obligation here.3 
If the rationale for inclusion of an unassumed liability in the 
basis is predicated upon the fact that eventaully a capital investment 
will be madei an unassumed liability differs from a contingent obli-
gation only by the degree of contingency of repayment. 37 Amortization 
of an unassumed obligation is contingent upon several factors. Re~ 
payment might not occur if the value of the property declines below 
the principal of the mortgage~ Also 9 repayment is contingent upon 
there being a positive cash flow from the investment, or that it will 
not be a financial drain on the investor 1 s other assets. The possibility 
is often remote that the mortgage will be amortized before the property 
is sold. It should be re-emphasized that often the amount of depreci-
ation taken on the "cost basis" of a property will exceed the payments 
of principal on the indebtedness® The probability of repayment of an 
"assumed" indebtedness is also contingent on the above factors, on 
--- ---- --- -
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whether the mortgager has sufficient personal assets 9 and on the fore~ 
closure policy of the mortgagee. In the event of foreclosure~ the 
mortgagee will sometimes bid on the property in an amount equal to the 
unpaid principal in order to protect the mortgageeus investment. 
Financing Arrangement v. Lease 
An ideal tax shelter requires no cash investment and is financed 
with a large non-recourse debt~ Leased real estate will often supply 
the above ingredients. The real estate lease may be originated 
several ways. 
A firm needing additional liquidity may sell a property to an 
investor and lease it back~ The investor will use the property as 
collateral to obtain a loan from a lending institution and agree to 
assign the rental payment to the creditor to amortise the debt. The 
lease may be a "net lease" requiring the lessee to pay the taxes, 
insurance 1 cost of repairs and any other contingency that might occur 
over the term of the lease. If the lease is for a period longer than 
the time needed to repay the loan and the lessee is a well known and 
respected company 9 the lending institutions may agree to loan 100 per 
cent of the purchase price. 
The lease may be originated by a firm needing to lease a building 
not yet built. An investor will agree to build the structure to the 
firmus specifications and obtain financing with an institutional 
lender with an assignment of the rental payments payable pursuant to 
the net lease0 
~rt .re ?hv (1r7}) 
The Bolger case illustrates how tax leaveraging can be obtained 
without incurring any economic risk. 38 David F. Bolger was actively 
engaged in real estate investment and financea During the years 
1963 through 1966 Bolger acquired, in similar fashion 9 interest in 
ten separate properties. The properties had improvements consisting 
of bank buildings 9 factory buildings 9 stores 9 a warehouse 9 and a silk 
processing plant. A financing corporation was organized for each 
property 9 capitalized for $1,000 with Bolger either being the sole 
shareholder or having a partial interest. Bolger then arranged for 
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the corporation to acquire a building for a manufacturing or commercial 
concern that wanted to lease the property~ Often within one day the 
financing corporation would acquire the property 9 enter into a lease 
with the user and sell its own negotiable interest bearing corporate 
notes in an amount equal to the purchase price, which would be secured 
either by a first mortgage or a deed of trust. The mortgage note 
amortization period was for a period equal to or less than the primary 
term of the lease. The mortgage specified, among other things 9 that 
the lease payments would be made directly to the mortgagee (or trustee). 
Also, the financing corporation was not to engage in any other activity 
and was to maintain its legal existence. , The mortgage also provided 
that the corporation could transfer or sell the property with the 
tr::i.nsferee assuming all obligations under the lease and mortgage a The 
transferee would have no personal obligation ta pay the principal 9 
interest 9 or any other monetary judgmenta Upon completion of the above 9 
the financing corporation would convey the property for "one dollar 
and other valuable consideration" subject to the lease and mortgage$ 
During the years 1963 9 1964 9 1965, and 1966, Bolger deducted net losses 
from the rental properties of $295,793m 
This is a classic example of a tax shelter~ Without any personal 
risk and little or no capital investment~ Bolger was able to avoid tax 
on $295,793 of income from other sources~ As pointed out by Lurie, 
Bolger was only the middleman between the lessee and the mortgagee. 
For his part in bringing the user of the building together with the 
institutional leader, he received a substantial tax benefit. In ad-
dition to the tax benefits and possible finance commissions~ upon 
termination of the leases, Bolger might receive a property of consider-
able value without having to make any significant capital investment. 
The Tax Court explored the two issues raised by the Commissioner: 
(1) should the financing corporations be recognized as "separate viable 
entities," and (2) if they should be so recognized, are they or is 
Bolger entitled to an allowance for depreciation and for the other 
related items of expense? 
The Court held that the financing corporations were active, 
separate legal entities not acting as agents for Bolger. The cor-
porations were formed for the purpose of pursuing a business activity 
and the parties agreed that the corporations would remain in existence~ 
With the disposition of the first issue, the Court considered the 
second question of who had beneficial interest in the buildings0 
The Commissioner argued as follows: . (1) since the commitm~nt to 
assign the lease payments occurred before the conveyance 9 and .(2) the 
length of the long~term lease was equal to or exceeded the period 
necessary to repay the loan 9 Bolger did not receive a "present interest" 
in the depreciable properties, but instead received a reversionary 
interest in the properties. The Court cited World Publishing Co@ v. 
Commissioner~ 299 F02d 614 (C.A. 8~1962) reversing 35 T.C.7 (1960) and 
25 
Albert L. Rowan~ 22 .T. c. 865 (1954) 9 which held that the beneficial 
ownership of the property vested in the lessee and that technical 
vesting of legal title in the lessor of the land by inheritance was 
not sufficient for the lessor to have a depreciable interesL The 
Bolger case was distinguished from the above cases in that both the 
respondent and the petitioner agreed that either the financing cor~ 
porations or Bolger were entitled to the depreciation@ The Commissioner 
did not raise the issue of whether or not the lessee was entitled to 
depreciation. In the World Publishing Co. and the Rowan cases 9 both 
the lessor and the lessee were claiming depreciation on the same 
depreciable properties. 
Thus, even though Bolger made no capital investment when he 
acquired the property 9 the Crane Doctrine applies in the Bolger case 
as it did in the Mayerson case. The Crane Doctrine permits the tax-
payer to recover his investment in the property before he has actually 
made any cash investment 9 since it can be assumed that a capital in-
vestment in the amount of the mortgage will eventually occur despite 
th b f 1 1 . b .. 1 . t 40 e a· sence o persona ia i i y© Bolger offered expert testimony 
to prove that there would be a significant residual value in the pro-
perties@ 41 Lurie 9 in his analysis of Bolger, states that the Com~ 
missioner lost the case because he didn't raise the proper issues of 
whether the ultimate goal was to finance the acquisition of the buildings 
by the user by a conditional sales agreement in the form of a lease 
or whether the buildings were acquired for the sole purpose of avoiding 
. . . . . 42 
taxes without any intent of making a profit. 
In response to the abuse of lease transactions designed primarily 
to avoid taxes 9 the I.R.S. issued Revenue Ruling 55-540 9 which set out 
26 
criteria the I.R.S. would follow in determining whether a lease was in 
43 fact an installment purchase. This determination depends upon the 
facts and circumstances in each case, which generally hinges upon 
44 
whether the lessee will acquire an equity interest in the property. 
It is generally desirable to obtain an advance ruling from the I.R.S. 
as 'to the treatment of a transaction as a lease. The I .R.S. has made 
several stipulations as a requirement for obtaining a ruling in the 
case of equipment leases. Most of the agreements between the I.R.S. 
and the lessor have to do with the residual value of the property upon 
45 
the termination of the lease or the lease renewal rate. 
The Knetsch Doctrine 
3 ~'¥ ltS )l,,J {/'f 0/;) 
Sham Transactions 
The I.R.S. has a powerful weapon in its arsenal that may be used 
to prevent a taxpayer from deducting losses attributable to leveraged 
investments which were acquired for the purpose of avoiding taxes. 
Section 183 of the Internal Revenue Code disallows certain expenses 
which are not otherwise deductible 9 which pertain to an activity in 
which one is not engaged for profit. 46 The Supreme Court in Knetsch 
restated its often quoted phrase g 11The legal right of a taxpayer to 
decrease the amount of what otherwise would be his taxes or al together 
avoid them 9 by means which the law permits 9 cannot be doubted ••• 
But the Court went on to say that there was nothing of substance to be 
. 48 
realized by Knetsch 0 •• beyond a tax deduction. . The Knetsch 
Doctrine is partially reflected in Section 183. 49 
The substance of the above is that the taxpayer must have the 
potential of receiving some other economic reward besides tax benefits. 
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Therefore, in a leveraged lease transaction, the lessor may be able to 
show that he expects to receive a valuable residual interest upon 
termination of the lease~ Or, at the end of the primary lease 9 if the 
lessee has an option to renew the lease at its "fair rental value 9 " 
the lessor may be able to show he has the potential of receiving sub-
stantial. cash flow during the Qption period. 
In situations similar to .the facts in the Bolger case where the 
investor is totally without personal liability and the investments are 
100 per cent financed, the investor has no risk if the property de-
preciates in value. The owner or lessor will have to wait to enjoy any 
increase in value until the lease is terminated or renewed with a more 
favorable lease or the property is refinanced or solds If the residual 
value of the property cannot be enjoyed for a substantial number of 
years 9 the present value of this terminal interest may be minute in 
comparison to the present value of the net tax benefits that are due 
to arti£icial tax losses. Thus far, however 1 the Commissioner has not 
used present value concepts for the measurement of terminal interests 9 
I 
even though present value concepts are used for valuing limited interest 
50 in estates. 
The Court in Goldstein 9 decided prior to the enactment of Section 
183~ held that no deduction was allowed for interest paid where the 
taxpayer was without any realistic expectation of economic profit 
and the transaction was entered into solely for tax avoidance purposes,. 51 
The taxpayer in Goldstein had won $140 9 218.75 in the Irish Sweepstakes 
in 1958. An attempt was made to spread the income out over several years 
by borrowing in excess of $900 9000 from two banks 1 prepaying the interest 9 
and purchasing United States Treasury notes 9 which were pledged as 
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collateral. The Court could not find any profit motive in the trans-
action other than to gain an interest deduction to affect the taxpayer's 
winnings~ The Court stated that Congress 9 in enacting Section 16J(a) 
" ••• could not have intended to permit a taxpayer to reduce his 
taxes by means of an interest deduction that arose from a transaction 
that haµ no substance, utility or purpose beyond the tax deduction. 1152 
The Court did not state that the non-tax motive must be primary in 
order for the interest to be deductible. The interest deduction must 
be only one of many mixed motives that cause the taxpayer to borrow 
53 funds. 
It appears that the Knetsch Doctrine will apply only to those 
leveraged leases where the taxpayer has no possibility of recovering 
more than his investment either through positive cash flow or an 
interest in the residual value of the leased property. The Commissioner 
may contend that a leveraged lease is a sham where the cash flow to 
the investor is minimal and the lessee has an option to purchase the 
property for an amount equal to the remaining unpaid balance of the 
mortgage. 
Inflated Purchase Price 
It is interesting to note at this point that the tax law actually 
encourages an investor to pay more for a property than it is worth if 
0 
• • 1 54 Th t the project can be financed with non-recourse oans~ e axpayer 
will obtain a deduction' against income for depreciation dollar for 
dollaro Disregarding depreciation recapture under Section 1250 1 at 
some optimum time in the :future the taxpayer may default on the 1oan 9 
which triggers a taxable event. The taxpayer has a gain to the extent 
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that the unpaid principal exceeds the taxpayeris adjusted basis in the 
property. This difference is due to taking depreciation at a faster 
rate than the mortgage principal is amortized. If the property is 
real estate 9 the gain generally will be given capital gain treatment 1 
which means that only half of the gain is ultimately taxed. If the 
taxpayer is in the 50 per cent bracket 9 a dollar of depreciation will 
reduce the taxpayer's tax liability by 50 cents. The dollar of de-
preciation reduced the adjusted basis in the property by a dollar. 
Since the dollar of depreciation was financed with borrowed funds which 
were not paid back 9 the discharge of the indebtedness is treated as a 
benefit received upon defaulting of the loan. But since only 50 per 
cent of the dollar gain is taxable 9 the tax liability is 25 cents. The 
taxpayer received an interest free loan of 50 cents from the Federal 
Government and only had to pay back 25 cents. Therefore 9 the taxpayer 
investor has an incentive to pay an excessive price for the depreciable 
property in order to increase the amount of tax deferral. 
The Commissioner and the Courts have had little difficulty in 
seeing through schemes that involve inflated purchase prices. 55 It may 
be difficult, however 9 for the Commissoner to monitor the fairness of 
the purchase price on real estate transactions due to the lack of com-
parable sales 9 especially during periods of rapid inflation. If the 
Commis.sioner questions the substance of a leveraged lease from which 
the taxpayer has an expectation of making a profit 9 it appears that 9 
based on Bolger and Knetsch 9 the taxpayer merely has to show that the 
transaction will be economically profitable ignoring income taxes" In 
a leveraged lease transaction 9 the lessor need only point to the 
potential terminal value of the leased property 9 which may be from 
20 to 50 years into the future. 
Internal Revenue Service Response to 
Tax Leveraging 
JO 
It has been only in recent years that the I.R.S. has taken signifi-
cant steps to retard the proliferation of tax shelters using non-
recourse financing. The methods used by the I.R.S. have 9 at best 9 
been piecemeal. Ironically 9 it was the Commissioner in Crane that 
insisted that the taxpayer must include the mortgage to which the pro-
perty was subject in determining the basis for depreciation and in 
determining the amount realized upon its sale. The United States 
Supereme Court upheld the Commissioner's findings. 56 
Perhaps the I.R.S. is correct in not directly attacking non-recourse 
leveraging or the Crane Doctrine. One of the factors that affected the 
Court's decision in Crane was the complexity of computing depreciation 
where the depreciable basis would vary from,year to year depending upon 
the amount of amortization of the mortgage.57 It would seem that 
because of the pervasiveness of the Crane Doctrine throughout the 
economy 9 only Congress could effectively deal with the problem of 
depreciation and the distinction between borrowing and equityo 
Withholding of Advance Rulings 
There are several ways of attacking a tax shelter financed heavily 
with non~recourse debt that the I.R.S. could use to reduce or eliminate 
the tax losses going to participants that have little or no equitable 
interest in a project. The arguments the Commissioner used to question 
the substance of the transaction itself have already been mentioned in 
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the discussion of Bolger and Mayerson~ (1) there is no reasonable 
expectation for the investor to make a capital investment by paying 
ff th 1 . . . . . 58 o e non~recourse oan which is a contingent obligation; (2) the 
transaction is a sham since the investor has no expectation of making an 
economic profit; 59 and (3) the lessee or the lender is the equitable 
owner of the property. The I.R.S. has probably been more effective in 
reducing the incentive to invest in tax shelters by exercising its 
discretionary authority to issue rulings and determination letterss 
Section J.021 of Revenue Procedure 72~9, 1972-1 C.B. 719 indicates 
that the I.R.S. "will not rule where the transaction has as its 
principal purpose the reduction of Federal Taxes." Without the 
bles~ings of the I.R.S. 9 many investors will be hesitant to risk the 
chance of losing the tax benefits of a project 9 especially if the 
project is otherwise highly risky. 
The syndication or marketing of a limited partnership interest 
will be discussed in more detail later" It is important 9 however, for 
the syndicators to receive a favorable determination letter stating that 
the limited partnership will not be classified as an association 
t bl t . 60 axa e as a corpora ion0 If it were to be considered a corporation 9 
the operating losses would not pass through to the limi ted~partner / 
shareholder so 
Elements of a Lease 
The I.R.S. issued in 1955 Revenue Ruling 55-540, which provides 
guidelines for determining the existence of a conditional sales con-
1 . 61 tract to be a ease of equipment. The I .R.S. has not issued Revenue 
Procedure 75-~21 for the purpose of setting out guidelines it will 
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follow in issuing advance rulings and determination letters for de= 
t . . th . t 62 ermining e exis ence of a leasee 
It is not uncommon for investors to arrange for a company to 
acquire equipment such as airplanes 9 locomotivesi box cars 9 computers 9 
and pollution control equipment by leasing it with the investors as 
lessors. The lessors may have :financed the purchase of the leased 
property without any personal risk with a non-recourse loan. The 
lending institution would be adequately protected by the lessee 
guaranteeing payment. The investors would benefit from a transaction 
such as this from the tax deferral caused by taking depreciation in 
excess of the amount of debt amortization and the investment credit. 
Revenue Procedure 75-21 has 9 in effect, described the factors 
necessary in a leasing transaction for the transaction to be obviously 
a lease o It is not clear whether Revenue Procedure 75-21 is to apply 
only to equipment or will apply to real estate leases as well. 
Revenue Ruling 55-540 specifically states that it applies to equipment 
leasese Neither Revenue Procedure 75-21 or Revenue Ruling 55-540 
mentions real estate transactions. Revenue Procedure 75~21 does 9 
however 9 indicate the conservative attitude the I .R.S. is taking 
toward leveraged equipment leases and leveraged leases in general. 
Revenue Procedure 75-21 requires the lessor to have a minimum "at 
risk" investment in the property of at least 20 per cent of the cost 
of the property throughout the entire period of the lease. The property 
must have a residual value of at least 20 per cent at the termination 
of the lease and must have a remaining useful life of at least one 
year or 20 per cent of the original est:j.mat.ed useful life 9 whichever is 
longero The lessee must not have the right to purchase the property at 
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a price less than its fair market value~ The lessee must not have any 
investment in the leased property nor may the lessee provide any of 
the funds used to acquire the property or guarantee any indebtedness 
pertaining to the leased property. The lessor must demonstrate that it 
expects to make a profit disregarding any tax benefits. 
Revenue Procedure 75-21 states that the above " ~ •• guidelines 
do not define 9 as a matter of law, whether a transaction is or is not 
a lease for Federal Income Tax purposes and are not intended to be used 
for audit purposes." 63 
Revenue Procedures 75-21 and 72-9 do not have the force and effect 
of law 9 but only indicate the circumstances under whith the I.R.S. will 
not issue advance rµlings or determination letters. Investors may 
continue to form highly leveraged investments the principal purpose 
of which is tax avoidance, but they run the risk of litigation if an 
examination by the I.R.S. disallows or substantially reduces the tax 
benefits. It is yet to be determined what the effect of the I.R.S. 
policy not to issue advance ruling or determination letters will be on 
investors. They may avoid those projects that have a low probability 
of earning a before tax profit or have a high degree of loss. This 
could have a substantial effect on the construction of low and moderate 
income housing projects (Section 236 and 22l(d) of the National Housing 
Act) which offer the investor mainly tax benefits for his investment. 
As Calkins and Updegraft point out 9 the actual operating cost almost 
invariably exceeds projected operating cost 9 with the result that the 
investor realizes very little cash flow and no economic recovery on the 
d . •t• f th . 64 1spos1 ion o e proJect. In order for an investor to at least 
break even in a situation described above 9 the project must stay out of 
J4 
default or not be disposed of for a period of 5 to 10 years 9 depending 
on the return received on the invested taxes originally avoided. 
The advance ruling policy will not affect leveraged tax shelters 9 
such as apartment buildings 9 where the investors can expect substantial 
cash flow and the projects do not involve long-term leasese 
Limited Partnerships and the Syndication 
of Tax Shelters 
Selecting a Legal Entity 
The limited partnership has turned out to be a very flexible legal 
entity capable of passing through to the limited partners almost limit~ 
less tax benefits while at the same time limiting the risk of loss to 
the amount of capital invested or required to .be invested in the 
partnership. The limited partnership offers many advantages that other 
legal entities (iee., corporations 9 Subchapter S corporations, general 
partnershi.ps 9 and proprietorship) cannot completely provide but is not 
'th . f 1 65 w1 out some pit al s. 
Many tax shelters such as apartment bui.ldings 9 office buildings 9 
motels 9 etc. 9 require substantial amounts of equity capital that a 
single investor would not normally be able to provide. A large project 
may provide tax losses in excess of what a single investor could absorbe 
Also~ many investors would rather be passive ownerse Therefore, even 
though individual ownership may provide the investor with the fewest 
problems, it is usually only suitable for smaller projects. 
Corporations are not the favored vehicle for holding tax shelters 1 
because the corporationus tax losses cannot generally be passed on to 
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the stockholdero If the corporation and the shareholders elect Sub-
chapter 8 treatment 9 losses generated by a tax shelter can only be 
deducted by the shareholders to the extent of their direct investment 
66 
in the corporation attributable to capital and loanso Any loss 
exceeding the above limitation cannot be used later where additional 
investment is made. 67 A sub-chapter Selection cannot be made if more 
than 20 per cent of its gross receipts come from passive income such as 
68 
rents which is not compatible to leveraged leases. The most im-
portant disadvantage of all is the fact that the shareholder cannot add 
to the tax basis in his stock any of the corporation 1 s indebtedness. 
Packman states that partnerships are the most frequently utilized 
t . t• f 1 ' . h . . . . t 69 en 1 1es or tax she ters in whic 1nd1v1duals are the 1nves ors. 
70 Partnership income 9 deductions and credits flow through to the partners. 
Partnership losses are deductible to the extent of the partner's basis 
in his partnership interest71 which includes a partner 1 s ratable share 
f 'h t h" b . 72 o ~ e par ners 1p orrowings. A partnership loss in excess of the 
partner is basis may be carried forward indefinitely for. use when the 
partnersv basis increases sufficiently to absorb the loss. 73 
There are two forms for operating as a partnership~ i.e, 9 the 
general partnership and the limited partnership. The disadvantage of 
a general partnership is that each partner is jointly and severally 
liable for the partnership debts. 7~ Even if the partners are not 
personally liable for the mortgage on the partnership proper~y~ there 
are other contingencies the partners may wish to avoid such as general 
operating liabilities and damage suits or tort actions in conjunction 
with partnership activities. Close supervision and adequate liability 
insurance may reduce this t~ .risk to a minimum 1 however. 
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Operating in the form of a limited partnership provides the same 
tax advantages as a general partnership discussed above but limits the 
risk of loss to any one limited partner to the amount he is required to 
invest or has invested in the limited partnership. Limited partnerships 
are legal entities created under state statutes which are usually 
variations of the Uniform Limited Partnership Act& 
Limitations on Use of Limited Partnership 
A limited partnership is not without its problems 9 however. The 
I.R.S. has sought to limit the usefulness of a limited partnership by 
two methods: (1) classifying limited partnerships as associations tax~ 
?S Aet ]UI, '))4! ~s(J,) 
able as corporations, (2') reducing the amount of non~recourse debt a 
limited partner can use in computing the amount of his basis in his 
6 R ~!J R,, I 71-lh'" If( 11-1 (', tJ lDO : 'J l-J.i't! 1 'j '12-~ <if}'!"/ 
partnership intepest. 7 
Again~ the loR.S. is using the advance ruling policy to reduce the 
proliferation of limited partnerships organized as tax shelters. 
Revenue Procedure 72~13 specifies the cortdi tions under which it will 
issue an advance ruling on whether or not a limited partnership is an 
. t' h th 1 t . t' 77 assoc1a ion w ere e genera par ner 1s a corpora ion. Basically 
the I.H.S. requires that corporate general partners have economic sub~ 
stance. The I.R.S. has puhlished Regulation JOl.7701-2 which describes 
the corporate characteristics and the conditions necessary for a non-
corporate organization to be classified as an association taxable as 
a corporation0 
The term Vassociatione refers to an organization whose 
characteristics require it to be classified for purposes 
of taxation as a corporation rather than as another type 
of organization such as a partnership or a trust. There 
are a number of major characteristics ordinarily found in 
a pure corporation 9 which 9 taken together, distinguish 
it from other organizationso These are~ (i) 
associates~ (ii) an objective to carry on business 
and to divide the gains therefrom~ (iii) continuity 
of life, (iv) centralization o;·f management~ (v) 
liability for corporate debts limited to corporate 
property, and (vi) free transferability of interest® 
An organization will be treated as an association if the 
corporate characteristics are such that the organization 
more clearBy resembles a corporation than a partnership 
or trust.? 
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Since a corporation and a limited partnership have associates and have 
the objective to carry on a business and divide the gains therefrom, 
these characteristics are not considered because they are common to both 
t f . t' 79 ypes o organ1za ion. If any member has the power under local law 
to dissolve the organization, the organization lacks continuity of life. 
Limited partnerships subject to a statute corresponding 
to the Uniform Limited Partnership Act • ~ • lack con-
tinuity of life •••• 80 An organization has the 
corporate characteristic of limited liability if under 
local law there is no member who is personally liabBe 
for the debts of or claims against the partnership. 1 
The regulations state that a limited partnership will have the charac-
teristic of limited liability if the general partner has no substantial 
assets and is acting merely as an agent or "dummy" of the limited 
82 
partner so Limited partnerships usually lack the corporate charac-
teristic of free transferability of interest if a partner must have the 
approval of the general partner and/or the other limited partnersw 83 
The I.R.S. issued Revenue Procedure 72~13 9 the essence of which is 
to require the corporate general partner to have economic substance in 
the form of an adequate net wortho Otherwise the organization would be 
considered to have the corporate characteristic of limited liabilityo 
The limited partners will not own 9 directly or in-
directly, individually or in the aggregate, more than 
20 per cent of the stock of the corporate general 
partner or of any affiliates as defined in Section 
1504(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. 
If the corporate general partner has an interest in 
only one limited partnership and total contributions to 
that partnership are less than $2,500 1 000 9 the net 
worth of the corporate general partner at all times will 
be 15 per cent of such total contributions or $250,000 9 
whichever is the lesser; if the total contributions to 
that partnership are $2,500!000 or more, the net worth 
of the corporate general partner at all times l!tll be at 
least 10 per cent of such total contribution,s. . ' 
On May 3 9 1974, the I.R.S. issued Reven~e Proced~re 74-17, which 
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announced the conditions under which the I.R.S. would not issue advance 
rulings or determination letters concerning the classification of 
organizations "which raise factual questions as to whether their 
principal purpose is the reduction of Federal Taxes. 1185 The I.R.S. 
had already established a policy of not ruling on a prospective trans-
action if the principal 11urpose of the transaction was the reduction of 
86 
Federal taxes. The operating rules of Revenue Procedure 74-17 are 
as follows: 
The interest of all the general partners 9 taken together 9 
in each material item of partnership income, gain 9 loss, 
deduction or credit is equal to at least one per cent of 
each such item at all times during the existence of the 
1 partnership0 In determining the general partners 1 interests 
in such items9 limited partnership interests owned by the 
general partners shall not be taken into account. 
The aggregate deductions to be claimed by the partners as 
their distributive sha,res of partnership losses for the 
:first two years of opera ti on of the limited partnership 
will not exceed the amount of equity capital invested in 
the limited partnership. 
A creditor who makes a non-~ecourse loan to the limited 
partnership must not have ,to acquire 9 at any time as a 
result of making the loan 9 any direct or indirect interest 
in the profits, capital 9 or property of the l~~ited 
partnership other than as a secured creditor. 
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Revenue Procedure 74-17 9 unlike Revenue Procedure 72-13 9 states that 
the prescribed operating rules are only for purpose of delineating 
the circumstances under which the I.R.S. will issue ruling or determi-
nation letters "and are not intended as substantive rules for the 
determination of partnership status and are not to be app0lied as 
88 
criteria for the audit of taxpayers u returns." 
Revenue Procedure 74-17 appears to be more of a constraint for; 
limited partnerships engaged in exploration and development of oil 
properties and cattle feeding operations where the tax losses generated 
by intangible drilling cost and the expense of feed purchased often will 
exceed the equity investment in the first year. 89 It must be stressed 
th~t Revenue Procedure 74-17 doesn't automatically tax limited partner-
ships as corporations if they don't meet the requirements expressed 
therein~ The I.R.S. merely has increased the risk of such action by 
refusing to give an advance ruling. The investor must weigh the pro-
bability of being taxed as a corporation against the potential benefits 
from a highly leveraged investment. 
Because of the high risk involved in oil and gas ventures 9 it is 
difficult to obtain non-recourse loans from institutional lenders such 
' 
as banks and insurance companies0 0ften 9 the general partner would 
finance the major portion of an oil and gas venture and would sell 
of'f the usable portion of the tax benefits to investors in the form 
of limited partnership interests with a large portion of their share of 
the investment financed by the general partner through non~recourse 
loanso The I.R.S. announced in Revenue Rule 72~135 that "any such 
purported u1oanu by a general partner would be treated as a contribution 
to the capital of the partnership" by the general partner which 
would effectively reduce the amount of operating loss a limited 
90 partner could take~ 
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The I.R.S. is closely scrutinizing non-recourse debt as evidenced 
by Revenue Ruling 72-350 9 which classifies nonmrecourse debt as 
capital investment of the creditor where he has a right to convert the 
1 . ' t t h" . 91 oan in o a par ners · ip interest. The I.R.S. in the above two rulings 
is applying corporate debt-equity concepts to partnerships. 
Tannenbaum reports that some drilling funds have side-stepped 
Revenue Ruling 72~350 by avoiding loans by the general partner to the 
partnership or limited partners, making third party loans convertible 
into a specific property (rather than a partnership interest) and 
allowing the lenders to pay the tangible completion cost of the well 
and receive an interest in the well in the same ratio that the tangible 
92 costs bear to the total cost. 
The crux of Revenue Rulings 72-135 and 72-350 is to reduce the 
limited partnervs basis in their partnership interest~ which reduces 
the amount of operating loss that the individual limited partners can 
Tax Basis for Limited Partnership Interest 
Section 704(d) of the. Internal Revenue Code of .122!! limits the 
deduction of partnership losses to the partner's adjusted basis in the 
partnership interest~ The computation of the limited partner's basis 
is explained in Sections 722 and 752 of the Internal Revenue Code .2f 
.12.2!! and Section 1Q752ml(e) of the Regulations@ Section 722 states: 
The basis of an interest in a partnership acquired 
by a contribution of property, including money 9 to the 
partnership shall be the amount of such money 9 and the 
adjusted basis of such property to the contributing 
partner at the time of the contribution~93 
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Just as individuals add to their capital investment any liabilities 
to which the property is subject (whether or not personal liability 
exists) general partners also add to their capital investment the 
partnership liabilities~ This action is cruci~l to the availability 
of tax losses for the partners. 
94 
The Code treats a partner's share of the partnership liabilities 
as a contribution of money by him to the partnership: 
·Any increase in a partner's share of the liabilities of 
a partnership 9 or any increase in a partneris individual 
liabilities by reason of the assumption by such partner 
of partnership liabilities 9 shall be considered as a 95 
contribution of money by such partner to the partnership~ 
Non~recourse liabilities of the partnership increase the individual 
partneris basis in the same way as liabilities on which the partner 
is personally liable: 
For purposes of this section, a liability to which 
property is subject shall, to the extent of the fair 
market value. of such property be. considered as a 
liability of the owner of the pro;perty8 96· 
The partnership is the transferee owner of the: property and the 
partners are therefore considered to have made a contribution of money 
to the partnership to the extent of the loan or the fair market value 
of the property 9 whichever is the lesserm 
A limited partnership has a slightly different set of rules for 
the treatment of liabilities by the limited partners as described in 
the Income Tax Regulations: 
A partner's share of partnership liabilities shall 
be determined in accordance with his ratio for sharing 
losses under the partnership agreement. In the case 
of a limited partnership 9 a limited partner's share 
of th'e partn~rship, liabilities shall not exceed the 
difference between his actual conttibutions which he 
is obligated to make under the limited partnership 
agreement@ However 1 where none of the partners have any 
personal liability (as in the case of a mortgage on real 
estate acquired by the partnership without the assumption 
by the partnership or one of the partners of any lia~ 
bility on the mortgage) then all partners, including 
limited partners 9 shall be considered as sharing such 
liability under Sectio~ 752(c) in the same proportion 
as they share profits. 7 
The I.R.S. almost 20 years ago in Treasury Decision 6175 9 dated 
May 23, 1956 9 set the stage for the mark~ting of tax losses to in-
vestors. Income ~ Regulation L?s2~1 (e) allows persons to add to 
their basisi in a partnership interest, non~recourse liabilities, 
which they cannot do if they are organized as a Sub-chapter-S 
Corporation under Section 1371 of the Internal Revenue ~ of 1..2..'.ii 
which took effect in 1958.98 Income Tax Regulations 1Q752-l(e) is 
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.consistent with the Crane Doctrine discussed earlier which assumes that 
the limited partners will eventually make a capital investment equal to 
the non~recourse indebtedness through principal payments by the partner-
ship if the property is held until the mortgage is fully amortized0 It 
is interesting to note that the limited partner determines his share of 
the non-recourse debt based on his profit sharing ratio rather than his 
loss sharing ratio which may be different0 99 The limited partners 
will have taxable income in those years that. the principal payments 
exceed depreciation deductions if the partnership revenue just equals 
out of pocket expenses pl.us the mortgage payments. However 9 an actual 
cash investment is contingent upon the limited partner continuing in 
the partnership until the mortgage is paid off~ 
The Tax Reform Act of 1.2.ZQ. has restricted the deductibility of 
t . ' . ' . t 100 par nersh1p losses to a partner 1 s ' at ri'sk', 1nvestmen • Section 
?04(d) has been amended by adding that the adjusted basis of any 
partneris interest shall not.include any .portion of the partnership 
liability for which the partner does not have any personal liability. 
The above limitation does not apply to any partnerships that have the 
101 
principal purpose of investing in real estate~ 
The Senate version of the 1976 tax bill origin~lly did not exempt 
partnerships involved in ~eal 'estate from the "at risk" limitations 
4J 
for partnership losses. The exception for real estate partnerships was 
written into law by the Joint Conference Committee. 
Effect of Present Value Concepts and Capital 
Gains Taxation on Real Estate Tax Shelters 
Thus far 9 the emphasis has been on explaining the historical 
development of tax leveraging under Federal tax law as influenced by 
the Congressional~· administrative 9 and judicial system. We have seen 
how Federal tax law makes it possible for an investor to obtain tax 
deductions which exceed the revenue generated by an investment and 
the investorus own capital investment through the use of funds borrowed 
without personal risk. 
~x Leveraging and Tax Deferral 
The following may be described as "How to obtain an interest free 
loan from the government in the form of a tax deferral and how to cancel 
one~half of what i.s owed through the use of the capital gain provisions." 
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Ultimately, the investor will have to repay the non-recourse debt 
either with the cash flow generated through normal operations 9 by 
selling the property and paying off the debt 9 or by foreclosure where 
the creditor takes the property in satisfaction of the outstanding 
principal. As discuss~d earlier 9 the courts justified the use of 
non-recourse debt in computing the investor's depreciable basis 9 
because the investor will ultimately make a capital investment equal 
to the non-recourse debt as the principal is repaid during normal 
. 102 
operations~ 
The main advantage of tax leveraging is the deferral of one~s 
103 tax liability and the present value concept of money. 
If the investor repays the non-recourse debt from the cash flow 
derived from normal operations and the investor 1 s marginal tax rate 
remains constant ov~r the period of time the debt is amortized, the 
investor will receive a tax advantage from two sources® First, the 
investor benefits from taking a tax deduction for depreciation that 
exceeds the actual economic depreciation; ises, ignoring general price 
level changes 9 the amount that accumulated depreciation exceeds the 
decrease in the fair market value of the investment. Second, the 
investor benefits to the extent that the depreciation deductions exceed 
the' investor 1 s capital investment plus the amortization of indebtedness o 
In the first instance 9 the investor will be able to defer the tax 
decrease due to taking depreciation until the property is disposed of 
and the gain realized which is attributable to depreciating the property 
faster than the property decreases in fair market value. The value of 
this tax deferral to the investor depends upon the marginal tax rate 
the investor is in when the depreciation deductions are taken and when 
the gain is realized 9 the length of time that elapses between the 
above two events 9 and the after tax yield the investor can earn on the 
postponed taxes. The investor receives 9 in effecti an interest free 
loan from the federal government that will have to be paid back only 
if the property is sold and the gain realized. 104 The investor may 
have acquired the property late in life with the thought of passing 
it on to his heirs without rea,lizing any gain. 105 The value of this 
type of deferral will be developed further in Chapter III@ 
The second type of tax deferral mentioned above is a result of 
tax leveraging or financing a substantial portion of the cost of the 
investment with borrowed funds. At such time as the adjusted basis of 
the property is below the mortgage principal 9 the accumulated deprecia-
ti'on deductions exceed the investor 1 s capital investment in the property. 
At some point in time the payments on principal will exceed current 
depreciation and the investor will begin repaying the postponed 
tax or the interest free loan from the Fede~al Government@ On a JO-. 
year loan with a 10 per cent interest rate 9 principal payments will not 
exceed depreciation deductions until the 16th year using straight~line 
. . 106 
depreciation@ The present value of one dollar due at the end of 
16 years discounted at five per cent is 46 cents@lO? If the investor 
deposi.ts 46 per cent of the first year 1 s tax savings in a tax exempt 
investment earning five per cent with the earnings left to compound 
annually 9 the investor will have accumulated sufficient funds to pay 
the taxes due at the end .o.f the 16th year caused by tax leveraging in 
the first year. In effect 9 the investor has received an indirect tax 
credit in an amount equal to at least 54 p~'"'·ce.nt of the first year's 
tax savings. The higher the investor's marginal tax bracket 9 the 
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greater the amount of indirect credit 9 though the per cent of tax 
avoided remains the same~ However, an indirect tax credit of 54 per 
cent of one's tax liability for a person in the 70 per cent tax bracket 
is equivalent to excluding 54 per cent of his income 1 while a person 
in the 20 per cent bracket would have to exclude 190 per cent of his 
income to receive the same dollar reduction in taxes as the taxpayer 
• 108 
in the 70 per cent bracket. The high bracket taxpayer has a 
competitive advantage over the lower bracket taxpayer in acquiring 
fixed assets that provide tax leveraging. If both the 70 per cent and 
the 20 per cent investor paid the same amount down on an investment 9 
the 70 per cent investor will have a smaller amount of after tax risk 
capital invested. 
An analysis of the value of tax deferral caused by leveraging 
u~der various conditions will be discussed in Chapter III. 
Capital Gains Tax on Disposting of Real Estate 
If the investor makes a disposition of the property that results in 
a taxable sale or exchange 9 the tax on the gain realized may be sub~ 
stantially less than the tax deferred. A taxable disposi tioo could 
occur due to selling the property 9 a taxable exchange, or due to 
abandonment or foreclosure, either voluntary or involuntary0 The tax 
consequence is the same for each. The amount of, tax owed on the gain 
realized depends upon several factors such as the length of time the 
property was held, the depreciation method used, data the property 
was acquired, the amount of excess investment interest carryover, 
the taxpayer's marginal tax rate and the amount of his other Section 
1231 gains and losses and capital gains and losses0 Each of the above 
'-±7 
factors will be taken up later in the discussion on "Legislative Response 
to Tax Leveraging." For now, the discussion will be limited to the 
capital gains provisionm 
A building much as an office building, warehouse, shopping center 
or apartment either is a capital asset under Section 1221 if it is 
held for investment or qualifies for capital gain treatment under 
Section 1231 if it is used in a trade or business,· though by definition 
under Section 1221 it is not a capital asset. One way or another, if 
the property qµalifies .for capital gain treatment, the taxpayer will 
receive a capital gain deduction equal to 50 per cent of the excess of 
net long~term capital gains over net short-term capital losses under 
Section 1202. The essence of this 50 per cent long-term capital gain 
deduction is that only one-half of the gain from the sale of the 
property is taxable if there are not any net short-term losses. If the 
investor is in the same tax bracket when the property is disposed of as 
when he claimed the deductions for depreciation, the investor has only 
to repay one-half of the taxes originally avoided. The investor is 
receiving two tax benefits from a tax shelterg (1) an interest free 
loan from deferring his ta,xes 9 and (2) the repayment of only one~half 
of the loan when the property is disposed of in a taxable transaction. 
The gain 9 to the extent that it is caused by taking depreciation iri 
excess of the actual decline in economic value 9 is not an economic 
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gain but is instead a "tax gain" caused by an earlier tax loss. 
Ignoring the deferral benefit 9 if an investor such as Bolger 9 described 
earlier~ claimed tax losses over a period of years of $100 1 000 which 
offset income that would have been taxed in the 50 per cent bracke~ 9 
. t . $ 110 his ax saving would amount to 50 9 0000 Since Bolger made no 
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capital investment in many of the projects 9 the full $100 9 000 deduction 
for tax losses was financed with non-recourse loanse If there was not 
adequate revenue to pay operating expenses plus the mortgage installments 
and the creditor foreclosed on the mortgage 9 'Bolger would have a 11 tax 
gain" of $100 9 000 9 equal to the difference between th.e adjusted basis 
of the investment to Bolger and the unpaid principal of the mortgate. 
The unpaid principal on the mortgage is considered part of the sales 
price as if the taxpayer had sold the property for an amount equal to 
the principal and the funds received used to discharge the indebted-
111 
ness. Since the property qualifies for capital gain treatment, 
only one~half of the gain of $100,000 or $50,000 is taxable. If 
Bolger is in the 50 per cent bracket, there would be a tax liability 
due to the disposition of the $25 9 000. Thus, if Bolger merely receives 
back his original investment, namely nothing, he is ahead $25 9000 9 
plus the value of the interest free loan of $25 9000. If the fore-
closure doesn't occur for several years.1 the after tax yield on the 
$50 9 000 in taxes avoided by deducting "tax losses" may equal or exceed 
the amount of taxes that have to be "repaid." 
It can be seen through the in~eraction of the depreciation and 
capital gain provisions of the Internal Revenue ~ of 1.22.± that a 
taxpayer may have an after tax gain which without these provisions 
might have been an economic loss~ 
Legislative Respons~ to Tax Leveraging 
Congress has been slow to react to tax avoidance caused by real 
estate tax shelters and tax leveraging. Its efforts have mainly been 
in the form of piece~meal legislation from 1964 through 1969. It has 
failed to substantially reform the tax laws pertaining to depreciation 
as it affects real estate tax shelters 9 which is a major element" 
Recapture of Depreciation of Ordinary Rates 
In 1962, Congress enacted Section 1245 of the Internal Revenue 
~.2.!.1.22i which provides for the recapture of all depreciation .taken 
after December 31, 1961 on personal property and other property 9 not 
. 1 . · 1 . . 0 112 inc uding bui dings 9 not to exceed the gain realized~ The gain 
realized, to the extent of the recaptured depreciation will not qualify 
for capital gain treatment and will be subject to ordinary income rates. 
United States Treasury Secretary Dillon in his 1962 appearance before 
the Senate Committee on Finance proposed that the recapture provisions 
apply to both personal property and real estate. 113 Provisions were 
made in the Treasury proposal to decrease the amount of depreciation 
that would be recaptured on real estate the longer the property was 
held to take into consideration the general rise in prices. 114 
115 Congress passed legislation relative to personal property only. In 
1963 the Treasury went back to Congress with the same basic proposal 
th t 'th 0 6 116 a i ad presented in 19 2. 
Congress 9 in Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code .Q.f...!.2.219 
provided for the recapture of depreciation on real estate only to the 
extent that accelerated depreciation exceeded straight'."'line depreciation 
and also provided for the gradual reduction of the recapture over a 
ten-year period after which there would be no recapture,. The 
Treasury proposed in 1962 and again in 1963 9 as an alternative to 
Section 1250 9 the repeal of the use of accelerated depreciation on 
real property 9 but Section 167 concerning depreciation was not sub~ 
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stantially amended to restrict the use of accelerated depreciaticm 
until the 1969 Tax Reform Act. It is interesting to note that it was 
reported by Don Throop Smith that there. was no conscious decision to 
adQpt accelerated depreciation methods in 1954 to stimulate building 
:f . . . 117 o residential housing. The primary concern of Congress then was 
. . . 118 I . t . . the production o:f machinery and equipment. t is somewha ironic 
that contractors and real estate investors have used as an argument 
:for the retention o:f accelerated depreciation 9 the effect of its 
1 t . . ' 119 remova on he housing and construction industry. 
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 
It wasn 1 t until 1969 that Co.ngress focused its attention on the 
ingredient of tax deferral in tax shelters. Congress 9 in one broad 
stroke 9 strengthened Section 1250 9 reduced the rate of deprecia~ion 
on apartments and commercial buildings 9 and reduced the amount of 
investment interest an individual could deduct. It also applied a new 
minimum tax to tax preference items including accelerated depreciation 
in excess of straight-line depreciation~ the excluded one-half o:f 
capital gains and excess investment and increased the tax on net 
long-term capital gains@ 120 
The 'l'ax Reform Act of 1976 
Congress again in 1976 made a.special effort to reduce the amaunt 
121 
of tax avoidance caused by tax shelters~ Section 1250 was 
strengthened by eli~inating the gradual reduction of Section 1250 gain 
for residential real estate except :for government subsidized housinge 122 
The deduction :for' investment interest was further limitede 123 The 
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minimum tax rate and the minimum tax base were increaseds 124 
Congress 9 in addition to strengthening the Tax Reform Act of 1.2.§2. 9 
enacted some provisions to curb the growth of tax shelters, which 
represents new strategy. Tax avoidance due to "tax leveraging" with 
non-recourse loans has been eliminated for many types of tax shelters 
except for real estate investments by limiting deductible losses to an 
investor's "at risk'' investment. 125 Construction period interest and 
taxes must now be spread out over several years rather than the amount 
b . d d t . th 'd 126 F · 1 eing e uc ed in e year pai • arm syndicates and arge farm 
. t. . t th 1 h f . 127 corpora ions are now required o use e accrua met od o accounting. 
Section 1250 
Section 1250 was amended by the .fil Reform !.£1 of 1.2.§2. to lengthen 
the period of time residential real estate must be held in order to 
avoid the recapture of the excess of accelerated depreciatien over 
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straight-line depreciation at ordinary tax rates. Prior to 1970 1 
the Section 1250 gain was reduced one per cent for each month the 
property was held past 20 months9 For years subsequent to 1969 and 
prior to 1976 the property must be held at least 100 months before the 
reduction begins, or held for 16 years and 8 manths far all gain to be 
taxed at capital gain rates~ The arbitrage between ordinary tax rates 
and capital gain rates is still possible since Section 1250 comes into 
play only if accelerated depreciation is used and the property is held 
for less than 16 and two-thirds years. 
Congress was noi; so lenient towards nan-residential property" 
Originally 9 when Section 1250 was first enacted 9 residential and non~ 
residential property were treated alike a The ~ Reform Act .Q! 1.2.§.2. 
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eliminated the gradual reduction of Section 1250 gain for non-resi~ 
dential properyy. The~ Reform Act .Q.f l..21.§. reduced the disparity 
between residential real estate and non-residential real estate by 
eliminating the gradual reduction of Section 1250 gain for residential 
property except for government subsidized housing. For government 
subsidized housing, there will be full recapture the first 100 months 
and a gradual reduction over the next 100 months. 129 
Depreciation Methods 
Congress also made a distinction between residential and non-
residential property as to the use of accelerated depreciation methods. 
Prior to 1970, both types of new real estate could be depreciated 
using the 200 per cent declining balance method and used real estate 
could be depreciated using 150 per cent declining balance0 For years 
subsequent to 1960, only new residential rental property qualifies for 
th 200 t d 1 . . b 1 130 e per cen ec ining a ance. Used residential rental property 
having a life 20 years or more will qualify for 125 per cent declining 
"b 1 lJl a ance. New commercial buildings can now only be depreciated 
using 150 per cent declining balance or a lesser method while used 
. 1 b · 1 . . 1 f . l" . . 1 32 commercia ui dings qualify on y or straight- 1.ne depreciation. 
The impact of the above changes on tax deferral will be analyzed 
in Chapter IIL 
Investment Interest 
Congress substantially reduced the ability of some taxpayers to 
defer taxes due to leveraged tax shelters when it reduced the amount of 
interest on investment indebtedness that could be deducted by non-
53 
corporate taxpayers. A non-corporate taxpayer is allowed to deduct 
annually investment interest in an amount not to exceed the sum of 
$10 000 1 t . t t . 133 9 p us ne inves men income~ "Net investment income" is 
134 
defined as the excess of investment income over investment expense. 
The term investment income includes gross income from interest, 
dividends, rents, royalties, net short-term capital gain 9 and Section 
1245 and 1250 gain to the extent the amounts are not ,derived from the 
d t f b . 135 con uc o a trade or usiness@ Investment expenses are defined to 
incl~de real anq personal property taxes, bad debts, straight~line 
depreciation, amortizable bond premiums, expenses for the production 
of income and depletion, to the extent these expenses are directly 
t · · · t · 136 Th d" 11 d connec ed with the production of inves ment income. e isa owe 
investment interest is carried forward and deducted in subsequent years 
to a limited extent. 1 37 
Section 163(d) of the Internal ,Revenue Code .Qf J.2.2i strikes at 
the heart of certain types of tac deferral for some individuals. It 
applies only to non-corporate taxpayers who have only limited amounts 
of investment income such as interest, dividends, rents and royalties. 
The limitation for investment interest applies only in those years 
when the investment interest exceeds $10,0000 Therefore, even executives 
and professional individuals, whose main source of income is earned 
income from services, can deduct tax losses attributable to investment 
interest in an amount equal to $10 9 000 plus any net investment incomee 
The tax advantages of the "Bolger" type of arrangement have not been 
eliminated, but the amount of tax deferral has been reduced for certain 
types of tax shelters. 
Those individu~ls who already have substantial investment income 
will probably not be affected by the restriction on the deduction of 
investment interest. For this type of taxpayer, real estate tax 
shelters can have an important impact on their personal tax liability© 
It is ironic that much of the impetus for tax reform was caused by 154 
individuals with $200 9 000 or more income who had avoided the payment 
of all income taxes, of whom 72 mastered this trick through the use 
. t . t t 138 of tax shelters that produced large amounts of investmen in eres • 
Section 163(d) does not apply to "business interest." Thus 9 
investors need not be concerned with Section 163(d) if their tax 
shelters involve conducting a trade or business such as feeding cattle 9 
raising breeding stock, growing rose bushes and fruit trees, and 
139 drilling for oil and gas. 
Section 163(d)(4) specifically states that property subject to a 
net lease shall be treated as property held for investment. The 
draftsmen of this code section no doubt must have realized the diffi-
culty in trying to distinguish property held for investment from 
property 11sed in a trade or business and eliminated the controversy 9 
as this question pertains to property rented out under a net lease. As 
indicated by the House Report on excess investment interest, Congress 
was not specifically concerned with tax shelters that were financed 
with non-recourse debt 9 but addressed itself to those taxpayers who were 
purchasin!;) growth properties heavily financed by indebtedness 9 often 
not making principal payments until the property was sold years lateri 
. h th . . t . 1 . 140 It th t wit e gain being taxed a capita gain rates. appears a 
the type of "growth properties" referred to consists of i terns that are 
classified as capital assets such as securities and undeveloped land0 
If an investor merely recovered his investment plus out of pocket 
expenditures such as interest, he would still have a tax advantage 
due to the difference between ordinary rates and capital gain rates. 
The renting of real estate is generally treated as a "trade or 
business," which places this type of property or tax shelter outside 
the reach of Section I63(d). The phrase "trade or business" appears 
in at least 60 different code s~ctions, but does not have a precise 
definition. 141 The renting of real estate is not deemed a "trade or 
business" for purposes of computing self employment tax as provided 
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by Section l.402(a)(4) of the Income Tax Regulation. The above regula~ 
tion appears to be contrary to. Section 1402(c) of the Internal· Revenue 
Code, which states that the term "trade or business" when used with 
reference to self-employment income "shall have the same meaning as 
when used in Section 162 • • • ." Before the enactment of Section 1231, 
gains and losses from the sale of real estate used in a trade or business 
were taxed as ordinary gains and losses. In Fackler ~· Commissioner, 
decided in 1943, it was held that an attorney was engaged in the trade 
or business of leasing an office building and therefore the gain on the 
. · 142 
sale of the leasehold was an ordinary gain.. With the advent of 
Section 1231 9 the gain on the sale of property "used in a trade or 
business" is treated as a capital gain and i:f Section 1231 losses ex~ 
ceed Section 1231 gains 9 all of the gains and losses· are treated as 
ordinary gains and losses. Congress may not have intended for the 
renting of real estate to be treated as a "trade or business" in 
de:fining "adjusted gross income" under Section 62. Adjusted gross 
income under Section 62 is de:fined as gross income less trade or 
business expenses under Section 62(1) and deductions attributable to 
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rents and royal ties under Section 62(5). If the renting of real 
estate is a trade or business it would not be necessary to specifically 
mention "deductions attributable to rents and royalties." 
Congress must have intended Section 16J(d) to apply only to real 
estate subject to a net lease as Section 16J(d) applies to improved real 
estate. Section 16J(d)(4) treats property as subject to a net lease if 
it is leased and the sum of the deductions under Section 162 is less 
than 15 per cent of the rental income produced by the property or else 
the lessee or a person related to the lessee guarantees the lessor a 
specific return on investment or against loss~ 
The "net lease" provisions of Section 16J(d) will affect those tax 
shelters that are owned by individuals who are personally liable to third 
parties~ In an eJ':fort to limit their losses or guarantee an adequate 
return on investment, an investor will seek a net lease or will ask :for 
specific guarantees :from a person related to the lessee. Real estate 
tax shelters organized as limited partnerships will probably not have 
much difficulty in aboiding the net lease provisions of Section 16J(d) 
(4) since the limited partners already have limited liability in case of 
loss. They just will not have a guaranteed return on their investment. 
Minimum Tax on Tax Preference 
Congress has attempted to partially prevent certain taxpayers from 
avoiding all or a major part o:f their tax liability due to '.'tax pre-
:ference i terns" commonly associated with tax shel tersG Basically what 
Congress has done is to apply a tax of 15 per cent o:f the sum of tax 
pre:ference i terns to the ;extent they exceed one-half o:f the person's 
net tax liability or $10 9000 9 whichever is greater~ 143 Tax pre:ference 
items as defined in Section 57 are as follows: 
1. Itemized deductions in excess of 60 per cent of 
adjusted gross ivcome. 
2. Accelerated depreciation on real estate in excess 
of straight-line depreciation. 
J. Accelerated depreciation on Section 1245 property 
subject to a lease in excess of straight-line 
depreciation. 
4. Amortization of certified pollution control 
facilities to the extent it exceeds depreciation 
allowable. 
5. Amortization of railroad rolling stock to the extent 
it exceeds depreciation allowable. 
6. Stock options to the extent th~ fair market value 
exceeds the option price at the time the option 
is exercised. 
7. Reserves for losses on bad debts of financial 
institutions to the extent the deduction allowable 
exceeds the deductions that would have been allowable 
had the deduction been based on actual experience. 
8. Depletion to the extent the amount deducted exceeds 
the adjusted basis of the property. 
9. Capital gains to the extent of the long-term capital 
gains deduction in the case of individuals and in the 
case of corporations an amount equal to the excess of 
net long~term capital gains in excess of net short-
term capital losses times the ratio of the normal 
tax rate plus the surtax rate minus the alternative 
tax over the normal tax rate plus the surtax rate. 
lOQ Amortization of on-the~job training and child care 
facilities in excess of straight-line depreciationQ 
11. Intangible drilling cost expense if in excess of the 
amount allowable had the amount been capitalized and 
depleted using straight-line depletion.144, 
The minimum tax was first enacted in 1969 and was modified in 
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1976. Originally the minimum tax was 10 per cent of the tax preference 
items in excess of $J0 9 000 plus the current tax liability. The~ 
Reform Act .21_ l.21.§.. increased the tax rate to 15 per cent and eliminated 
the $Jo,ooo exemption. 
Rather than eliminate the tax preference items which might cause 
substantial inequities for persons not utilizing them primarily for 
tax avoidanc~Tpurposes~ Congress sought to enact a penalty tax from 
those entities that substantially reduced their tax liability or 
received an abnormal tax advantage because one or more of the eleven 
tax preference i terns. The Senate Report for the ~ Reform Act .Q.! 
1964 stated: 
••• in 1964, the 1,100 returns with' adjusted gross 
income over $200,000 paid an average tax of 22 per cent 
of economic income~ These 1,100 returns paid tax on 
about 32 per cent of income after various exclusions and 
personal deductions. In recent years there have been a 
significant number of cases where taxpayers with economic 
incomes of $1 million or more paid little or no tax.145 
The minimum tax will apply only to those persons who have a sub-
stantial amount of tax preferences as defined above. For instance, 
a married couple filing a joint return having a taxable income of 
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$100 9 000 will not be subject to the minimum tax unless the sum of the 
tax preference i terns exceed one-half of their tax liability or $22,590, 
basically. 
Persons that are engaged in real estate tax shelters will be 
concerned with only two of the tax preference items: accelerated 
depreciation on real estate and the long-term capital gain deduction 
for individuals or its equivalent for corporations. The excess of 
accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciations wi 11 probably 
not be significant enough to cause concern, either. If a person owned 
a $J million apartment complex that has a useful life of 40 years, 
the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight~line depreciation 
would be only $75,000 in the first year of operation and would decline 
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thereafter. The excluded portions of net long-term capital gains in 
excess of net short-term losses will apply only if the person disposes 
of the property (which may be several years in the future). Until 
this event happens 9 the person will receive the benefits of tax 
deferral. 
If the above property is sold for exactly $3 million eight years 
later, and straight-line depreciation is used 9 the gain would equal 
$600 9 000, the amount of past depreciation. Assuming the person had a 
taxable income of $100,000 before the above gain and does not average 
his income, the minimum tax would be $26,409. Before the Tax Reform 
Act of 1..27.§. the minimum tax would have been $2,212. The tax attributable 
to the net long-term gain is $202,700, and when this is added to the 
person's regular tax of $45,180, the tax preferences have to exceed 
one~half of $247 9 880 or $123,740 in order for the minimum tax to apply. 
The net long-term capital gain deduction is one-half of the $600,000 
or $300,000 which leaves taxable preference items of $176,060. 
Reduction of the Alternative Capital 
Gains Tax Benefits 
The~ Reform~ of .12.§.2. made a major change in the capital gain 
provisions that narrows the gap between the taxation of capital gains 
and other income. For years prior to 1970 9 the maximum tax on the 
excess of net long~term capital gain in excess of net short-term 
capital losses was 25 per cent. For 1973 and subsequent years the 25 
per cent alternative tax applies only to the first $50 9 000 of the 
excess of net long-term capital gains over net short~term. capital 
146 
losses. Therefore, if an individual in the 70 per cent bracket has 
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net long-term capital gains in excess of net short~term capital losses 
exceeding $50,000 9 the effective tax rate on the excess if 35 per cent 9 
after deducting the 50 per cent long-term capital gain deduction for 
the amount of gain exceeding $50 9 000e 
The value of tax deferral is still important because only one-half 
of the gain is taxed and then only if the property is to be disposed 
of sometime in the future. 
Summary 
Tax leveraging is specified to exist whenever deductible losses 
exceed one 1 s investment in a project. Tax leveraging has been possible 
since 1913 when the Federal Tax Law was first enacted. The question 
of whether the basis of property includes indebtedness for which there 
is not any personal liability was not formally dealt with until 1947 9 
when the United States Supreme Court in Crane ruled that the basis of 
property includes non-recourse indebtedness. 
Congress enacted Section 752 of the Internal Revenue Code of l.2.2.i9 
which allows general partners to include in their partnership basis 
liabilities for which none of the partners are personally liable© The 
Internal Revenue Service then issued Section 1.752-l(e) of the Income 
Tax Regulations 9 which allows limited partners to include in their 
partnership basis liabilities.for which none of the partners are 
personally liable. 
The Internal Revenue Service has sought to restrict the use of 
non~recourse financing to create tax losses by attacking the substance 
of some loan arrangements@ When the repayment of the loan is indefinite 
and the amount of the liability is uncertain 9 the Internal Revenue 
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Service has questioned whether a valid indebtedness exists. In other 
situations the Internal Revenue Service has questioned whether certain 
transactions are actually leases rather than loans. If a transaction 
does not have some economic substance, it may be determined to be a sham 
transaction. The federal tax laws are such that in some situations an 
investor may prefer to inflate the purchase price of a project in order 
to increase the tax benefitsa 
The Internal Revenue Service has also tried to limit the prolifer~ 
ation of tax shelters by withholding advance ruling as to whether a 
limited partnership would be taxed as a corporation or whether a 
transaction would be treated as a lease or a purchase. 
The limited partnership is the type of entity most often used to 
operate a tax shelter. The limited partnership can pass losses on 
to the partners in excess of the partner's original investment. The 
partners are able to include the partnership liabilities in computing 
the basis in their partnership's interest. 
Congress 9 since 1963, has gradually reduced the tax benefits of 
holding a,nd selling real estate. Congress has converted capital gains 
to ordinary income by Section 1250 of the·Internal Revenue C~de of~­
Congress has also reduced the amount of depreciation that can be taken 
on improved real estate. There is now a special minimum tax on the 
excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation. 
Also, the interest incurred on certain types of investments has only 
limited deductibility. Congress :finally in 1976 limited the deductible 
losses in certain non-real estate projects to amounts for which the 
investor is "at risk." 
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CHAPTER III 
AN EVALUATION OF TAX LEVERAGING 
The primary purpose of Chapter III is to demonstrate that financing 
terms for improved real estate are more important to investors than 
either accelerated depreciation or capital gain benefits. Second 9 
the conditions under which tax leveraging occurs will be defined. 
A general description of the tax leveraging simulation model will 
be discussed, followed by a mathematical explanation of the model. The 
actual manipulation of the variables will be performed by a computer 
program, written in FORTRAN for an IBM System J Model 15~ 1 Because of 
the discontinuities that exist in the math functions caused by the 
federal tax str~c'ture,, the reader may ,find it more convenient to study 
the FORTRAN program located in Appendix A in order to understand the 
simulation model. 
Congress 9 in 1976 9 directed its attention to tax leveraging and 
limited the amount of loss .from certain activities to the amount with 
respect to which the taxpayer is at risk as follows: 
10 Holding 9 producing or distributing motion picture 
films or video tapesG 
2. Farming (as defined in Section 464(e) IRC, 1954). 
J. Leasing any section 1245 property~ 
4. Exploring for, or exploiting, oil and gas resources. 
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Congress also passed legislation that limits the partner's deductible 
losses of a partnership to the! amount with respect to which the tax-
. t . 4 . . payer is a risk. Congress specifically exempted real estate from 
the above limi tations. 5 The amounts "at risk". basically exclude 
liabilities for which the investor is not personally liable from the 
investor's basis in the investment. 
The Tax Leveraging Simulation Model in General 
The tax leveraging simulation model is based on the premise that 
the tax benefits from the postponement of tax liabilities can be as 
important as the permanent avoidance of taxes. 
Basically, the tax leveraging simulation model computes the net 
present value of a real estate, investment under various assumptions. 
The net present value of a real estate investment at the end of a year 
is equal to the net accumulated present value of the followingg 
1. Annual tax savings attributable to the operations. 
2s The annual cash flow to the investor from operations and 
from disposing of the investment. 
J. The tax savings due to terminating the investment~ if anys' 
4" Tax liabilities from operation. 
5. Tax liability due to terminating the investmentw 6 
The accumulated present value of the annual tax savings or tax 
liabilities from operations is the sum of the present value of the 
annual taxable income or loss assumtng a specified level tax rate. The 
amount of taxable income or tax loss generated each year is a function 
of the difference between the amount of depreciation deducted each 
year~ the payment on mortgage prirtcipal 1 and the cash flow to the 
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investor before taxes from the investment. 
If revenue is just large enough to pay all cash expenditures such 
as taxes, insurance, repairs, management fees 9 interest and the amor~ 
tization of mortgage principle, the amount of profit or loss would be 
equal to the difference between the amount of depreciation deducted and 
the payment of principal, which is not deductibleo Under the above 
assumption, as long as depreciation is larger than the payment on 
principal for any year, the investment will generate a tax loss. The 
investment will generate taxable income in the year the payment on 
principal exceeds the amount of depreciation deducted. 
The amount of depreciation deducted is a function of the depreci~ 
able basis of the property, the depreciation method used, the useful 
life, and the amount of salvage value. The payment on principal is a 
function of the amount of indebtedness, the repayment period~ and the 
interest rate. The present value of the taxes saved or tax liabilities 
owed due to annual operations is a function of the amount of tax loss 
or taxable income generated each year, the investor's tax rate, and 
the investor's discount rate. 
The present value of the tax liability or tax savings from termi~ 
nating the investment is based upon the investor's discount rate~ the 
tax rate applicable to the sale, and the amount of gain or loss. The 
amount of gain or loss from terminating the project is a function of 
the net sales price and the investor's adjusted basis in the project. 
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Description of the Tax Leveraging Model 
The type of leveraging model to be discusse,d below pertains to a 
government subsidized apartment complex0 Residential housing qualifies 
for double declining depreciation, whereas nonresidential real estate 
investments are limited to 150 per cent declining balance depreciation. 7 
Otherwise, the conclusions to be reached concerning residential housing 
can be generalized to nonresidential real estate. 
It is assumed that all payments and receipts are made or received 
on the last day of the year, including the payment of income taxes or 
the receipt of refunds. Any disposition of the property is also made 
on the last day of the year. 
The investor's discount rate is assumed to be equal to the rate of 
return 7 after taxes, that the investor can earn on the taxes postponed. 
The following definitions are assumed: 
Pt Principal of mortgage at the end of year t. 
PPt= Payment on principal for year t. 
AD t = Accelerated depreciation for year te 
d = Accumulated difference between accelerated and straight-
t 
line depreciation at the end of year t. 
n Useful life of depreciable asset for tax purposes. 
A Accelerated depreciation rate~ 
m Amortization period for mortgage. 
i Interest rate for mortgage. 
T Ordinary income tax rate of investor. 
CG Capital gains tax rate for investore 
R Return on investment before taxes. 
8 
APR Accumulated present value of return on investment. 
Y = Net taxable income or loss for year t. 
t 
PTY = Present value of tax liability or tax savings attributable 
t 
to taxable income or loss for year t. 
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APTYt= Accumulated present value of tax liability or tax savings 
attributable to taxable income or loss at the end of year t. 
F Investor's original investment. 
Equity of investor using accelerated depreciation at the 
end of year t. 
LA= Tax liability or tax savings if project abandoned at the 
t 
end of year t using accelerated depreciation. 
PLA =Present value of tax liability or tax savings using 
t 
accelerated depreciation if project is abandoned at the 
end of year t. 
APLA =Accumulated present value of tax liability or tax savings 
t 
using accelerated depreciation if the project is abandoned 
at the end of year t. 
NA = Net present value of ~roject using accelerated depreciation 
t 
at the end of year t. 
DBA = Depreciable basis using accelerated depreciation at the 
t 
end of year t. 
C Cost of property new. 
L Basis of land. 
The above definitions will be clarified in the discussion that 
follows~ and any new definitions not specified above will be introduced 
where pertinent. 
The federal income tax law is such that a residential building can 
be depreciated using either the 200 per cent declining-balance method 
or the sum-of-the-year 1 s-digit method or any other method provided that 
it doesn 9 t accumulate a greater amount of depreciation than would be 
allowed during the first two-thirds of the useful life under the 200 
per cent declining-balance method. 9 Depreciation can be deducted in 
the amount allowed under the law even, though "actual''' depreciation is 
less rapid or non-existent. Even though the building generates a 
positive cash flow 9 the investor may be entitled to a net tax loss 
which is the result of deductible depreciation being greater than the 
payment on mortgage principal and the excess of cash receipts over 
cash expenses 9 including interest payments~ The value the investor 
will place on the annual deductible loss is a function of the investor's 
tax rate, the taxable inco~e or loss from the investment~ the applicable 
discount rate 9 and the length of tax deferral. That is: 
(J-1) 
where APTYt is the accumulated present value of the tax liability or 
tax savings attributable to the net taxable income or loss at the end 
of year t~ The amount of net taxable income or loss for year t can be 
10 
expressed as follows: 
When accelerated depreciation ADt exceeds the payment on mortgage 
principal PPt plus the cash flow R 9 Yt is a loss~ If accelerated 
depreciation for year t is shown as 
N 




and will not be smaller than the undepreciated basis divided by the 
remaining useful life of the property or 
N 




and the payment on mortgage principal for year t is expressed as 
then Y can be shown as 
( 1 - ( 1 + i ~ - ( m-t + 1 ) ) J} -R (J-5) 
The accumulated present value of the tax liabilities or tax savings is 
expressed as 
(J-6) 
Figure l shows graphically the accumulated taxable income or loss 
assuming the investor receives no cash flow from the investment. The 
apartment building is assumed to cost $1,000~000 which is 100 per cent 
financed. The building is depreciated over a JO-year period. The 
accumulated taxable income or loss is therefore equal to the investor's 
equity in the investment which is the difference between the mortgage 
principal P and the adjusted basis B. The amount of tax leveraging is 
also represented by the amount that the mortgage principal exceeds the 
adjusted basis. The accumulated loss reaches its maximum in the 15th 
year at which point the payment on mortgage principal exceed the 
annual depreciation. The investor has taxable income~ even though cash 
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EQUITY: 10% INTEREST 
STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION($ 306,842) 
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Figure 1. Relationship of Depreciable Basis and Loan Balance for Interest Rate:=-: of 1: i \"<', 
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It can be observed from Figure 1 that tax leveraging is larger for 
higher rates of interest. At the end of the 15th year, the difference 
between P2 and B1 using straight-line depreciation and a ten per cent 
interest rate is $J06,842. Had the 200 per cent declining-balance 
depreciation method been used, the accumulated losses would be equal 
to the difference between P2 and B2 or $451 9 579. 
Table I shows the amount of net income or loss assuming no cash 
flow to the investor on a 100 per cent financed building costing 
$1,000,000 with a JO-year useful life for ineterst rates of 6, 8, 10 9 
12, and 14 per cent, and using 200 per cent declining-balance depreci-
ation. It is assumed that the investor will elect to switch to straight-
line depreciation in the year that straight-line depreciation on the 
,,. undepreciated cost exceeds depreciation computed using the 200 per cent 
declining-balance method. It is interesting to note the amount of tax 
leveraging that occurs and the year in which the payment on principal 
exceeds the annual depreciation deducted for the above interest rates. 
Just as an increasing mortgage interest rate increases the amount 
of tax leveraging 9 an increasing discount rate causes the present value 
of the accumulated tax liabilities or tax savings to decrease. Table II 
shows the accumulated present value of the tax liability or tax 
savings from operations assuming a 60 per cent marginal tax rate and the 
amount of taxable income or loss shown on Table I. Notice that the 
maximum accumulated present value occurs in the 15th year for an 
interest rate of 10 per cent. If the investment will not have any 
salvage value, the investor needs to determine the optimum point in time 
to terminate his investment. 
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TABLE I 
NET INCOME OR LOSS FROM OPERATIONS 
Interest 
Rate 6% 8% 10% '12% 14% 
Year 
1 54018. 57839. 60588. 62523. 63864. 
2 48814. 52689. 55535. 57582. 59027. 
3 43862. 47778. 50718. 528770 544320 
4 39137. 43083. 46111. 48381. 500500 
5 34620. 38579. 41688. 44069. 45855. 
6 302890 34246. 37426. 39914. 41820. 
7 26126. 30061. 33299 .. 35890. 37916. 
8' 22111. 26002. 29284. ,31970. 34117 ~ 
9 18228. 22050. 25357. 28129 .. 30393. 
10 14459 .. 18183. 21494. 24339. 26715. 
11 10788. 14383. 17672. 20571. 23050. 
12 71990 10629. 13866. 16798. 19366. 
13 3678. 6901. 1005J_. 12987. 15626. 
14 209. 3181. 6201. 9108 .. 11794. 
15 -3223. -552. 2289. 5126. 7826. 
16 -6630. -4318. -1711. 1004. 3677. 
17 ~8449. -6559. -4251. -17180 876. 
18 =103780 -8978. -7044. -4766. -2317. 
19 ~12421. :-11591. -10117. ~8180. =59570 
20 -145880 -14413. -13497. -12004. -10107. 
21 =16884. -17461. -17215. -16287. -ll1838o 
22 -19318. =20752. =21305. ~21083. =202310 
23 -21898. -24307. -25804. -26455. =263750 
24 ~24633. -28146. -307530 -32472. -333880 
25 -27532. -32293. -36197. -39211. -41378. 
26 "-30605. -36771. =42185. -467580 ~50486. 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
11 - 11 indicates excess of income over expenses. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost -o-
(b) Depreciable Balance = $1,000,000 
( c) . Mortgage = $1,0009000 
(d) Investment -o-
(e) Interest Rates (%) = 6, 8, 109 12, 14 
( f) Discount Rates (%) N .A. 
(g) Depreciation Rate .6667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .6d 
( i) Depreciation Method = DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs,. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrsru 































ACCUMULATED PRESENT VALUE OF THE TAX LIABILITIES 
OR SAVINGS ON TABLE I 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
30576. ' 32133. 33048. 33495. 
56643. 59236. 60586. 61037. 
78739. 81993. 83449. 83619. 
97339. 100993. 102346. 102067. 
112861. 116747. 117877. 117071. 
125673. 129695. 130552. 129204. 
136098. 140219. 140805. 138945. 
1444220 148648. 149002. 1466920 
150895. 155266. 155454. 1527780 
155739. 160320. 160426. 157480. 
159149e 164021. 164143. 161028. 
161296. 166553. 166794. 163615. 
162330. 168076. 168540. 165401. 
162386. 168726. 169520. 166519. 
161579. 168621. 169849. 161081. 
160013. 167865. 169625. 167179. 
158130. 166801. 169121. 167029 •. 
155948. 1654530 168361. 166657. 
1534850 16384,2. 1673680 166087. 
1507560 161986 .. 166164. 165340. 
147776. 159905. 164768. 164436,. 
144559 .. 157615. 163198. 163390. 
141120. 155131. 161469. 162219. 
137469. 1524680 159595. 160935. 
133620. 149638. 157591. 159551. 






























TABLE II (Continued) 
Interest 
Rate 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 
Year 
27 125J70. 14J530Q :15J2J5. 156524. 155354. 
28 120990. 14027J. 150904Q 154900. 154241 .. 
29 11645J .. 1J6894. 148484. 15J211., 15J08J. 
JO 111767. 1JJ402. 145982. 1514650 1518870 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost = -o-
(b) Depreciable Balance == $1,000,000 
( c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment == -o-
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
( :f) Discount Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(g) Depreciation Rate ~6667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate Q66 
(i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 
( 1) Distribution -o-
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The investor's discount rate is assumed to be the after tax rate 
of return that the investor can obtain on, the tax savings deferred~ It 
is also assumed that the discount rate is at least equal to the yield 
on tax-exempt municipal bondse In those years that the tax losses 
completely offset the investor's taxable net income from other sources 9 
the cost of borro~ing and the discount rate ~ill approach equalitye 11 
i 
As shown in Figure 1 9 the amount owed on the investment will 
exceed the adjusted basis in th~ investment until the end of the last 
year for those investments where the investor makes no initial invest-
ment. Therefore, if the investor abandons the project at the end of 
any year when the principal of the mortgage exceeds the adjusted basis 
in theproject, the investor will have to recognize a .taxable gain due 
to disposing of the property. 
The amount of gain realized from disposing of the property by 
abandonment is equal to the inv-estoir 1 s tax equity in the investment$ 
The amount of this equity or deficit is equal to 





The amount of the investor's equity at the end of each year.of 
the investment 1 s useful life is sho.wn on Table III using the same 
assumptions as were used for constructing Table I. At the end of the 
15th year~ using a 10 per cent intere'st rate 1 the deficit has reached 
its maxjmtim of $1~5l ,579s If the investor were to abandon the invest~ 
ment at the end of the 15th year, the investor would have to recognize 
a gain of $451,579. The gain would be subject to both ordinary income 
treatment under S~ction 1250 IRC discussed earlier aha capital gain 
treatment. Prior to 1976', Section 1250 gain was reduced one per cent 
for each month residential property was held past 100 monthsQ The 
Tax Reform Act of 1.2.Z.§. eliminated the reduction of Section 1250 gain 
on all real estate except for subsidized residential housing. 12 
The Section 1250 gain is equal to the excess of accelerated depreciation 
over straight-line depreciation~ In equation form~ this difference 
is shown as 
(J-9) 
; 
The tax liability that would be owed, if the project is abandoned 
at the end of year t when the investor's tax equity is negative and the 





Interest 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% Rate 
Year 
1 -54018. -57839. -60588. -62523. =63864 .. 
2 -102832. -110528. -116123. -1201050 -122891. 
3 -1466940 -158306. -166841. =1729820 =1773230 
4 -185831. -201389. -212952. =221363. -227373. 
5 -220451. -239968. -2546400 -265432. -273228. 
6 -250740. -274214. -2020660 -J:05J46. -315048. 
7 -276865. -304275. -325364. -3414D6. -352965. 
8 -298976. -330277. -354648. -373206. -387082. 
9 -317204. -352326. -380005. =4o1336. -417475. 
10 -331663., -370509. -401500. -425675 .. -444190. 
11 -342450. -384892. -419172e ~446246. -467239. 
12 -349650 .. -395521. -!±33038. -463043. -4866050 
13 -353328. -4024,23. -443089. -47603L -502232. 
14 -353536. =405604. -449290. -4851380 -514025. 
15 -350313 .. -405051 .. -451579,. =49026lh -5218520 
16 -3436830 -4007330 -4498680 -4912680 =5255290 
17 -335234,. -394175. -4:456170 -489550. =526405. 
18 =324856. -385197. -438573. -484783. -524088 
19 -312435. -373606. =428456. -476603. =518131. 
20 =297847. -3591930 -4:149590 =464599. -5080240 
21 -·2809630 -3417J2o -3977430 -448312. -493186. 
22 =261645. -320980. -376438. -4:272290 -472955. 
23 -239747. -2966730 -350634. -400773. -446577. 
24 -215114. -268526. -31988L -·3683010 -4:131890 
25 -1875820 -236233. -283684. -3290910 -371811. 
26 -156977. -1994620 -241499 .. =2823320 ~321325. 
TABLE III (Continued') 
Interest 
Rate 6% 8% 
Year 
27 -12Jll5. -157855. 




11 - 11 in die~ te s de fi~i t 
Assumptions~ 
(a) Land Cost 
(b) Depreciable Balance 
( c) Mortgage 
(d) Investment 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 
(g) Depreciation Rate 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate 
(i) Depreciation Method 
(j) Repayment Period 
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If the investor's equity is negative and is subsidized residential 
housing that has been held more than 100 months but less than 200 months 9 
the liability is computed as follows: 
!EA _ d ((t-8)12-4)] CG+ [dt((t-8)12-4 )TJ 
L t t 100 100 (J-11) 
The above computation is only necessary if the investment is subsidized 
residential property~ otherwise the Section 1250 gain is not reduced 
one per cent for each month the property is held past 100 months~ 
If the property is subsidized residential property and the investoris 
equity is negative and has been held for 200 months or more 9 the total 
gain is subject to capital gain rates computed as follows: 
If the investor 1 s equity is positive, the abandonment of the in-
vestment will cause a tax losss The amount of the investor 1 s reduction 
in taxes is a function of the tax bracket the investor is in 9 since 
the loss will be treated as an ordinary loss under Section 1231 IRC 9 
( J-13) 
The amount of the tax liability from abandoning the investment is 
reflected in Table IV using interest rates of 6 9 8 9 10 9 12 1 and 14 































TAX LIABILITY DUE TO ABANDONING THE 
INVESTIMENT AT THE END OF YEAR t 
8% 10% 12% 
-26127. -26814. =27298. 
-49410. -50809 .. -51804. 
-70014. -72148. -73683 .. 
-88089~ -90980. -93082Q 
,-103773. -107441. =110139. 
-117194 • -121657. -124977 •. 
-128466. -133739. -137707. 
-137696. -14378.9. -148428. 
-140426. -147346. -152678. 
-138843. -146591. -152634 .. 
-135532. -144102., -150870. 
-130836. -140216. -147717. 
=125067. -135233. -143469. 
-118503 .. -129424. -138386. 
-111394. -123026. -132698. 
-103966. -116249. -126599. 
-98544. -111404. =1223870 
-96299. -109643. -121196. 
=93401. -107114. -119151. 
-89798. -103740. -116150. 
-854:33. -99436. -112078. 
=80245. -94110. -106807. 
-74168. -87658. -100193. 
-671320 -79970. -92075. 
-59058. =709210 -82273. 





























TABLE IV (Contin~d) 
Interest 6% 8% 10% Rate 
Year 
27 -J0779. -J9464. -48182. 
28 -21450. -27756. -J4178. 
29 -11206. -146J8. -1818L 
JO 18. 8. 19. 
11 - 11 . indicates gain on disposition. 
Assumptions~ 
(a) Land Cost 
(b) Dep~eciable Balance 
(c) Mortgage 
(d) Investment 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 
(g) Depreciation Rate 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate 
(i) Depreciation Method 
(j) Repayment Period 





$1, ooo, ooo 
$1,000,000 
-o-
6, 89 10, 12, 14 












~L 25 .. 
89 
The present value of the tax liability from abandoning the invest= 
ment is stated as 
LA (1 ·)-t 
t + 1 (J-14,) 
Table V reflects the present value of the.tax liability assuming 
a discount rate equal to the.cost of borrowing. 
The net present value of the investment at the end of year t is 
equal to the difference between the accumulated present value of the 
tax losses or income and the present value of the tax liability from 
abandoning the project. The net present value of the investment using 
accelerated depreciation at the end of year is 
APTY + APR -· PLA ~ F 
t t ( J-15) 
which is the difference between the accumulated present value of the 
tax losses less the accumulated present value of any tax liabilities 
from operations plus the accumulated present value of any cash flow 
to the investor less the present value of the tax liability from 
abandoning the investment and the investor's original investment© 
If it was not for the current income tax structure 9 which allows 
investors to postpone taxes attributable to tax losses 9 the investment 
project described above would have no v;alue., The investor receives 
no cash flow from operations or from disposing of the investment& 
The net present value of the investment for years l through JO and 






























PRESENT VALUE OF THE TAX LIABILITIES DUE 
TO ABANDONING THE INVESTMENT AT 
THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-23746. -24191. -24Jy6. . -243730 
I 
-42262. -42361. -4199L -41298. 
-56348. -55579. . -54206. -52446. 
-66694. -64748. -62140~ -59156. 
-73999. -70626. -66713. -62496. 
-78480. -73852. -68672. -633170 
-8088L -74959. -68630. -622920 
-8148J. -74393. -67079. -59948. 
~77921. -70248. -62489. -550580 
-72107. -64312. ~,56518. -49144. 
-65808. -58128 .. -50507. ~43372. 
-59323e -51957. -44678. -37915. 
~52882. -459870 -39173. -32880. 
-46657. -40346. -34082. -28317. 
-40771. -35116Q -29452. -2424)-. 
-35312. -J0347. -253000 -20651. 
-31124. ~26634. -22041. -17825. 
-28453. -24099.., -19721. -,.15760. 
~25816. -21642. -17514. -1J834a 
~2J218. -19266. -15420. -1204L 
-20662. -16972. -13437. -10374. 
-18152. -14760. -11561. -8827. 
-15692. -126320 -9790. -7393., 
-132820 -10587. -8119. -6066. 





























TABLE V (Continued) 
Interest 
Rate 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 
Year 
26 -8626. -6742. -5066. ~J707o -266J. 
. 27 -6J8J. -4940. -J675. ~266J. -189J • 
28 -4196. -J217. ~2J70. -17000 ~1197 0 
29 -2068. -1571. -1146. ~8150 .-568. 
JO J .. 1. 1. -o. 0 
11-11 indicate tax liability 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost -o-
(b) Depreciable Balance $1jooo,ooo 
( c) .Mortgage = $1,000,000 
(d) Investment -o-
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 6, 8, 10~ 12, 14 
(g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period = JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APRTMENT BUILDING 
IF ABANDONED AT THE END OF XEAR t 
8% 10% 12% 
7942. 8672. 9122. 
16875. 18595. 19739. 
26414. 29243. 31173. 
36245. 40205. 4291L 
46121. 51164. 54575. 
55843. 61880. 65886. 
65260. 72175. 76653. 
74255. 81923. 86744. 
85018. 92965. 97721. 
96008. 103909. 108336. 
105893. 113635. 117656. 
114596. 122116. 125700. 
122089. 129368. 132521. 
128380. 135438. 138202. 
133505. 140397. 142837. 
137518. 144326. 146528. 
140168. 14,7080. 149204. 
141354e 11lf864o. 150896. 
142199. 14;9854. 152253. 
142720. 150744. 1532990 
142933. ,151331. 154062. 
142854. 151637. 154563. 
142499. 151679. 154826., 
1418810 151476. 154869. 
141015 0 151045. 154712. 






























TABLE VI (Continued) 
Intet-est 
6% 8% 10% i2% 14% Rate 
Year 
27 118988. 1J8590. 149560. 15J862., 15J46o., 
28 116794. 1J7056. 1485J4. 15Jl99~ 15J04J~ 
29 114J85. 1J5J2J. 147JJ8ro 152J960 152515. 
JO 111770. 13J40J. 14598J~ 1514650 151888., 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost - -o-
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,obo,000 
(c) Mortgage = $1,000,000 
(d) Investment = -o-
(e) Interest Rates (%) : 69 89 lo, 129 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 6, 89 109 129 14 
(g) Depreciation Rate .6667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate = .60 
( i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs~ 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 
( l) Distribution -o-' 
If the project will not have any terminable value 9 the optimum holding 
period would be 23 years when the net present value is $151 9 679. If 
the project is held beyond 23 years 9 the increase in the present value 
of the tax liabilities from operations is in excess of the decrease in 
the capital gains tax that decreases as the investor's negative tax 
equity decreases. 
Financing Factors v. Tax Incentives 
The tax leveraging simulation model will be used to demonstrate 
that the rational investor will be more concerned about the financing 
terms of an investment than either accelerated depreciation or capital 
gains rates on the gain at the time the property is disposed of. As 
explained in Chapter 11 9 there have been several attempts to restrict 
the use of accelerated depreciation or to eliminate capital gain 
treatment for residential and non-residential structures. The return 
to the inv.estor will be reduced by the elimination of the tw• tax 
incentives, but as long as tax leveraging is possible, investors will 
still find it advantageous to continue to invest in long~term depreci-
able investments. 
Straight~line Bepreciation 
As previously stated 9 tax leveraging occurs when an investor is 
able to deduct a loss that has been financed with borrowed funds& As 
shown in Table VIj under the assumptions shown at the bottom of Table 
VI, the net present value of the investment reached its maximum of 
$154i869 at the end of the 24th year for an interest and discount rate 
of 12 per cent. In other words 9 the value of the right to deduct the 
95 
operating losses was equal to $154,869. Had the investment been 
depreciated using straight-line depreciation, using the same assumptions 
as before, the net present value of the project at the end of the 24th 
year would be $97 9 298~ Therefore, the present value of accelerated 
depreciation using a 12 per cent discount rate is equal to $57 9 5710 
The net present value of the investment for interest and discount 
rates of 6, 8, 10 1 12 1 and 14 per cent at the end of year t using 
straight-line depreciation is shown in Table VII0 
Capital Gains Taxation 
If all gains were taxed at ordinary income rates, the investor 
would still find it advantageous to acquire an interest in a de-
preciable building due to tax leveraging. Using the same example as 
before 9 at the end of the 24th year, using a 12 per cent interest rate, 
the mortgage on the apartment building would exceed the adjusted basis 
in the property by $J68,J01 using accelerated depreciation rates. The 
amount of tax at capital gain rates is $92 9 075 9 but the present value 
of this amount, due at the end of the 24th year discounted at 12 per 
cent, is only $6 9 066. Therefore, if the gain on disposing of the 
property was taxed at ordinary income rates of 60 per cent 9 the tax 
would amount to $222 1 980 but the present value of this amount 9 dis~ 
counted at 12 per cent for 24 years is only $14,540 or $8 9 474 more than 
if capital gain rates had been used~ 
TABLE VII 
NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THAT IT rs ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
USING STRAIGHT LINE DEPRECIATION ' 
,-
~:. 
Inteit'~t 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% · Rate··~ '"'\;: 
~"'~ ,, 
Year 
1 6830. 7942. 8672. 9122. 93730 
2 13312. 15503. •16942. 17826. 183120 
' 3 19443. 22671. . 24786. 260710 26760 • 
4 25217. 29434. 32184. 33830. 34679. 
5 30633. 35787. 39.125. 410880 42051. 
6 356890 41726. 45604. 47837. 48868. ,. 
7 40386. 47251. 51621. 54077. 551320 
8 44726. 523630 57178. 59815 0 60855. 
9 48711. 57067. 62282. 65060. 66053. 
10 52344. 61368. 66941. 698280 70746. 
ill 55630. 65274. 7ll68. 74135. 74958. 
12 58573. 68791. 74974. 77999. 78714. 
13 6ll78. 71930. 78374. 814400 82039. 
14 63452. 74700. 813830 84480. 849610 
15 . 654010 77111. 84017. 871380 87507. 
16 67030. 79175. 86291. 894370 897020 
17 683480 80904. 88222. 913980 91572. 
18 6936L 82308. 89826. 930410 93142. 
'19 70077. 83398. 91118. 943850 94435. 
20 705030 84188. 92ll6. 954520 95472. 
21 70647. 84689. 92834. 96259. 96276. 
-· 22 705160 84912. 93287. 96825. 96864. 
23 70118. 8.4868. 93491. 971650 972570 
24 69460. 84570. 93460. 97298. 97471. 
< 
25. 685510 84028. 93207. 97237. 97521. 
26 67399. 83253. 92745. 96997. 97423. 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% 14% Rate 
Year 
27 66009~ 82255G 92088. 965920 971890 
28 64391. 81046. 91246~ 960J5. 968JJ .. 
29 62552. 796J4. 902J20 95337° 96J650 
JO 60500. 780JO. 89057. 945090 95797~ 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost ~o-
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,ooofooo 
(c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment -o-
(e )' Interest Rates (%,) 6, 8, lOl 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 6, Bi lOl 12, 14 
( g) Depreciation Rate ~JJJJJ 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .. 60 
( i) Depreciation Method SL 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs" 
( 1) Distribution ~o-
\ 
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Under the present tax law 9 only that portion of the gain that is 
attributable to the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-
line depreciation is subject to ordinary income tax ratesQ The re-
mainder of the gain is taxed at capital gain rates as explained in 
Chapter II, even though the gain is caused by claiming straight-line 
depreciation. 
Effect of the Difference Between Interest 
Rate and Discount Rate 
Thus far, the analysis has assumed that the investor has been 
able to reinvest the taxes saved at an after tax rate which is equal 
to the investor's borrowing rate~ The investor's investment oppor-
tunities include certificates of deposit and corporate 9 state 9 and 
. . 1 b lJ mun1c1pa ondss Because of a difference in markets 9 an investor 
cannot normally expect to be able to generate the same rate of return 
on invested tax savings as it cost to borrowQ 
The analysis that follows is based on the assumption that the 
investor's discount rate will be less than the borrowing rate by 
one 9 two 9 three 9 and four percentage points. The purpose for this 
rate differential is to determine the effect this differential will 
have on the net present value of the investment project described 
earlier in this chapter with an additional assumption that the initial 
A lower discount rate will cause two opposing effects on the net 
present value of an investment~ First 9 a lower discount rate will 
cause the present value of the tax savings due to operating losses to 
increase, increasing the ne·t pl!'esent value of an investments Second 9 
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the net present value is decreased because of the increase in the 
present value of the tax liabilities from taxable income from operation 9 
and from terminating the project. 
Tables VIII, IX 9 X9 and XI show the net present value of an 
apartment building assuming the project is abandoned at the end of 
year t and the investor's discount rate is one, two 9 three, and four 
per cent less than the mortgage rate of interest, respectively0 The 
assumptions under which each table is prepared are stated at the 
bottom of the tables. From Tables VIII, IX 9 X9 and XI it can be seen 
that the investor must avoid terminating the project for the first 
three to six years to prevent an economic losss The minus sign on the 
tables indicates that the return to the investor has not yet exceeded 
his original investment. The investor's return as discussed in 
Chapter II is from reinvesting the taxes postponed and from tax a-
voidance due to capital gain taxation~ 
The length of time required to return the investor 9 s original 
investment of $50 9 000 varies from six to three years as the interest 
rate increases from six per cent to 14 per cent. As the difference 
between the discount rate and the interest rate increases 9 the length 
of time required to recover the original investment increases slightly 
up to a point. As the interest rate and discount rate increase 9 the 
effect of the differential between the interest rate and discount rate 






























NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INVESTOR 1 S DISCOUNT RA TE IS ONE PER CENT 
LESS THAN THE INTEREST RATE IF ABANDONED 
AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-21429. .:.21963. -22477. -22973. 
-21319. -21675. ,: -20847. -20063. 
-17008. -13502. -'11164. -970L 
~9502. -4500. -1102. 10750 
~1931~ 4594. 9046. 11905. 
5577. 13600. 19054. 22518. 
12917. 22376. 28748. 32717. 
20000,, J0809. 37998. 42365. 
29689. 41287. 48806. 53147. 
40215. 52190. 59699. 63736. 
49871. 62065. 69450. 73102. 
58498. 708050 78000. 81235. 
65989. 78355. 85342. 88166. 
72276. 84697. 91499. 93955. 
77323. 89842. 96521. 98681. 
81120. 93826. 100475. 1024320 
83164. 96324. 103163. 1051010 
83136. 97176. 104527. 106693. 
82775. 97676. 105539. 107945. 
82087. 97836. 106215. 108879. ' 
81078~ 97667. 106573. 109516~ 
79754. 97180. 106628. 109876. 
78120. 96385. 106396. 109977. 
761820 95294. 1058900 1098370 




























TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
Rate 
Year 
26 71417e 92261. 104114. 108894. 
27 68600a 90JJ8. 102868. 108122. 
28 65502. 88157. 101400. 1071650 
29 62566. 85726. 99720. 1060J8. 
JO 62526. 85J5L. 99158. 105514Q 
11 - 11 indicates investment exceeds net present value of taxes 
postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 509000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1i0009000 
( c) Mortgage = $1,000,000 
(d) Investment $ 509000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 69 Bi 109 129 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 5, 7, 9, 11, lJ 
( g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Method = DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrsQ 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrsQ 




































I TABLE IX 
NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INVESTOR 1 S DISCOUNT RATE IS TWO PER CENT 
LESS THAN THE INTEREST RA TE IF ABANDONED 
AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% .10% 12% 
-21154. -21698. -22222. -227270 
-21065. -21447 .. -20616. -19826. 
-16910. -13346. -10966., ~9475. 
-9577. -4454. -965. 12810 
-2225. 4512. 9128. 12112. 
5044. 13397. 19107. 227660 
12141. 22073. 28810. 33055,, 
18991 .. 30436. 38113. 42843. 
28727. 41097. 49199. 53963. 
39505. 52358. 60519. 65015. 
49475. 62642 .. 70734 •. 74871., 
584500 71814. 79762. 834960 
662920 79789. 87569. 90900., 
72900. 86524. 94156. 971270 
782100 92005. 995155. 1022380 
82180. 96245 •. 1038lfio 106312. 
84189. 98836. 106677. 109199 •. 
838oli. 99543. 108040. 110875. 
830450 99864. 1090210 1121840 
819130 99805. 109631. 113145 0 
80407. 99371. 10988li. 113776. 
78528. 98570. 109792. 114092. 
76277. 97407. 109365. 114111. 
736540 95888. 108616. 1138480 




























TABLE IX (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% Rate 
Year 
26 67291. 9180J~ 104532, 112528~ 
27 6J552. 89248. 102591, 11149'7 ~ 
28 59440. :86J58. 10259L ll02J4. 
29 555J7. 8JlJ7. 100J7Ja 108750. 
JO 55494. 826J7. 99626. 108058. 
11 - 11 indicates investment exceeds net present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a1) Land Cost $ 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment $ 50,000 
(e) Interest Rates (o/o) = 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 
(g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period = JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 






































I . ' i: ', · , ' 
NET PRESENT VALUE OF.AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INVESTOR 1 S DISCOUNT RATE IS THREE PER CENT 
LESS THAN THE INTEREST RATE lF ABANDONED 
AT THE END OF YEA~ t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-20874. -21429. -21963. -22477 0 
-20806. -21215. -20382. -19586., 
-16819. -13194. -10771. -9250., 
~9683. -4432. -846. 1472. 
-2585. 4377. 9168. 12285., 
4395. 13101. 19087. 22957. 
11185. 21628. 28763. 33311,, 
17724. 29865., 38079. 43212. 
' 
27444. 406680 49419. 5Lt659. 
38430. 52264. 61157. 66175. 
48675. 62939. 71836. 765300 
57965. 72530. 81346. 85662. 
66128., 80924. 89626. 93559. 
73031. 88046. 96653. 1002420 
78571. 93855. 1024~7. 105759. 
82675. 983370 107005. 110171. 
845750 100981. 110031. 113279. 
83698. 101463. 111350. 115022"' 
82394. 101515. 112251. 1163680 
80657. 101139. 112741. 117331. 
784800 100332.: 112829. 117924. 
75855. 990960 112519. 118162,.. 
72776. 97429 ... 111819. 118056., . 
69235. 95330. 110734. 117617. 




























TABLE X (Continued) 
Interest 
6% Rate 8% 10% 
12% 
Year 
26 60735. 898J4. 107432. 115782. 
27 55761. 86434. 105224. 114406. 
28 50292. 82596. 102651. 1127360 
29 45089. 78320. 99716. 110779. 
30 45043. 77650. 98721. 109862. 
11 - 11 indicates investment exceeds net present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumi:itions i 
(a) Land Cost 
(b) Depreciable Balance 
Le) -Mortgage 
(d) Investment 
(e) Interest Rates (o/o) 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 
(g) Depreciation Rate 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate 
(i) Depreciation Method 
(j) Repayment Period 







$1 2000iOOO .. 
$ 50i000 
62 8, 102 :i.2, 14 










































· j TABLE XI 
NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INVESTOR 1 S 1 DISCOUNT RATE IS FOUR PER CENT 
LESS THAN THE INTEREST RATE IF ABANDONED 
AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-20588. -21154. -21698. ~222220 
-20542. -20980 •. -20144. -19342. 
-16735. -13048. -10580. -9028. 
-9820. -4436. -748. 1647. 
-3016. 4184. 9161. 12422. 
3617. 12702. 18985. 230850 
10027. 21024. 28593. 33473. 
16165. 29069. 37875. 43455, 
25795. 39964. 49438. 55212. 
36929. 51861. 61579. 67191. 
47397. 62900~ 72714 .. 78049. 
56954. 72890. 82704. 87699. 
65395. 81685. 91460. 96104. 
72548. 89178. 98932 .. 103262. 
78271. 95295. 105102. 1092000 
824470 99990. 1099760 113962. 
84139. 102631 •. 113140. 117289. 
82594. 102779. 114355. 119072. 
80553. l02444. 115lllo 12042Je 
78000. 101619. 115408a 1213520 
74919. 100294. 115246. 121867. 
71292. 98460. ll4624. 121975. 
67103. 96108. 1135410 12l68Jo 
62332. 93227. 111997. 120997. 




























TABLE XI (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 
Rate 
Year 
26 50972 858)6. 10751J. 
27 44J41. 81J04. 104569. 
28 J7050. 76198. 101152. 
29 J0095. 70505. 97259. 
JO J0050. 69606. 959JO. 
"-" indicates investment exceeds net present 'value 
of taxes po.stponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 509000 
(b) Depreciable Balance .. $190009000 
(c) Mortgage $19000~000 
(a:) Investmeht :::: $ 509000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6., 8, 10, 129 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) '2, ·4,, 6, 8, 10 
( g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
(i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
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NET PRESENT VALUE END OF IOTH YEAR 
Figure 2. Net Present Value of an Apartment Building at the End of the 10th Year for Interest 
Rates 5% Through 15% With the Investor's Discount Rate 1% and 4% Less Than the 
Interest Rate 
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Figure 2 shows graphically the net present value of an investment 
at the end of the 10th year as determined from Tables VIII 9 IX, X, and 
XI for a discount rate that is one per cent and four per cent less than 
the interest rateG It can be seen from Figure 2 that the net present 
value is smaller for lower rates of interest when the interest-discount 
differential is larger and the net present value is larger for higher 
rates of interest. Also, as interest rates and discount rates increase~ 
the net present value increases at a rate increasing geometrically 
and the interest-discount rate differential effect is less pronouncedG 
Effect of Investor's Tax Rate 
As the investor's tax rate increases 9 the net present value of 
the investment increases. The higher the investor's ordinary tax rate 9 
the greater will be the reduction in the investor's tax liabilitya 
The optimum net present value of the apartment project financed with 
a 10 per cent interest rate is $73,095 for a taxpayer in the JO per 
cent tax bracket and $151,679 for a taxpayer in the 60 per cent tax 
bracketG 
Tables XII 9 XIII 9 and XIV show the net present value of an apart-
ment project for an investor with an ordinary tax rate of 30 9 40 1 and 
50 per cent and no initial investment~ Table IV indicates the net 
present value of the project assuming a 60 per cent tax rate. It is 
of significance to note that an investor of even modest means can 
































NET P:RESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
AN ORDINARY TAX RATE OF JO PER CENT IF PROPERTY IS 
ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
976. 1135. 12J9. 13030 
2672 •. 3261. 3729. 41020 
4927. 6128. 7120. 7933. 
7600. 9527. 11128. 12437. 
10573. 13287. 15527. 173330 
13747. 17268. 20138. 22407. 
17038. 21357. 24820. 274970 
20374. 25460. 29465. 32482. 
24083. 29830. 34266. 3751L 
27883. 34197. 38968. 42350. 
31516. 38333. 43373. 46828. 
J4937. 42197. 47447. 50923. 
38113. 45760. 51171. .546260 
41019. 49008. 54538. 57942. 
43641. 51932. 57551. 60883. 
45971. 54532. 60218. 634670 
47941. 56767 62519. 65689. 
49521. 58628. 64459. 67568. 
50926. 602780 66169. 692090 
521600 61727. 6766L 706290 
532260 62980. 68947. 71844. 
54127. 640470 70037. 728680 
54868. 649330 709440 73716. 
554520 65647. 716780 74401. 
55883. 66195. 72249. 749360 






























TABLE XII (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% lOo/o 12% 14% Rate 
Year 
27 56J02 .. 66824. 72942. 75599 .. 7578J. 
28 56299 .. 66919. 7J082. 75749. 7592J~ 
29 56158 .. 66876. 7J095 .. 75791. 7597J. 
JO 55885. 66701. 72991 .. 757J20 7594J0 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost = -o-
(b) Depreciable Balance - $1,000,000 
(c) Mor'tgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment -o-
(e) Interest Rates (o/o) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
( f) Discount Rates ( o/o) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
( g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
' (h) Marginal Tax Rate .JO 
( i) Depreciation Methoa = DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period = JO yrs. 































NET P~SENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
AN ORDINARY TAX RATE OF 40 PER CENT IF PROPERTY 
IS ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
2'927 3404. 3716. 3909. 
6575. 7799. 8685. 93140 
10749. 12890. 14495. 15680. 
15282. 18433. 20820. 22595. 
20036. 24232. 27406. 29747. 
24896. 30U:l7. 34052. 36900. 
29764. 35991. 40605. 43882. 
34562. 41725. 46951. 50569. 
40380. 48226. 53832. 57581. 
46466 .. 54801. 60615. 64345. 
52124. 60853. 66794. 70438. 
57282. 66330. 72337. 75848. 
61891. 71203. 77236 .. 80591. 
65922. 75465,, 81505. 84695. 
69363. 79123. 85166 882010 
72214. 82194.; 88254. 91154~ 
74296. 84567. 90706. 93527. 
75512., 86203. 92520. 95344. 
76507. 87585. 94064. 96890. 
77286. 88725. 95355. 98186'. 
77855. 89631.o 96408. 99250. 
79220. 90316. 97237. 100100. 
78388. 90788. 97856. 100753. 
783640 91058. ' 98277. 101224. 
78153. 91135. 98514. 101528. 







































(a) Land Cost 
(b) Depreciable Balance 
(c) Mortgag~ 
(d) Investment 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 
(g) Depreciation Rate 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate 
(i) Depreciation Method 
(j) Repayment Period 












:::: 6, 8~ 10~ 12i 14 











































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
AN ORDINARY TAX RATE OF 50 PER CENT IF PROPERTY 
IS ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
4878. 5673. 6194. •6516. 
10478. 12337e 13640. 14526. 
16570. 19652. 21869. 23426. 
22964. 27339. 30513. 32753. 
29499. 35176. 39285. 42161. 
36044. 42985. 47966. 51393. 
42491. 50626. 56390. 60267. 
48750. 57990. 64437. 68657. 
56677. 66622. 73398. 77651. 
65049. 75404. 82262. 86340. 
72733,. 83373. 90214. 94047. 
79627. 90463. 97226. 100774. 
856690 96646. 103302. 106556. 
90825. 101922. 108471. 111449. 
95085. 106314. 112782. 1155190 
98457. 109856. 116290. 118841. 
100651. 112368. 118893. 121365. 
1015040 113779. 120580. 123120. 
102088. 114892. 121959. 124571. 
192412. 115722. 12J049. 125743. 
1"02484. ll6282. 123870. 126656. 
102314. 116585. 124437. 127332. 
101908. 116643. 124767. 127789. 
101275. 116469. 124'877. 128047. 
100423. 116075. 124780. 128120. 






























TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% 14% Rate 
Year 
27 98092. 114668c 124020 .. 127774Q 1275680 
28 96629. 113677. 12JJ8J. 1273830 127337. 
29 94976. 112507. 122590. 126861. 12700lo 
30 93141. 111169. 121652. 12622L 126573. 
Assumptions g 
(a) Land Cost -o-
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
( c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
{ct) Investment -o-
(e) Interest Rates (o/o) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .50 
( i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period -- 30 yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period = 30 yrs. 
( l) Distribution = -o-
116 
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the net present value of a 
project increases at a decreasing rate as the interest rate increases. 
As the tax rate increases, the net present value increases at an 
increasing rate for lower rates of interest. 
Effect of Initial Investment 
Tax leveraging is significantly affected by the size of the 
investor's initial investment. As would be expected, an increase in 
the initial investment requires a longer period of time for the investor 
to recover from the return on taxes postponed or avoided. 
The effect on the net present value of increasing the initial 
investment is whosn by Tables X, XV, XVI, and XVII for initial invest~ 
ments of $50,000, $100,000, $150,000, and $200,000, respectively. As 
shown in Table X9 the net present value of a $50,000 investment at the 
end of the fifth year is $9,168 and at the end of the tenth year it is 
$61,157 for an interest rate of ten per cent. As shown in Table XV 9 if 
the investor makes an initial investment of $100,000, the present value 
of the return from tax leveraging will not exceed the initial investment 
until the ninth year and the net present value at the end of the tenth 
year is only $18,832. If the investor makes an initial investment of 
$150 9 000 9 the return from tax leveraging will not exceed the initial 
investment until the 13th year and the maximum net present value occurs 
at the end of the 21st year in the amount of only $26,089. If the 
investor makes a $200 9 000 initial investment, the return from post~ 
poning or avoiding taxes will not exceed the initial investment. 
14 
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NET PRESENT VALUE END OF IOTH YEAR 
Figure J. Net Present Value of an Apartment Building at the End of the 10th Year for 
Interest Rates 5% Through 15% Assuming Ordinary Tax Rates of JO%, 40%, 50% 































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INITIAL INVESTMENT IS $100,000 IF THE PROJECT 
IS ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-41748. ..:42857., -43925. ,-449540 
, -4~,517. , ,-43992. -45360. -46648. 
-42449. -43696. -447850 -45791. 
-41670. -42221. -40868. -393730 
-~294. -35001. -31349. -29202. 
~33683. -26550. -21878. -19107. 
-26915. -18264. -12603. -9270. 
-20378. -,10238. -3646. 171. 
-10639. 385. 7375~ 11209. 
387. 11829. 18832. 22364. 
10693. 22381. 29267. 324010 
20064. 31875. 38567 .. 41257. 
28330. 40199., 46669. 48916. 
35356. 47278. 53551. 55396. 
41041. 53069. 59217. 60743. 
45310. 57557. 636970 65015. 
47397. , 602330 66661. 680l2a 
46729. 60770., 679440 69670. 
45655. 60901. 68834. 70956. 
44170. 60626. 69J37. 718830 
42267. 59945. 69459. 72462. 
39938. 58855. 69207. 72705. 
37177. 57358. 68585. 72624. 
33977. 55451. 675990 72229. 
30330. 53133. 66253. 715290 





























TABLE XV (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
Rate 
Year 
27 21665. 47260~ 62502. 69250m 
28 166JL 4J701. 60104~ 67688. 
29 12396. J9724a 57J62. 65854. 
JO 12J25. 39375. 56578. 65074. 
11 -" indicates initial investment exceeds present value 
of taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions~ 
(a:) Land Cost = $ 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage = $ 950,000 
(d) Investment $ 100,000 
(e) Interest Rates (o/o) 6, 8, . 10, 12, 14 
( :f) Discount Rates (%) Ji 5, 7, 9, 11 
(g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate a60 
( i) Depreciation Method = DDB 
( j) Repayment P~riod JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period. = JO yrs. 





































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INITIAL INVE;STMENT IS $150,000 IF THE PROJECT 
IS ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-62621. ' -64,286. -65888. -6431. 
-64228. -66769. -69146. -71388. 
-64962. -67745. -70263. -72598. 
-64951. -67469. -69659. -71666. 
~61±309. -66168. -67690. -690820 
-63139. -64038. -62842. -61171. 
-61536. -58156. -53970. -51851. 
-58580. ·-50340. -45372. -42970~ 
-48721. -39898. -34670. -32241. 
-37656. -28606. -234.930 -21448. 
-27290. -18178. -1JJ02o -11727. 
-17837. -8780. 042120 -3147. 
-9469. -525. 3713. 4273. 
-2319. 65100 10448., 10551. 
35110 12283. 15998. 15727. 
79450 16778. 20389. 19861. 
10220. 19484. 23291. 22746. 
97600 20077. 24538. 24320,,, 
8916. 20287. 25416. 255460 
7683. 201140 25932. 26436. 
6053. 19557. 26089. 27000. 
4021. 18615. 25894. 27250. 
1578. 17287.. 25350. 271940 
~1281. 15572. 24463. 26842. 
-4564. 13468. 23236~ 26203. 





























TABLE XVI (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% Rate 
Year 
27 -124:30 .. 8087. 19779· 24096. 
28 -17030. 4806 .. 175.56. 2264:2~ 
29 -20297. 1129. 15007. 20931. 
JO ~20393~ 1101. 14:4:33. 20287. 
"-" indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoideda 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage $ 900,000 
(d) Investment $ 150,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) == 6, 8, 10, 12, 14: 
(f) Discount Rates (%) J, 5, 7, 9, 11 
(g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
(i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrse 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 





































NE'l PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INITIAL INVESTMENT rs $200,000 IF THE PROJECT 
rs ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-83495. -85714. -87851~ -89908. 
-85940. -89546. -92931. -96128. 
-87476. -91794. -95741. ~99405. 
-88232. -92717. -96707. -100358. 
-88323. -92544. -96193. -99504. 
-87854. -91475. -94508. -97270. 
-86917. -89686. -91916. -94010. 
-85599. -87329. -87097. -85911. 
-83975. -80181. -76714. -75691. 
-7,5699. -69041. -65818. -65258. 
-65272. -58737. -55871. -55855. 
-55738. -49434. -46991. -47551. 
-47267. -41250. -39243. -4,0369. 
-39994. -34258. -_'}2655. -34294., 
•• J4020u -28503. -27222. -292870 
-29419 • -24002. -·22919. -25294. 
- 269580 -·21264. -20079~ -22520. 
-27209. ~206160 -18868. -21030. 
••2782Ju -20328., -18000. -1986/t. 
-28805. -20399. -17473. -19011. 
-30160. -20831. -17280. -18461. 
-31897. -21625. -174180 -18205. 
-34021. -22784~ -17884. -18236. 
··J65J9w -24307~ -18672. -1854'1. 
-39457. -261980 -19781. -19122.Q 




























TABLE XVI I (Continued) 






-465260 -31087. -22943- -21058. 
-50690. -34090. -24991. -22403. 
-52990. -37145. -27347. -·23991. 
-53112. -37173. -27710. -24498. 
indicates initial investment exce:eds present value of 
I 
taxe.s postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 50i000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000iOOO 
(c) Mortgage - $ 850,000 
(d) Investment $ 200,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) J, 5, 7, 9i 11 
( g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate = .60 
(i) Depree ia ti on Method DDE 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
(k) Depree ia ti on Period JO yrs. 








If the net present value of the project is negative or small in 
relation to the initial investment, the investor would have to receive 
a cash flow from the annual operations and/or from terminating the 
project if the investment is to be profi tableo If the cash flow is 
not forthcoming and the initial investment is significant and the 
project terminates before the investor has had a chance to receive a 
return of his investment :from tax leveraging, the investor will 
experience an economic loss. 
Figure 4 indicates the net present value of the apartment project 
in the tenth year for initial investments of $50,000 and $100 9 000 based 
on the information in Tables X and XV. The net present value increases 
at a decreasing rate as the interest rate is increased. At some point 9 
however, the net present value will decrease with increasing rates of 
interest as is shown for a $100,000 investment on Figure 4. 
Tables XVIII, XIX, XX 9 and XXI show the net present value of an 
apartment building using straight-line depreciation for interest rates 
of 6, 8, 10 9 12 9 and 14 per cent. As the initial investment increases, 
the time period necessary to recover the initial investment from the 
return on taxes postponed or avoided will increase o If the initial 
investment is $50 9 000 the project will not generate a positive net 
present value until :four to seven years have passed, depending upon the 
interest rate. If the initial investment is $100 9 000 9 the return from 
taxes postponed or avoided wi 11 not exceed the initial investment until 
the 13th year and even then the maximum net present value if $14,545 in 
the 2Jrd year for a 12 per cent interest rate. 













8 $ 50,000 
INVESTMENT 
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NET PRESENT VALUE END OF IOTH YEAR 
Figure 4. ~et Present Value of an Apartment Building at the End of the 10th Year for 


































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE INITIAL INVESTMENT IS $50,000 USING STRAIGHT-
LINE DEPRECIATION IF THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED 
AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-20874. -21429. -21963. -22477. 
-21371. -22122. -21605. -21101. 
-18409. -15714. -14127. -13360. 
-12664. -9098. -6989. -5964. 
-7240. -2824. -204. 1064. 
-2147. 3100. 6214. 7709. 
2610. 8664. 12256. 13957. 
7021. 13861. 17912. 19801. 
11081. 18685. 23178. 25236. 
14780. 23128. 28048. 30260. 
18113. 27185. 32519. 34872. 
21070. 30852. 36588. 39075. 
23646. 34122. 40256. 42872. 
25833. 36993. 43522. 46269. 
27622. 39460. 46386. 49270. 
29008. 41519. 48849. 51884. 
29,982. 43167. 50914. 54118. 
30536. 44401. 52583. 55978. 
30663. 45217. 53858. 57474. 
30355. 45613. 54741. 5&614. 
29604. 45586. 55236. 5?405. 
28402. 45133. 55346. 59856. 
26741. 44251. 55073. 59976. 
24611. 42938. 541±21. 59772 • 
.. 



























TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
Rate 
Year 
26 18916. 39006. 51991. 58422. 
27 15331. 36381. 50218. 57291. 
28 11244. 33313. 48076. 55865. 
29 8845. 29891. 45569. 54149m 
30 8728~ 29882. 44995. 53470. 
"-" indicates ini tia1 investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
, (a) Land Cost $ 50,000 
: (b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
{c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment $ 150,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
( f) Discount Rates (%) 3, 5, 7, 9, u :· 
(g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rat~ .60 
( i) Depreciation Method SL 
( j) Repayment Period 30 yrs a 
(k) Depreciation Period 30 yrs. 









NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING THE INITIAL 
INVESTMENT IS $100,000 USING STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION 
IF THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
128 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% 14% Rate 
Year 
l -41748. -42857. -43925. -44954. -45946. 
2 -43082. -44899. -46583. -48163. -49660. 
3 -44039. -46215. -48141. -49901. ~51543. 
4 -44651. -46887. -47010. -46809. -47277. 
5 -44950. -42202. -40721. -40423. -40958. 
6 -40224. -36551. -34750. -34356. -34958. 
7 -35490. -31228. -29111. -28624. -29301. 
8 -31080. ' ""."26241. -23813. -23240. -24000. 
9 -27002. -21599. -18866. -18214. -19066. 
10 -23263. -17307. -14277. -13552. -14502. 
11 -19870. -13374. -10050. -9257. -10310. 
12 -16831. -9803. -6191. ' -5330. -6487. 
13 -14152. -6602. -2700. -1771. -3029. 
14 ~11842. -3775. 419. 1423. 72e 
15 -9908. -1327. 3166. 4255. 28230 
16 -8357. 739. 5541. 6729. 5234. 
17 -7196. 2419. 7545. 8851. 7315. 
18 -6433. 3708. 9177. 10627. 9076. 
19 -6076. 4603. 10441. 12063. 10529. 
20 -6132. 5101. 11337. 13166. 11684. 
21 -6610. 5198. 11867. 13942. 125530 
22 -7516. 4893. 12034. 14400. 13147. 
23 -8859. 4181. 11839. 14545. 13475. 
24 -10646. 3059. 11286. 14384. 13548. 
25 -10646. 1525. 10376. 13924. 13376. 
26 -12888. -425. 9112. 1317J. 12969. 
TABLE XIX (Continued) 
Interest 6% 8% 10% 12% 
Rate 
Year 
27 -18761±. -.279J. 7495. 121J5. 
28 -22417. -558J. 5529. 10817. 
29 -2J848. -8J55. J215. 9225. 
JO -2J990. -8J9J. 2852. 8682. 
11 - 11 indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance = $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage $ 950,000 
(d) Investment $ . 100,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) = 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) J, 5, 7, 9, u 
. (g) Depreciation Rate .J}JJJ 
(h} Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Methoa SL 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Perio~ JO yrs. 









NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING THE INITIAL 
INVESTMENT IS $150,000 USING STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION 
IF THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
Interest 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% Rate 
Year 
1 -62621. -64286. -65888. -67431. -68919. 
2 -64794. -67676. -70368. -72903. -75304. 
3 -66553. - 70264~ -73619. -76708. -79586. 
4 -67932. -72135. -75802. -79102. -82137. 
5 -68964. -73368. -77061. -80313. -83276. 
6 -69680. -74039. -75714. -76420. -77949. 
7 -70111. -71120. -70477. -71204. -72886. 
8 -69182. -66344. -65539. -66281. -68111. 
9 -65085. -61882. -60911. -61664. -63639. 
10 -61306. -57742. -56602. -57363. -59482. 
11 -57852. -53932. -52620. -53385. -55645. 
12 -54731. -50458. -48970. -497;4. -52130. 
13 -51951. -47327. -45657. -46413. -48938. 
14 -49517. -44543. -42684. -43422. -46065. 
15 -47438. -42113. -40053. -40761. -43507. 
16 -45721 •. -4oo4o. -37767. -38426. -41257. 
17 -44374. -38330. -35825. -36415. -39309. 
18 -43403. -36985. -34229. -34724. -37653. 
19 -42815. -36012. -32977. -33348. -36282. 
20 -42620. -35412. -32069. -32281. -35186. 
21 -4282J. -35189. -Jl50J. -31519. -34356. 
22 -43433. -35348. -31279. -31056. -33783. 
23 -44457. -35890. -31396. -30886. -33458. 
24 -45904. -36820. -31850. -31003. -33372a 
25 -47781. -38141. -32642. -31401. -33516. 
26 -50097. -39855. -33768. -32075. -33883. 
TABLE XX (Continued) 
Interest 6% 8% 10% 12% 
Rate 
Years 
27 -52860. -41966 •. -J5228. :-3J020. 
28 -56078. -44478. -J7019. -J4229. 
29 -56540. -46600. -J9140. -J5699. 
JO -56708. -46667. -J929J. -J6105. 
indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land cost $ 50,000 
(b) JJepreciable Balance $1,000,000 
( c) Mortgage $ 900,000 
(d) Investment =: $ 150,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) =: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) J, 5, 7, 9, 11 
( g) Depreciation Rate .JJJJJ 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Deprecia.tion. Method SL 
( j) Repayment Period =: JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 









NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING THE INITIAL 
INVESTMENT IS $200,000 USING STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION 
IF THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED AT THE END OF YEAR t 
Interest 
Rate 6% 8% 10% ''' 12% ' ' 14% 
Year 
l -83495. -85714. -87851. -89908. -91892. 
2 -86505. -90454. -91±154. -97643. -100947. 
3 -89067. -94313. -99097. -103514. -107628. 
4 -91213. -97383. -102850. -107795. -112332. 
5 -92979. -99744. -105564. -110725. -115402. 
6 -94395. -101476. -107380. -112519. -117134. 
7 -95492. -102650. -108423. -113363. -116471. 
8 -96301. -103332. -107264. -109322. -112221. 
9 -96850. -102165. -102955. -105114. -108213. 
10 -97165. -98177. -98927. -101174. -104461. 
11 -95835. -94491. -95189. -97513. -100979. 
12 -92632. -91113. -91749. -94138. -97773. 
13 -89749. -88051. -88613. -91055. -94847. 
14 -87192. -85311. -85786 .• -88267. -92202. 
15 -84969. -82899. -83273. -85776. -89837. 
16 -83086. -80819. -81075. -83580. -87748. 
17 -81551. -79078. -79195. -81681. -85932. 
18 -80372. -77678s -77634. -80074. -84382. 
19 -79555. -76626. -76393. -78758. -83093. 
20 -79107. -75924. -751,i,73. -77728. -82056. 
21 -79036. -75577, -74872. -76980. -81265~ 
22 -79350. -75588. -74592. -76511. -80713s 
23 -80056. -75961. -74630. -76316. -80391. 
24 -81162. -7(/699. -74985. -76389. -80292., 
25 -82675. -77806. -75658. -76726. -80409., 
26 -84603. -79285. -76646. -77323. -80734s 
TABLE XXI (Continued) 
Interest 
Rate 6% 8% 10% 12% 
Year 
27 -86955. -81140. -77949. -78174. 
28 -89207. -8JJ7J. -98566. -79275. 
29 -892J4. -84847. -81426. -80621. 
JO -89427. -84941. -814J6. -80890. 
11 - 11 indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage $ 850,000 
(d) Investment $ 200,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
( f) Discount Rates (%) ;:: J, 5, 7, 9, 11 
( g) Depreciation Rate .JJJJJ 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Method SL 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 








For an initial investment of $150,000 to $200,000, the net present 
value remains negative, which means the return generated from post-
poning. or avoiding taxes does not exceed the initial investment~ This 
does not mean that tax leveraging does not occur using straight-line 
depreciation. At the end of the 19th year, the mortgage exceeds the 
adjusted basis of the propert,Y by $20J,417, using a 10 per cent 
interest rate and an initial investment of $150,000, and by $170,699 
for an initial investment of $200,000. 
Effect of Loan Repayment Period 
Thus far, it has been assumed that the loan repayment period and 
the useful life for computing depreciation are equal. Just as an 
increase in the initial investment will cause tax leveraging to de-
crease, a decrease in the repayment period with the useful life held 
constant will also cause tax leveraging to decrease. 
The effect of changing the loan repayment period or the net present 
value of the apartment project, described earlier, is shown on Tables 
XX!!, XXIII, XXIV,anct:XXV. The useful life is held constant at JO 
years, except for Table XXV where it is 40 years. The loan repaym~nt 
period used for testing for the existence of tax leveraging was set 
at 15, 20, 25, and JO years. It is assuml!'d that the inve,stor doesn't 
receive a positive cash flow and that the original investment is 
$50 7000. Tables XXII, XXIII 7 XXIV, and XXV reflect only the net 






























NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE LOAN REPAYMENT PERIOD IS 15 YEARS IF 
'l'HE PROJECT IS ABANDONED AT 
THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 
-,20874. -21429. -21963. -22477. 
-21320. -21977. -22506. -22939. 
-21478. ;.;;.21918. -22067. -22020. 
-21475. -21489. -210+7. -20244. 
-21425. -20896. -19666. -18034. 
-21432. -20321. -18:2.78. -15737. 
-21589. -19920. -17072. -13631. 
-21981. -19831. -16230. -11940. 
-22685. -20171. -15905. -10840. 
-23772. -21043. -16222. -10470. 
-25305. -22536. -17284. -10937. 
-27343. -24728. -19175. -12324. 
-29938. -27686. -21964. -14690. 
-33140. -31466. -25705. -18078. 



























TABLE XXII (Continued) 
8% 10% 12% 
"-" indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment $ 50,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) J, 5, 7, 9, 11 
( g) Depreciation Rate = .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period = 15 yrs. 
































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING 
THE LOAN REPAYMENT PERIOD IS 20 YEARS IF 
THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED AT 
THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
' ' 
-20874. -21429. -21963. -22477. 
-21052. -21570. -21992. -22350. 
-20675. -20703. -20544. -19432. 
-19868. -19074. -17393. -12624. 
-18747. -16895. -12196. -5876. 
-17413. -14353. -7462. 285. 
-15959. -11610. -3037. 5988. 
-14469. -8807. 662. 11000. 
-13019. -6066. 6118. 17321. 
-11678. -3493. 11707. 23479. 
-10507. o. 15970. 282lr3. 
-9562. 2163. 18795. 31552. 
-8895. 2830. 20120. 33395. 
-8552. 3454. 19921. 33792. 
-8574. 4034. 18202. 32789. 
-9901. 4053. 17370. 30447. 
-9866. 3474. 17247. 29503. 
-11186. 2284. 16429. 29087. 
-12977. 473. 14915. 27954. 























(TABLE XXIII (Continued) 
Interest 







"-" indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost 
(b) De.preciable Balance 
(c) Mortgage 
( d) Investment 
( e ) Interest Ra te..s ( %) 
( f) Discount Rates (%) 
(g) Depreciation t.ate 
(h) Marginal Tax" Rate 
(i) Depreciation Method 
(j) Repayment Period 









6, 8, 10, 12, 14 






































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUIIDI-NG ASSUMING 
THE LOAN REPAYMENT PERIOD IS 25 YEARS IF 
THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED AT 
THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 
-20874. -21429. -21963. -22477. 
-20900. -21347. -21724. -21835. 
-20219. -18349. -15082. -12761. 
-17839. -11509. -6791. -3388. 
-13025. -4724. 1492. 5989. 
-8431. 1872. 9584. 15141. 
-4129. 8186. 17338. 23891. 
-185. 14069. 24536. 32106. 
6833. 22431. 33861. 41786. 
15007. 31478. !±3390. 51455. 
22328. 39496. 51764. 59882. 
28579. 46321. 58872. 67007. 
J.3587. 51836. 64653. 72816. 
37214. 559f>7. 69085. 77332. 
39357. 58671~ 72172. 80601. 
39938. 59931. 73946. 82685. 
38188. 59235. 74075. 83383. 
33530. 56255. 72396. 82633. 
28311. 52724. 70194. 81403. 
22521. 48638. 67477. 79706. 
16151. 43995. 64249. 77554. 
14741. 38791. 60516. 74959. 
14464. 38578. 58097. 71947. 
13823. 38125. 57893. 71944. 





































TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
8% 10% 12% 
"-" indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment $ 50,000 
(e) Interest Rates (%) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 
(£) Discount Rates (%) = J, 5, 7, 9, 11 
( g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Method = DDB 
( j) Repayment Period 25 yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period JO yrs. 

































NET PRESENT VALUE OF AN APARTMENT BUILDING ASSUMING THE 
LOAN REPAYMENT PERIOD IS 30 YEARS AND THE USEFUL 
LIFE IS 40 YEARS IF THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED 
AT THE END OF YEAR t 
6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 
-20874. -21429. -21963. -22477. -22973. 
-20806. -21215. -21574. -21908. -22531. 
-19935. -19647. -17914. -16007. -19591. 
-18389. -14030. -9747. -6793. -12907. 
-15165. -7050. -1230. 2807. -4995. 
-10261. 42. 7426. 12522. 2823. 
-5416. 7118. 16048. 22142. 10307. 
-696. 14072. 24499. 31502. 17282. 
8935. 25101. 36283. 43540. 26221. 
21068. 37939. 49295. 56319. 35361. 
32914. 50183. 61471. 68075. 43207. 
44218. 61616. 72643. 78693. 49695. 
54767. 72076. 82703. 88117. 54820. 
64392. 81446. 91586. 96332. 58611. 
72955. 89646. 99265. 103356. 61124. 
80348. 96626. 105741. 109231. 62431. 
84241. 100740. 109856. 113151. 61981. 
82729. 100769. 110850. 114660. 59515. 
80522. 100186. 111301. 115684. 56483. 
77640. 99013. 111234. 116254. 55829. 
74103. 97272. 110674. 116398. 55335. 
69927. 94982. 109645. 116140. 54233. 
65126. 92161. 108165. 115504. 52545. 
59712. 88822. 106253. 114510. 50294. 
53695. 84978. 103925. 113177 © 47500. 
TABLE XXV (Continued) 
Interest 
6% 8% 10% 12% Rate 
Year 
26 4708J~ 80641. !01196. 111521. 
27 41626. 75894. 98121. 109585. 
28 41545. 73788. 95154. 107J76. 
29 41091. 7J5J9. 95104. 106912. 
JO 40252. 72854. 946J6. 106628. 
"-" indicates initial investment exceeds present value of 
taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost $ 50,000 
(b) Depreciable Balance $1,000,000 
(c) Mortgage $1,000,000 
(d) Investment $ 50,000 
(e) Interest Rates (o/o) 6, 8, lo, 12, 14 
(f) Discount Rates (%) J, 5, 7, 9, 11 
( g) Depreciation Rate .66667 
(h) Marginal Tax Rate .60 
( i) Depreciation Method DDB 
( j) Repayment Period JO yrs. 
(k) Depreciation Period 40 yrs. 








After the loan has been paid off, there would be a positive cash flow 
to the investors if the rents were held constant. Another factor that 
should be considered is the liquidating value of the project. If the 
loan repayment is relatively short, the investor's equity in the project 
will probably have an increasing fair market value which would be 
inconsistent with the assumption used to compute the net present value 
of the project at the end of each year that the project has a zero 
terminating value. The above limitations appear to be reasonable since 
the primary purpose of this analysis is to measure the value of tax 
leveraging due to postponing or avoiding taxes. 
Little or no tax leveraging occurs when the loan repayment period 
is 15 years and the useful life of the property is JO years. As 
reflected by Table XXII, an investor would not knowingly invest $50,000 
in such a project just for tax benefits. The negative net present 
value indicates a net economic loss at the end of each year if the 
project is abandoned. The negative net present value doesn't mean 
that some tax leveraging doesn't exist with a $50,000 initial investment© 
With an interest rate of 15 per cent and a discount rate of 12 per cent, 
the annual losses exceed the initial investment by $104,993 at the end 
' .• 
of the sixth yearQ The accumulated present value of these losses, 
assuming a sixty per cent tax rate, is $70,278. If the investor should 
die at the end of the sixth year of the project 1 the investor's estate 
could abandon the property and not be subject to any income taxes for 
years prior to 1977, because the estate's basis in the property would 
be equal to the loan balance at the date of death. If the investor 
could predict the date of his death, he could receive a return from 
avoiding taxes due to operating losses which would exceed his original 
14A 
investment. 
From Table XXIII, with a 20-year repayment period, it can be 
seen that an investor could receive an adequate return on his invest-
ment from postponing and avoiding taxes if the project doesn't termi-
nate for at least seven years if the interest rate is ten per cent. 
The net present value increases up to about the 14th year and then 
begins to decrease as the interest rate increases. At the end of the 
12th year the total accumulated losses are $225,000, which means that 
the project could generate significant tax savings if the investor 
dies befo:re the project is terminated. 
If the loan repayment period is increased to 25 years.as shown 
on Table XXIV, the investor can recover his investment from taxes 
postponed or avoided by the end of the fourth or fifth year, depending 
on the rate of interest and the investor's discount rate. If the 
interest rate is 10 per cent and the investor's discount rate is seven 
per cent and the investment doesn't terminate for at least ten years, 
the net present value of the taxes postponed or avoided will exceed 
the initial investment of $50,000 by $43,000. 
F~om Table XXV it can be.seen that with a useful life of 40 years 
and a loan repayment period of JO years, the net present value of the 
taxes postponed or avoided will not exceed the initial investment of 
$50,000 until the fourth or fifth year once the interest rate is above 
seven per cent. At the end of the tenth year the net present value 
exceeds the initial investment fy $49,295. The total accumulated 
annual losses at the end of the tenth year with a ten per cent interest 
rate are $401,500. If the investor dies at the end of the tenth year 
year and the project is abandoned at that point, the total taxes avoided 




Tax leveraging can provide greater tax benefits than either ac-
celerated depreciation or long-term capital gains treatment. The 
reason for this situation is that the present value of tax deferral is 
greater than the present value of taxes avoided upon termination of 
the project. 
The tax leveraging simulation model was used to determine the 
conditions under.which tax leveraging occurs and the value of tax 
leveraging given the following variables: 
1. Land cost. 
2. Building cost. 
J. Amount of indebtedness 
4,. Original investment. 
5. Interest rate. 
6. Investor's discount rate. 
7. Depreciation rate. 
8. Investor's marginal tax rate. 
9. Depreciation method. 
10. Loan repayment period. 
11. Depreciation period. 
12. Cash distributions to investor. 
The tax leveraging simulation model pertains to a government sub-
sidized apartment complex. An apartment building can be depreciated 
using 200 per cent declining balance depreciation. The Section 1250 
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gain on the sale of a government subsidized apartment building can 
still be reduced by one per cent for each month the building is held 
past 100 months. The model is also based on the assumption that the 
investor's discount rate is the rate of return, after taxes, that the 
investor can earn on the taxes postponed. 
The net present value of an investment based on the assumptions 
stated on Table VI would be affected the most if the depreciation rate 
was limited to straight-line. The net present value of the investment 
based on a 12 per cent interest rate at the end of the 24th year is 
$154,869. The net present value of the investment at the end of the 
24th year if straight-line depreciation is used is $97 ,298. If the 
gain from abandoning the project at the end of the 24th year is taxed 
at ordinary rates, the net present value of the project would be 
$146,395 or $8,474 less. 
What mal<es tax leveraging so beneficial is the fa-ct that the 
taxes postponed can earn a return after taxes tna::t in same cases is 
greater than the investor's original investment. The net present 
value of a project increases as the investor's discount rate increases 
up to approximately 15 per cent 9 at which point any fi:u:-ther increases 
will decrease the net present value as illustrated by Figure 2~ 
Tax leveraging is affected: ,the most by the size of the rate 9 
the investor's original investment~ and the length of the repayment 
period. The net present value of tax leveraging increases as the 
interest rate increases up to about 15 per cent, at which point the net 
present value begins to decrease. 
The liability will exceed the adjusted basis of a building by 
$452,000 using the assumptions stated on Table III for a ten per cent 
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interest rate at the end of the 15th year. The accumulated losses 
over the first 15 years equal $452,000. Therefore, any investment that 
is less than $452,000 will cause some tax leveraging based on the above 
assumptions. 
Tax leveraging can occur even when the loan repayment period is 
substantially shorter than the depreciable life of the property. 
Investors in the upper tax brackets will benefit more from tax 
leveraging than investors in the lower tax brackets. It is interesting 
to see that investors in the JO per cent tax bracket can benefit from 
tax leveraging even though the investment is abandoned eventually as 
shown in Figure J. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 
Large institutional lenders have used present value concepts for 
determining the rate of return a project will earn before taxes and 
interest. Sanford Rose, llThe Future Largest Landlords in America." 
Fortune (July, 1970), p. 90. 
2Act Section 204, Tax Reform ~ of ..!.21§., adding Section 465 of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. 
3Ibid. 
4Act Section 21J, Tax Reform Act of 1976, amending Section 704(d) 
of the Internal Revenue Code .2.f .12.2±· 
5 Ibid. 
6 
For a stttdy that measures the effect of tax leveraging on the 
interrtal rate of return see William S. McKee, ,,The Real Estate Tax 
Shelter: A Computerized Expose," Virginia Law Review (Vol. 57, May~ 
1971), pp. 521-523. The present study differs from the methodology 
presented by McKee in that the effect of tax leveraging is determined 
from its effect on the net present value of the investment. The 
internal effect on the net present value of the investment. The in-
ternal rate of return method is not useful if the investor has a small 
or no initial investment. Also, the internal rate of return method 
assumes the taxes postponed can be reinvested at an after tax rate 
equal to the internal rate of return. 
7..!.21..2. Federal~ Course (New York, 1974), p. 1Jl5. 
8 
There are numerous ways that the taxes postponed could be invested. 
The after tax rate of return depends largely upon the tax bracket 
the taxpayer is in after availing himself of arty tax shelters. It 
is conceivable that the tax shelter may be large enough to offset all 
of the taxpayer's taxable income which includes the income earned from 
reinvesting any taxes postponed. As the investor's marginal tax rate 
increases, the more there is an incentive to invest in tax exempt state 
and municipal bonds. 
91.2.Z!i Federal ~ Course, p. 1311. 
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10 
Because the study is primarily interested in the tax losses a 
project can generate and that in the first half of the asset's life, 
depreciation will .exceed payments on principal plus any return to the 
investor, the payment on principal PP and return on investment R are 
shown as being subtracted from annualtdepreciation AD • When the model 
produces a taxable income the income will be negative! 
11At this point in the analysis the investor's discount rate is 
assumed to be equal to the interest rate. Later on, the assumption 
will be relaxed to determine the effect of having a discount rate that 
is less than the interest rate. 
12Act Section 202(a), The Tax Reform Act of 1976, amending Section 
1250 of the Internal Revenue ~ .Q! .!..22.!t· 
lJA . . . prudent investor would want to invest the taxes saved in an 
investment that is easily liquidated because of the contingent tax 
liability that exists if and when the project is terminated. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE OF THE USE OF NON-RECOURSE 
LOANS FOR FINANCING REAL ESTATE 
TAX SHELTERs 
Chapter II has provided an explanation of how tax leveraging is 
possible under the Federal tax laws and an analysis has been made of 
the conditions which contribute to tax leveraging. 
The purpose of Chapter IV is to present empirical evidence obtained 
through the analysis of actual real estate investments and interviews 
of some of the principals 1-nvolved as to now real estate is acquired 
with non-recourse loans. Individual investors do not want to be con-
tingently liable in case of default on large real estate loans. In 
addition, if no partner is personally liable for partnership indebted,-, 
nesses, then all partners, including limited partners, will receive 
an increase in the basis in their partnership interest by their pro-
portionate share of the partnership indebtedness, which increases the 
amount of losses that may be deducted~ Of particular interest, then, 
are the special conditions that are required by the lenders and the 
methods utilized by limited partnerships to maximize the tax benefits 
of the limited partners. 
Information of how non-recourse loans are obtained was acquired 
from interviews of principals, from gleaning through records filed in 
the Tulsa County Clerk's Office and the Tulsa County Court Clerk's 
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Office, and from studying offering memoranda of non-registered limited 
partnerships. Information obtained from 11 limited partnerships and 
one corporation will be presented concerning the acquisition of apart-
ments, warehouses and shopping centers. Interviews were made with five 
individuals, each of whom was engaged in some aspect of creating, pro-
moting or investing in real estate tax shelters. As expected, the 
interviews disclosed a wide range of philosophies concerning non-
recourse financing. 
Thus far, only two actual examples of how non-recourse financing 
is used in real estate investments to create tax leveraging have been 
discussed. In Chapter II, the Mayerson and Bolger cases disclosed 
how it was possible to generate tax losses from the investment without 
1 
being personally liable to make payment on the notes. In Mayerson, 
the taxpayers acquired a $342,500 basis in a building and land with 
only a $10,000 investment. The principal of the loan of $J42,500 did 
not have to be repaid for 99 years. 2 In Bolger, the taxpayer generated 
I 
net losses over a four-year period of $295,793 with little or no 
investment and without personal risk. 3 The properties acquired con-
4 
sisted of bank buildings, factories, stores and warehouses. 
In Mayerson, it is understandable as to why the seller-mortgagee 
would consent to a 99-year payback period. The building was in a poor 
state of repair and was without a tenant. The seller-mortgagee had 
little to lose in the deal and much to gain. 
The Bol,aer case is different from Mayerson, in that the mortgagee 
was not the seller of the property, but either an insurance company or 
a bank. The method of acquiring the property was similar in each situ-
ation. Bolger would form a corporation which would buy the property 
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in question, arrange for long term financing and lease the property for 
a period that was as long as or longer tha,n the loan repayment period. 
Bolger did not add anything to the transaction~ The lessee could 
have acquired the property directly~ If the mortgagee was willing to 
accept the lease as adequate collateral, then a signed mortgage would 
be equally as secure. The lessee could have acquired the property 
without a cash outlay$ With a lease as collateral 9 the mortgagee is 
merely relying on the general financial strength of the lessee~ 
Since Bolger contributed little or no investment, the lease pay-
ments could not be any less than the mortgage payments. The lessee 
did~ however, obtain several benefits from leasing the property rather 
than purchasing it. At one time, the financing arrangement may not have 
been disclosed on the lessee 1 s balance sheet as a liability,. 5 The 
lessee may have benefited from the deductibility of that portion of 
the lease payments that would have been categorized as principal had 
the lessee purchased the property. Also, the lessee and mortgagee may 
have circumvented an interest ceiling limi tatio11. 6 ·Further~ the lessee 
may be motivated to obtain, in effect, a write off of the property 
over a shorter period than would be otherwise allowable. 7 
Method of Obtaining Examples 
Non-recourse loans have been obtained by individuals 9 partnerships, 
and corporations. Most of the transactions are private, which makes it 
very expensive and time consuming, if not impossible, to obtain in-
formation concerning non-recourse loans. Real estate investments are 
widely held and come in many different forms. It is beyond the scope 
of this study to obtain conclusive information concerning how extensive 
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the use of non-recourse financing is in real estate tax shelters. 
There is available, however, public information which provides 
several approaches for obtaining information concerning limited part-
nerships' use of non-recourse financing. The Oklahoma Uniform Limited 
Partnershi.E. Act requires that the following information be filed with 
8 
the Secretary of State of Oklahoma: 
1. Name of limited partnership. 
2. Character of the business. 
J. Location of principal place of business. 
4. Name and place of residence of each member and whether a 
limited partner or a general partner. 
5. Term of the partnership. 
6. Amount of cash and description of the agreed value of the 
other property contributed by each limited partner. 
7. Additional contribution, if any, agreed to be made by each 
limited partner. 
8. Time when contributions of each limited partner are to 
be returned. 
9a Share of profits or other compensation by way of income 
each limited partner shall receive. 
Also 9 all partnerships that use a fictitious name and all limited 
partnerships are required to file with the District Court Clerk for the 
County in which they do business 1 the names of the partnership and the 
partners. 
Once the name of the limited partnership was known 9 it was possi-
ble to determine from two sources what real estate was owned by it 
in a given county. The most useful method was to scan what is 
commonly called the Grantee to Grantor Book in the County Clerk's 
office. In Tulsa County, each real estate transaction recorded in the 
County Clerk's office is listed in alphabetical order, for each year, 
by Grantor to Grantee and Grantee to Grantor. From this record, the 
book and page number can be obtained where the transaction is recorded@ 
The legal description of the property acquired can then be obtained, 
which makes it possible to obtain a complete history of a given pro-
perty from the Platt or Addition Book. 
The second method, used less often, was to obtain from the Tulsa 
County Assessor's Office a list of apartment buildings and document 
locator numbers. This led to the assessment record, which included 
the legal description. 
Ordinarily, the County Treasurer's Office would have a list of 
properties owned by a particular person so that only one tax assessment 
notice \VOUld have to be issued for each taxpayer. The Tulsa County 
Treas~rer 1 s Office maintains this list, but not for partnerships. 
Another approach that was used occasionally to obtain information 
about non-recourse loans and limited partnerships, was to obtain the 
address of an apartment building and from the address file obtain the 
legal description. 
Some very productive sources of tax examples were the interviews 
with some of the principals, which will be discussed laterG 
Limited Partnerships in Tulsa County 
Tulsa County was selected to obtain examples of the use of non-
recourse financing for real estate because of its proximity to the 
writer and the writer's familiarity with real estate development there. 
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As of June 22, 1976, 2,521 p.11rtnership registrations had been 
filed with the Court Clerk in Tulsa County. Probably not all limited 
partnerships doing business in Tulsa County are registered. It is 
presumed, however, that most are registered, since an unregistered 
limited partnership may have difficulty in bringing suit or making a 
defense in District Court. The number of partnerships registered each 
year in Tulsa County are shown in Table XX:VI. 
The number of new registrations shown above is overstated because 
some partnerships registered in previous years have re-registered each 
time there was a change in the partners. Some firms, such as the 
national public accounting firms with several hundred partners each, 
were re-registered every year. 
Not all limited partnerships have the notation n Ltd.11 or the 
word "Limited" included in their name. The registration statements 
for the years 197~ and 197~ were inspected to determine the number 
and names of the limited partnerships registered for those years which 
are shown on Tables XX:VII and XXVIII. 
From Table XXII it can be seen that the largest increase in regis-
tration occurred in 1973, with total registrations of 117 for that 
year. There were J8 limited partnership registrations in 1973 and 
~l in 1974. It is estimated that at least 22 of the limited partner-
ships registered in 1973 were organized for the purpose of operating 
apartment buildings. As was mentioned previously, some limited partner-
ships, such as Oakridge Tower, Ltd., are registered in more than one 
year. Also, there are duplica~ns even in the same year. Four limited 
partnerships, such as The Marina, Ltde, were registered twice in 1974. 
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TABLE XXVI 
REGISTRATION OF PARTNERSHIPS IN TULSA COUNTY 













































REGISTRATION OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS IN 1973 
Name 
Woodlake Village Duplexes 
River Oaks Square 
Lake Country Associates 
Parkway South 
5400 South, Ltd. 
James Square Apartments, Ltd. 
Tulsa Gardens, Limited 
Detrick Lynn Lane Partnership 
U. S. Development-Parkway South 
Fairmont Apartments II, Ltd. 
u. s. Development-Pheasant Run 
Sophian Plaza, Ltd. 
Chestnut Partners, Limited 
Campus Properties 
Venture Centers, Ltd. 
Cedar Ridge Estates 
Royal Manor South II 
TULOK 
Forty First & Mingo 
Capital Resources Real Estate Partnership II 
(Brookhollow Apte) 
Country Squire Estates 
River Squire Estates 
Sheridan Partners, Limited 
Venture Capital Associates, Ltd. 
Lexton-Ancira Real Estate Fund, Ltd. 
Frates Investment Company 















TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
Name 
Appreciating Properties, Ltd. 
I.D.C. # 1 
Darlington Associates 
Massie Southern Hills·Drug 
Riverlanes, Ltd. 
Beeline Development Co., :{.,td. 
Peoria Avenue Associates 
Center Mall Professional Building Associated 
akridge Tower, Ltd. 
Financial Limited Partnership No. RL-11 
































TABLE XXVII I 
REGISTRATION OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS IN 1974 
Name 
Mingo Valley Apartments, Ltd. 
Open World Square 
Riverbend Bevelopment Associates 
Appreciating 
Skyline East Office Building II, Ltd. 
Rockwood South Apartments 
The Marina; Ltd. 
The Marina, Ltd. 
Heatherridge Limited 
Sigma 
14lst & South Lewis, Ltd. 
Arrow Village Shopping Center Project 
University Mansion of Tulsa Company 
Eastlana Associates II 
Two-Forty Associates 
M-L & Associates, Ltd. 
Utica Square Apartments, Ltd$ 
Victor Apartments 9 Ltd~ 
Oakridge Tower, Ltd. 
H-S Tulsa, Ltd. 
Lex-Ancira Real Estate Income Fund~ Ltd. 
T.I.G. Development Company 
Planning/Design Consultants 
Planning/Design Consultants 
T.I.G. Development Company 
Transamerica Investments Group 
Transamerican Investments Group 
T.I.G. Development Company 
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TABLE XXVIII (Continued) 
Name 
R. P. Investment Company 
Green Country Ranches, Ltd. #1973-1 
Indian Territory Tranding Co. 
Country Squire Estates 
Big Five Lands, Ltd. 
Civic Center East Building, Ltd. 
CRC Limited Partnership No. 1 
Admiral Shopping Centers, Ltd. 
D. & R. Enterprises 
Pheasant Run 
James Halsey Property Managements 
Marina Properties, Ltd. 
Duck Creek Farms, Ltd. 
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It can be observed from Tables XXVII and XXVIII that it is often 
the same persons who are developing limited partnerships and real 
estate tax shelters. Notice that occasionally the same partnership 
name is used with a slight change, such as The Marina 9 Ltdo and Marina 
Properties, Ltd. and Lexton-Ancira Real Estate Fund, Ltda and Lex-Ancira 
Real Estate Income Fund, Ltd. 
The 1973 and 1974 Grantee to Grantor Books located in the County 
Clerk's office were examined to determine the book and page number of 
any real estate transactions that involved some of the limited partner~ 
ships listed in Tables II and III. This procedure ultimately led to 
the deed and mortgage for the property acquired by each of the entities 
listed in Table XXIX. From an inspection of the mortgage the following 
information was obtained: 
1. Mortgagee and mortgagor. 
2. Amount of loan. 
J. Loan period. 
4. Date 'Of loan. 
5. Interest rate. 
6. Type of property. 
7. Guarantee of F.H.A. 
8. Non-recourse provision. 
The most pertinent information obtained from the Office of the 
Secretary of State of Oklahoma for each limited partnership includes 
the investment made or required to be made by the limited partners 9 the 
profit and loss sharing ratio for each partner, the type of general 
partner and the number of limited partnerso 
TABLE XXIX 
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS IN TULSA COUNTY 
OBTAINED FROM THE TULSA COUNTY CLERK 1 S OFFICE AND THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR OKLAHOMA 
Partnership & Mortgagee 
"ti Cil # of Ltd. 
~ (1) 
;i. ~ Partners ::s ., 
(1) !!> 
'l ":;'. Uni ts Act 1 1 
1. Fairmont Apartments II, Ltd.* (I) 1 1 
Universal Finance Corporation 
2. Fairmont Terrace Apartments, Ltd.* (I) 18 
Home Federal Savings & Loan 
J. The Marina, Ltd. (I) 50 
New York Life 
4. The Marina Properties, Ltd. 
New York Life 
5. Midway Associates 9 Ltd. 
Prudential 
6. Normandy Apartments, Ltd.* 
T. J. Bettes 
7. 
8. 
Oakridge Tower, Ltd.* 
Sooner Federal Savings & Loan 
Royal Manor South~ Ltd.* 
Midland Mortgage 
9. Tulsa Gardens, Limited 
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4,700,000 no JON/A 12-74 
2,000,000 no JO N/A 10-75 
1,200,000 no 25 N/A 10-74 
2,698,000 yes N/A N/A 4-67 
1,665,000 yes 1 JO 98io J-75 
1 9 290~000 no 40 1% J-72 
2,0J0,000 yes 40 N/A J-73 
10. 
11. 
TABLE XXIX (Continued) 
'"t:I Ci) #of 'i:I t"" H 
!ll CD !ll f-'• :::s 
'1 :::s Limited '1 i3 < rl- CD rl- f-'• CD 
:::s '1 :::s M- rn 
CD !ll Partners CD CD rl-'1 t-' '1 0.. 3 
* * rn ~ Partnership & Mortgagee M-
Uni ts Act' 1 rl-
Venture Centers 9 Limited (C) 1 1 $ 200,000 
Sooner Federal Savings & Loan 
5400 South, Ltd. (C) (I )(GP) 2 2 90,000 
Mager Mortgage 
*Mortgage Guarantee by F.H.A. 
**General Partner is Individual (I)~ Corporation (C), 
Limited Partnership (LP), or General Partner (GP). 
Profit if > z t"" H t:i & ;!! 0 0 :::s !ll 
Loss '1 "'" 
:::s !ll rl- rl-
rl- • I :::s CD CD 
co ~ '1 
Percentage 
p,i 0 CD 'i:I CD 0 
co '"" 
('l CD rn '"" CD 0 '"I M-
i:: f-'· t'"' 
Gen. Ltd. 
'"I 0 ~ 0 rn 0.. !ll 
CD rl- :::s 
CD 
50% 50% $1,665,000 yes 25 N/A 5-74 
55% 45% 350,000 yes N/A N/A 10-72 
• 
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Table XXIX presents the information obtained from analyzing the 
records on file at the County Clerk's Office and the Office of the 
Secretary of State of Oklahoma for eight limited partnerships regis~ 
tered in Tulsa County in 1973 and 1974 and three other limited 
partnerships discovered in the s.earch of the County Clerk's office~ 
Of the 71 limited partnerships registered in 1973 and 1974, 
.information was obtained on eight of them. All eight were organized 
to own apartments. Residential property, as discussed in Chapter IIj 
receives more favorable treatment under the tax laws than non-
residential property. 
It is not known whether the limited partnerships discussed here 
are representative of all limited partnerships in Tulsa County. It 
appears, however, that there is some uniformity in the way the limited 
partnerships are organized and financed. 
Non-recourse Clause 
Non-recourse loans were obtained directly by seven of the 11 
limited partnerships. It is interesting to note the difference in the 
wording of several of the non-recourse provisions contained in the 
mortgages. Paragraph eight in the mortgage given by Venture Centersj 
Ltd.·, to Sooner Federal Savings and Loan is as follows: 
It is hereby agreed by a.net between the parties that 
the liability of the mortgage shall be limited to its 
interest in above described real estate and in the 
event of a default hereunder, mortgator shall not be 
liable for any deficiency. 
Paragraph 38 in the mortg~ge given by Oakridge Tower, Ltd., to 
Sooner Federal Savings and Loan has the non-recourse provision worded 
differently to obtain the same effect~ 
That notwithstanding any provision herein or in the 
Note hereby to the contrary, the Mortgagee covenants 
and a~rrees with the Mortgagor that in the event the 
Mortgilgee shall at any time take action to enforce the 
·G·Gl'l-l~t\ltion .of th..e -i-l'ld-eptedness evidenced by said Note 
and secured hereby or btherwise arising hereunder, it 
shal,l proceed first to foreclose this Mortgage instead . 
of institutinci suit upon said Note and if, as a result 
of such foreclosure and the sale of the property de-
scribed herein, a lesser sum is realized therefrom 
than· the amount then due and owing hereunder and under 
said Note, the Mortgagee will never institute any 
action, suit, claim, or demand in law or in equity 
against the Mortgagor for or on account of such defi-
ciency, provided that nothing in this paragraph contained 
shall in any way effect or impair the lien of this 
mortgage • • • 
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The non-recourse provision is necessary so that the limited part-
ners can use their proportionate part of the mortgage in computing 
th . b. 10 eir asis. Even though the non-recourse clause was not contained 
in the mortgage of Royal Manor South, Ltd., it is probably that the 
partners obtained the non-recourse agreement with the mortgagee because 
the mortgage was guaranteed by the Federal H~sing Administration. If 
the limited partners only expected profits or that the cumulative losses 
would not exceed their case investment, there would be no need for the 
linti ted partners to insist on t,he non-recourse provision in the mort-
gage for tax purposes. 
Limited Partner's Investment 
In the Bolger casej the mortgageee could look to the financial 
strength of the lessee for secµrity. The mortgagee can look only to 
the equity of the partners in an apartment project financed with non-
11 
recourse loans. If it is assumed that the limited partners are the 
only ones to make an equity investment, the partner's equity, as shown 
in Table XXIX, ranges from $495 to $1,525,000. Table XV indicates 
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the net present value of an investment where the partners contributed 
9.5 per cent of the total cost for interest rates of five per cent 
12 
to 15 per centQ The net present value is $18,832 for a 10 per cent 
interest rate and an after tax discount rate of seven per cent at the 
end of the 10 year if the project is abandoned. 
The percentage of the total investment furnished by the limited 
partners is shown in Table XXX below. 
TABLE XXX 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL INVESTMENT CONTRIBUTED 
BY LIMITgD PARTNERS 
Partnerships 
Fairmont Apartments II, Ltd. 
Fairmont Terrace Apartments 9 Ltd. 
The Marina, Ltd. 
The Marina Properties, Ltd. 
Midway Associates, Ltd. 
Normandy Apartments 1 Ltd. 
Oakridge Tower, Ltd. 
Royal Manor South 9 Ltd. 
Tulsa Gardens, Limited 
Venture Centers 9 Limited 














The general partners of the limited partnerships consist of 
corporations, individuals, general partnerships, and even another 
limited partnership for Tulsa Gardens, Ltd. 5400 South, Ltd. has as 
general partners a corporation, an individual proprietor and a general 
partnership. Limited partnerships that have corporations or limited 
partnerships as general partners must consider whether the I.R.S. 
may argue that the limited partnerships have the corporate charac-
teristics of limited liability as discussed in Chapter rr. 13 
The number of limited partners in a project varies from 1 to 34. 
The per unit cost for a limited partnership interest was as small as 
$30,000 for the Oakridge Tower, Ltd. In the Oakridge Tower, Ltd. 
the $30,000 was payable as follows: 
1. $ 3,000 at time of admission. 
2. $ 7,000 7-1-74 or when building permit obtained. 
·-
3. $10,000 1-1-75 or on completion date. 
4. $ 5,000 1-1-76 or one year after the third installment. 
5. $ 5,000 1-1-77 or one year after the fourth installment. 
From an inspection of the records on file at the Office of the Secretary 
of State of Oklahoma it was not uncommon to find the purchase price for 
the limited partnership interest to be spread out over two to three 
years. The limi te.d partner 1 s share of the construction interest and 
taxes that would be deductible the first year could exceed the initial 
contribution. Therefore, the income taxes avoided each year could 
substantially reduce the net after-tax cost of the investment. 
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Profit and Loss Sharing Ratio 
Usually, the limited partners receive 90 per cent to 95 per cent 
of the income and losses as shown by Table XXIX. The liabilities of 
the limited partnership that no partner is personally obligated to 
repay are allocated to the limited partners for determining their 
basis in their partnership interest in proportion to their share of 
the profits. 14 A change in the profit sharing ratio in the future will 
cause the amount of liability used in computing a partner's basis to 
change. If the reduction in a partner's share of the liabilities is 
greater than the partner's basis in the partnership, the partner will 
be treated as receiving a cash distribution which will be taxes at 
"t 1 . 15 cap1 a gain rates. 
Paragraph 9(a)(i) of the partnership agreement for The Marina 9 LTD. 9 
provides that the general partner is to receive five per cent of the 
profit until the limited partners have received cash distributions 
equal to their original investment after which 50 per cent of the profits 
are to be distributed to the general partner. 
Paragraph 9(a)(ii) of the partnership agreement for The Marina 
Properties 9 Ltd. 9 provides that when the cash distributions exceed 
$47 9 000 in 1975, $80 9 000 in 1976 and $86 9 731 in all subsequent years 9 
the general partner is to receive a bonus of 25 per cent of the cash 
distributions in excess of the above amount. 
The Oakridge Tower, Ltd., provides that the profit and loss 
sharing ratio will be 10 per cent to the general partner and 90 per cent 
to the limited partners until a "Minimum Cumulative Distribution" of 
$JJ 1 000 is received by the limited partners. Thereafter 9 25 per cent 
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of the profit is to go to the general partner and 75 per cent to be 
divided as follows~ 90 per cent of 75 per cent to the limited partners 
and 10 per cent of 75 per cent to the general partners. 
The partnership agreement for Venture Centers, Ltd. 1 simply states 
that losses and expenses are to be allocated to the limited partners up 
to a maximum of the limited partner's federal income tax basis for 
their interest. Thereafter the profits and losses are to be distributed 
50 per cent to the general partner and 50 per cent to the limited 
partners. 
The following analysis can be used for determining the tax effect 
of changing the profit and loss sharing ratio in a manner similar to 
the partnership agreement of Venture Centers 1 Ltd. Assume that the 
limited partners have received back their original investment of 
$100,000 as of the end of the 10th year, the apartment building cost 
$1 1 000,000, and the original indebtedness was $1,000 1 000 with a 10 
per cent interest rate. The balance sheet as of the 10th year would 




End of Tenth Year 
Building $1,000,000 
Less Accumulated IDepreciation 498,391) 
Total Assets 
Liabilities 
Equity of Partners (deficit) 






The basis of the limited partner's partnership interest both before and 
after the change in the profit and loss sharing ratio from 100 per cent 
to 50 per cent for the limited partner is as follows: 
Original Investment 
Original Indebtedness 
Accumulated Losses from Operations 
Accumulated Distributions 
Net Basis, End of 10th Year Before 
Reallocation of Liability 
Decrease in Share of Indebtedness 
Net Basis End of 10th Year After 
Reallocation of Liability 
$ 1009000 
1,000,000 






In the above analysis, the limited partners received 100 per cent 
of the losses until they recovered their investment. Even though their 
partnership equity was a negative $J01i500, the limited partner's basis 
in their interest was $598,500 before the re-allocation of the remaining 
liability of $903,109. At the time the limited partners have received 
cash distributions of $100,000 9 they are treated as receiving an 
additional cash distribution equal to 50 per cent of the remaining 
indebtedness. Since the limited partner's basis before the re-allocation 
exceeded the reduction in the limited partner's share of the liability 9 
the imputed distribution is non-taxable. 
Loan Repayment Period 
The loan repayment periods vary from 25 years to 40 years. Most 
of the 40 year loans are guaranteed by the United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development. The long term loans generate a larger 
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amount of tax leveraging. 
Government Insured Loans 
Of the 11 limited partnerships listed on Table XXIX 9 five have 
loans guaranteeds by the Federal Housing Administration (F.H.A.) branch 
of the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (H.U.D.). In 
return for the guarantee, the partnership has to agree to limit distri-
butions to partners to six per cent of the original equity investment 
under Section 2J6 of the National Housing Act. 16 Under Section 2J6, 
H.U.D. pays all but one per cent of the interest cost on the mortgage 
in the form of a rent subsidy. As of June JO, 1975 9 there were JO 
housing developments operating under Section 2J6 of the N~tional 
Housing Act in Oklahoma. There were 14 housing developments operating 
under Section 22l(d)(J) and 16 operating under Section 22l(d)(4) of the 
National Housing Act. 
Section 22l(d)(J) is similar to Section 236 except that there is 
t , t" 17 no an interest reduc ion. All of the housing units receive rent 
supplements. Section 22l(d)(4) provides only mortgage insurance in 
return for limits on the monthly rentals for persons of moderate 
. 18 
income. 
Lender of Non-recourse Loans 
It is not surprising to see the names of large mortgage companies 
such as Mager Mortgage and Universal Finance Corporation as shown on 
Table XXIX, but it is interesting to see Sooner Federal S:tvings and 
Loan and Home Federal Savings and Loan making non-recourse loans to 
limited partnerships. The list also includes two large insurance 
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companies. Information brought out in the interviews with various 
principals, to be discussed later, indicates that mortgage and insurance 
companies are more willing to accept the risk of non-recourse loans 
than not-for-profit savings and loan institutions; because the manage-
ment of not-for-profit organizations is satisfied with earning an 
adequate return on investment, whereas private companies try to maximize 
return on investment. 
Non-Recourse Loans for Corporations 
Thus far, the discussion of non-recourse loans has been limited 
to partnerships. In the course of the search for non-recourse loans, 
it was found that a non-recourse loan had been made to a corporation, 
Premier Properties, Inc., which owns a well known apartment complex 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, named The Falls. The original loan of $J 9 100 1 000 
was made by Midwest Mo:rtgage Company in January 7 1971 & The non-
recourse clause in short and to the point as follows: 
In the event of foreclosure of the mortgage securing 
this indebtedness, the holder agrees that it shall not 
seek or obtain a deficiency judgment against the maker 
hereof~ 
The mortgage has an unusual clause that provides that the lender 
will receive, in addition to the interest rate stated on the note, 20 
per cent of the gross receipts that exceed the sum of $761 7 700& The 
combined interest is not to exceed 18 per cent. In determining the 
gross receipts there is to be deducted $JOO for each one-bedroom 
apartment rented, $420 for a two-bedroom and $480 for each three-
bedroom apartment rented, presumably to adjust for overhead incurred. 
The non-recourse loan was assigned to the First National Bank 
and Trust Company of Tulsa two days after it was signed by Midwest 
Mortgage. 
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The significance of this loan is that it must have been a high 
risk loan as indicated by the variable interest rate but was still 
made to the corporation without obtaining the major stockholder as a 
co-signor. Also, it appears that significant tax benefits will be 
n locked't into the corporation that could otherwise have been marketed 9 
since losses cannot be passed through to the stockholders if the losses 
are from rented property. 
Sources of Limited Partnership Units 
The list of limited partners for the limited partnerships on 
Table XXIX indicates that most of the partnerships were organized 
privately with just a few partners. It was noted that the limited 
partners for The Marina, Ltd., The Marina Properties, Ltd., and 
Oakridge Towers, Ltd., were predominately from the Northeaster states, 
mainly New York. 
A developer can market the limited partnership interest through 
a brokerage firm. Before the project is started, but after construction 
and permanent loan commitments have been received, an offering memo-
randum is prepared along with the partnership agreement. The offering 
memorandum may contain the following~ 
1. Structure of the transaction. 
2. Access to information. 
J. Fees of the general partner and its affiliates 
4. Risk factors. 
5. Payment and application of capital contributions. 
6. Description of the property. 
7. Acquisition and financing of the property. 
8. Description of the lessee (if any). 
9. Description of the general partners. 
10. Tax Considerations. 
11. Cash distributions and allocations of taxable 
I 
profits and losses. 
12. Transferability of limited partnership interest. 
lJ. Dissoluation and liquidation of the partnership. 
14. Description of contemplated results of operations. 
15. Assumptions underlying projectionsa 
16. Projections. 
17. Attorney's opinion. 
The distribution of offering memoranda appears to be highly 
t . t 19 res ric ed. Two private offering memoranda were obtained in the 
17ft 
course of the interviews with some of the principals involved. It has 
been maintained throughout the paper that tax losses are a highly 
marketable commodity. The following information obtained from an 
ofi:e1dng mem,0randum confirms this. 
A limited partnership was formed to build a $21 million warehouse 
for a national retail chain. The limited partner's contributions were 
not to exceed $1 9 550,100. The general partner, a corporation, con~ 
tributed $15 9 660. The property was to be leased to the retail chain 
for a period of JO years under a net lease. The total cash flow to the 
partners, after making principal and interest payments 9 was not ex-
pected to exceed $J,824.50, which would be less than a one per cent 
return on investment before taxes. It is expected that tax deductions 
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would exceed cash flow through 1989. The partners may receive a 
capital gain upon disposition of the property. The limited partners 
will receive 99 per cent of the profit or loss and the general partner 
one per cent. The offering memorandum advises the investor that a 
sinking fund should be utilized to pay the income taxes in case of 
disposition of the property or when the taxable income from the invest~ 
ment exceeds the cash flow. It also warns the limited partners of the 
possible tax preference items and the problem of excess investment 
interest, since the property is "net leased.n 20 Non-depreciable costs 
are expected to be $650,000. Interest and taxes during construction are 
expected to be $1,500,000. The permanent loan is for a period of JO 
years with an interest rate of 10.J75 per cent from the New York Life 
Insurance Company. The project is expected to be completed in August, 
1976. 
The guideline life for a warehouse is 60 years. However, if com-
ponent depreciation is used, depreciating the electrical components, 
plumbing and roof separately from the shell 9 the effective useful life 
may be reduced to a 40 to 50 year period. T'able xxy in Chapte:r III, 
indicates that a partnership must maintain its investment at least five 
years if the partners are to break even, if the project is abandoneda 
The actual period will be somewhat longer because Table XXV was pre~ 
pared using double declining balance depreciation. The depreciation 
method for a warehouse could not exceed the depreciation computed using 
150 per cent declining balance. 
The amount of the annual net income or loss, the net present 
value of the income and losses, and the net present value of the 
above warehouse project for a limited partner, assuming it is abandoned, 
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is presented in Tavle XXXI below. Table XXXI was prepared using the 
FORTRAN program developed in Chapter III using the assumptions stated 
at the bottom of Table XXXI. 
According to Table XXXI, the investment must continue to be in 
existence for 10 years for the limited partner to break even and 
receive an adequate return on the investment. The maximum net present 
value of the losses at the end of the 14th year is $99,549. 
The offering memorandum of an apartment project was obtained 
through a brokerage firm offering to sell units in the limited partner-
ship. The total investment in the project was to be $4,000 9 000 9 of 
which the limited partners were to contribute $840 9 000. The permanent 
loan was for $J,160 1 000 from Sooner Federal Savings and Loan repayable 
ober a JO-year period with a variable interest rate of 1 1/8 per cent 
aboce the weekly AAA bond rate adjusted annually. The general partner 
will guarantee a fixed rate not to exceed 9 J/4 per cent and will also 
guarantee the loan amount in excess of $2,500,000. The limited partner-
ship units are offered in 25 units of $33 1 000 each and $9 9000 on March 1 9 
19780 There was an original limited partner who was to contribute 
$151000~ 
The 25 limited partnerships will receive 99 per cent of the net 
cash flow up to 10 per cent of the "unreturned capital." Then any 
excess is to be distributed to the general partner to reimburse the 
interest and principal paid under the loan guarantee. If there still 
remains any cash 9 the excess if to be distributed 49 per cent to the 
25 limited partners 9 one per cent to the original limited partner, and 
50 per cent to the general partner. 
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TABLE XXXI 
ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENT IN EAREHOUSE BY LIMITED PARTNERS 
Year Taxable Income Present Value Accumulated Net Present 
or Loss Income or Loss Present Value Value 
1 29976~. 16809. 16809. -29915. 
2 28047. 14698. 31507. -31065. 
3 2,6113. 12789. 44297. -31155. 
4 24165. 11061. 55358. -29866. 
5 221.97. 9496. 64853. -24453. 
6 20198. 8075. 72929. ..,192080 
7 18161. 6786. 79714. -14188. 
8 16074. 5613. 85328. -9442. 
9 13928. 4546. 89873. -5010. 
10 11711. 3572. 93445. -921. 
11 9410. 2682. 96127. -2799. 
12 7011. 1868. 97995. 6132. 
13 4501. 1121. 99116. 9065. 
14 1863. 433. 99549. 11588. 
15 -375. -82. 99488. 13696. 
16 -2525. -513. 98955. 15393. 
17 ~4890. -929. 98026. 16688. 
18 -7492. -1330. 96696. 17590. 
19 -10354. -1718. 94978. 18106. 
20 ~13501. -2093. 92884. 18246. 
21 -16964. -2458. 90426. 180150 
22 -20773. -2813. 87613. 17421. 
23 -24963. -3160. 84453. 16470. 
24 -29572. -3498. 80955. 15168. 
25 -34641. -3830. 77125. 14803. 
26 -40218. -4155. 72970. 14967. 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
Year Taxable Income Present Value Accumulated Net Present 
or Loss Income or Loss Present Value Value 
27 -46353. -4lq6. 68494~ 14854. 
28 -53100. -4792. 63702. 14460. 
29 ..:.60523. -5104~ 58598~ 13782 • 
JO -68688. -5414. 53184. 12817. 
11-11 indicates either taxable income or initial investment exceeds 
present value of taxes postponed or avoided. 
Assumptions: 
(a) Land Cost 
(b) Depreciable Balance 
(c) Mortgage 
( d) Investment 
(e) Interest Hate 
(f) Discount Hate 
(g) Depreciable Hate 
(h) Marginal Tax Hate 
(i) Depreciation Method 
(j) Repayment Period 















If the property is refinanced, up to one-third of such proceeds 
are to be applied to the payment of the arrearages on the "cumulative 
preferred return1l to the 25 limited partners and any remainder is to 
be-distributed 49 per cent to the 25 limited partners, one per cent to 
the original limited partner and 50 per cent to the general partner. 
Also, if the property is sold and the partnership liquidated, 
the proceeds are to be applied first to any unreturned capital of the 
25 limited partners, then to any arrearages of the 25 limited partners 9 
then to reimburse the general partner for any payments of principal and 
interest under the loan guarantee, then to the original limited partner 
for any unreturned capital, then the balance is to be distrubuted 49 
per cent to the 25 limited partners, one per cent to the original 
limited partner and 50 per cent to the general partner. 








Paving and sidewalks 
Swimming pool 
Club furniture 























The "start up costtt is shown below: 
Construction interest 




Interim loan fee 










The above costs equal approximately 11 per cent of the total cost of 
the project. The land cost is stated to be $500,000. 
















The above project is not as highly leveraged as the preceeding 
project involving the warehouse. The warehouse project required only 
a five per cent equity investment, while the above apartment project 
requires a 21 per cent equity investment. The apartment project has 
estimated losses of $54,140 for an investment of $33,000. Over half 
($37,240) of the losses is projected in the first three years. The 
cash flow for the warehouse is projected at about one per cent of the 
equity investment while the apartment project has a cash flow projection 
of eight per cent of the original investment. If the cash flow does not 
materialize, the investors will not reduce their taxes enough to recover 
their investment, assuming the investor needs an after tax return of 
eight per cent. 
Table XXXII below indicates the net present value of an investment 
of $J3i000 based on the above projections if an eight per cent after tax 
return is required by the investor. It is assumed the investor will 
be in the 60 per cent tax bracket. It is obvious that a person in the 
JO per cent tax bracket would not receive an adequate return on his 
investment if the project is abandoned at the end of 10 years. 
The aprtment project appears to be weighted in favor of the general 
partners. Besides earning a profit from the sale of the land and 
building to the partnership, the general partners are entitled to 50 
per cent of the cash flow from disposing of the property or from re-
financing it. The general partner in the warehouse project will receive 
only one per cent of the cash from disposing of the property or re-
financing. 
TABLE XXXII 
NET PRESENT VA LUE OF LI MI TED PARTNERSHIP INVESTMENT 
.. 
( 1) (2) ( 3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Year Loss Tax Benefit Cash Flow ( 3) + (4) Present Value Net P.V. 
@ 50% @ 8% @ 8% 
1976 $15,960 $ 99576 $129000 $ 9,576 .9259 $ 8,866 
1977 149040 9,024 12,000 9,024 .8573 79736 
1978 6,240 3,744 69360 6,384 .7938 5,068 
1979 5,000 3,000 2,640 5,640 c7350 4, 145 
1980 3,920 2,352 2,640 4,992 .6805 3,397 
1981 3,040 1,824 4'1640 4,464 .6302 2,813 
1982 2,280 1,368 2'1640 4,008 .5835 2,339 
1983 1,600 960 2,640 3,600 .5403 1,945 
1984 960 576 2,640 3,216 .5002 1,609 
1985 100 60 12640 2,700 .4632 1.251 





Interviews With Principals 
The real estate tax shelter industry has purposesly kept a low 
profile over the years to avoid attracting the public's attention to 
its form of tax avoidance. It was not unusual to find individuals who 
were unaware that non-recourse loans were being made. Several of 
these persons were lawyers who practice in the area of real estate 
law. 
The literature on real estate tax shelters does not provide an 
analysis of the impact of non-recourse loans. This has been accom-
plished in Chapter III. The literature also does not explain why non-
recourse loans are made by lenders. Interviews were conducted with 
persons who are in the real estate tax shelter market to find out how 
non-recourse loans are obtained. 
Interviews were conducted with five individuals in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
The persons interviewed and their occupations are shown below: 
1. George R. Bean 
2. Douglas Dixon 
J. Joe Friola 
4. Paul Hinch 
5. Edward Spraker 
Vice President, First National Bank, 
Commercial Real Estate Loans 
Construction Loan Analyst, 
Sooner Federal Savings and Loan 
Manager, Tulsa Office of 
Blyth, Eastman, Dillon and Co., Inc. 
Tulsa Manager, Lincoln Properties 
Company and Real Estate Investor 
Commercial Loan Officer, 
Tulsa Federal Savings and Loan 
Of the three lending institutions represented 1 Sooner Federal 
Savings and Loan has been more involved in the granting of non-recourse 
loans than either Tulsa Federal Savings and Loan or the First National 
Bank. 
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Tulsa Federal Savings and Loan had made only one non-recourse 
loan and that loan went to a non-profit organization. Tulsa Federal 
Savings and Loan's policy is to avoid loans where the principal persons 
involved are not personally committed to the repayment of the loan. 
The First National Bank did not make non-recourse loans as fre-
quently as Sooner Federal Savings and Loan because the bank generally 
made construction loans. The construction period was described as the 
most risky period in the life of an apartment building. The First 
National Bank acquired the non-recourse permanent loan from Midwest 
Mo t ~ th F 1 A ' l' 21 r gage ior e al s partments discussed ear ier. 
All of the loan officers were in unanimous agreement that they 
would like the personal endorsements from the borrowers and the 
borrower's principals.for psychological reasons. All of the endorsers 
are more likely to take a personal interest in the success of the 
investment if each endorser is jointly and severally liable for the 
repayment of the loan. 
There is a philosophy among loan officers, according to ~dward 
Spraker, that a project should be able to "stand on its own." In 
case of default, the mortgage may be foreclosed. Then, according to 
law, a sheriff's sale is conducted. If the fair market value of the 
property is high enough, the property will be sold for an amount that 
equals or exceeds the unpaid principal and interest and any attorney 
feeso If the property is sold for an amount that is less than the 
amounts owed to the mortgage, the property is "bid in" at an amount up 
to the amount owed to the mortgagee and then the property is resold 
by the mortgagee in a more orderly market. If the mortgagee does not 
bid the property in and the property sells for less than the amounts 
owed to the mortgagee, the mortgagee can then seek a default judgment 
against the endorsers. 
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According to !louglas Dixon, it is easier to obtain a non-recourse 
loan on a large project than a small one. The personal net worth of 
the investor may be insignificant when compared with a $10 million 
apartment proj~ct or shopping center. If the investors do have large 
personal net worths, it may be too expensive to obtain a personal 
judgment against the investor for any deficiency. Sooner Federal 
Savings and Loan has made several loans to limited partnerships that 
have as a general partner Trammell Crow who has an interest in at 
least 295 partnerships and 77 corporations with contingent liabilities 
in excess of one billion dollars, according to D<uglas Dixon. 
If the general partners have a history of developing successful 
projects, then a lender is more likely to make a non-recourse loan. 
All the loan officers agreed that the interest rates are not any higher 
for non-recourse loans and the repayment periods are not any shorter. 
It was mentioned by Dixon that his institution was now requiring the 
general partners to guarantee the top 20 per cent of a mortgage which 
generally had not been required in previous years. 
Paul Hinch is the Tulsa manager of Lincoln Properties Company No. 
151, a Texas General Partnership. One of the principal general partners 
of Lincoln Properties Company No. 151 is Trammell Crow. Lincoln 
Properties Company, a corporation, is engaged in the supervision of 
the development and operation of apartment projects affiliated with 
Trammell Crow and Ma.ck Pague, each of whom has a net worth in excess 
of $10 million. Paul Hinch, through Lincoln Properties Company or one 
of its affiliated organizations, acquires undeveloped land, plans its 
development, arranges for the financing, oversees the construction, 
promotes the sale of limited partnership interest through a local 
brokerage firm, leases up the property, and manages it. 
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Paul Hinch stated that limited partners are neeped in the projects 
to reduce the amount of permanent loan necessary to '.finance them. 
He said that rents are not currently high enough to offset the operating 
cost and to amortize a 100 per cent loan bearing a 10 per cent interest 
rate. In other words, the return before debt payments is less than 
10 per cent. If the limited partners are prevented from using the 
non-recourse debt in computing their tax basis, this secondary source 
of financing will disappear. The distribution of limited partnership 
interests for Lincoln Properties Company affiliated partnerships for 
the Tulsa area is by the broker~ge firm, Blyth, Eastman, Dillon and 
Company, Inc. 
Joe Friola is the managing partner for the Tulsa office of Blyth, 
Eastman, Dillon and Company, Inc. He stated that before a customer is 
allowed to purchase a limited partnership interest through his firm, he 
must demonstrate that he has a net worth in excess of $100,000, ex-
clusing household and personal assets~ Further, limited partnership 
interests are not recommended for persons who are in a tax bracket of 
less than 50 per cent. His firm has handled the distribution of limited 
partnership interests that w~re organized to lease properties to such 
firms as J. C. Penney and Wal-Mart. The limited partnership interests 
are usually sold out in a matter of hours. The broker's commission 
on the sales are 10 per cent of the total sale price. 
Joe Friola was critical of the limited partnership offerings that 
fail to disclose to the customer the annual potential Section 1250 
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gain that would result if the investment was disposed of prematurely. 
Also, he was vague concerning the postponement of the deductibility of 
investment interest in excess of $25 ,OOO in connection with the net 
lossesQ He was under the opinion that most of the limited partnership 
interests were designed for persons in a 50 per cent bracket or 
higher. 
Summary 
Non-recourse loans are a vital component in the marketing of 
real estate tax sheltersa Information obtained from three different 
sources has been presented, which indicates how non-recourse loans are 
obtainedQ The sources of this information are court cases 9 the Tulsa 
County Clerk's Office, and interviews with persons involved in the 
real estate tax shelter market. 
It appears that the.number of real estate tax shelters formed each 
year has been increasing, especially since 1971. A significant number 
of partnerships registered each year are limited partnerships formed 
for the purpose of operating tax shelters. 
Non-rec,:ourse loans, though scarce 9 are not impossible to obtain 9 
especially if the promoter has a history of successful projectsa It 
appears that the lending institutions do not require a larger equity 
investment by the partners or an unusually high interest rate in return 
for the non-recourse clause in the mortgage. 
It is not unusual for the partnership agreement to be drafted so 
that the limited partners may receive a higher percentage of the tax 
losses in the first 10 years of existence of the projectQ Many of 
the partnership agreements provided that the general partner would 
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receive an increased share of the profits after the limited partners 
received distributions equal to their original investment. 
There is a well established market for limited partnership 
interest. The number of limited partnership units in a single project 
varies considerably, but there are not generally more than JO units 
offered. Even though the future cash return to the investor is 
usually small or insignificant, the partnership units are often sold 
out in a matter of hours. 
Non-recourse loans are being obtained from mortgage companies 9 
banks, insurance companies, and savings and loan institutions. Non-
recourse loans are readily made when the loan is guaranteed by the 
Federal Housing Administration or the property is leased to a large 
national corporation. It is easier to obtain a non-recourse loan for 
a $5 million project than a $100,000 project. Some creditors are 
reluctant to make non-recourse loans unless the promoter has a history 
of successful projects. 
The construction of new apartment houses would substantially 
decrease if Congress were to limit the deductibility of losses to a 
limited partner 1 s actual investment, according to a real estate pro-
motero Outside investors are needed as long as rents are not high 
enough to affect operating cost and the current high interest rate of 
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CHAPTER V 
SUM1.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Restatement of Objectives 
0 
The primary objebtives of this study were to identify and analyze 
those factors that have contributed to the use of leveraged financing 
with non-recourse loans in real estate tax shelters. The specific 
objectives of the study were stated as follows: 
1. To study those aspects o,f the federal tax system that 
affect the use of leveraging witbnon-recourse loans 
in real estate tax shelters. 
2. To determine the conditions under which tax leveraging 
occurs. 
J. To determine the importance of tax leveraging in 
relation to other tax avoidance methods. 
Basicallyj the above objectives were accomplished by a thorough review 
of the literature~ the manipulation of a tax leveraging simulation 




Legal Concepts Perpetuating Tax Leveraging 
Financing.depreciable real estate with borrowed funds which the 
borrower is not personally liable to repay makes it possible to create 
deductible losses that are in excess of the owner's investm.ent. When 
deductible losses exceed the investor's investment, tax leveraging has 
occurred. Tax leveraging, in the case of depreciable real estate, is 
caused by deductible depreciation being greater than payments on 
principal. 
Tax leveraging has been possible since the passage of the first 
Revenue Act in 1913. It wasn't until 1947 that the United States 
Supreme Court rlJ;led indirectly in Crane on whether the basis of property 
included the money borrowed to acquire the property. 1 The Crane 
decision merely confirmed what had been the customary practice for the 
previous 35 years~ The United States Supreme Court in Crane held that 
an unassumed loan should not be treated any differently than an assumed 
loan. 
Congress codified the Crane decision by providing that a general 
partner's basis in his partnership interest be increase\ll,:,by the partner's 
share of any unassumed indebtedness. 2 The Internal Revenue Service 
took its cue from Congress and provided that a limited partner can also 
increase his basis by the proportionate share of any unassumed indebted-
ness. 3 The marketing of tax shelters is normally accomplished in the 
form of limited partnership interest. If limited partners were unable 
to add to their basis the unassumeg partnership indebtedness 9 the 
marketing of limited partnership interest would be severely restricted. 
Only those projects that are economically a good investQl.ilJ.Yt, ignoring 
income taxes, could then be sold~ 
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Bona Fide Indebtedness 
If it can be assumed that a capital investment will eventually 
occur in the amount of the mortgage, then no distinction should be 
made between unassumed and assumed liabilities. If an obligation is 
contingent or indefinite, the Courts have disallowed the liability as 
part of the basis. 4 The Court in Mayerson, however, held that an 
obligation on which the pr~ncipal payments were not due for 99 years 
was not Hcontingent and indefinite in nature. 115 
It was learned in the course of an interview with a savings and 
loan officer that default judgments are rarely obtained if a mortgage 
is foreclosed. If this is generally true, then there is little differ-
ence between an assumed and unassumed liability. There is 1 however 1 
the psychological advantage of a potential default judgment for an 
assumed liability. 
Efforts to Restrict Tax Leveraging 
The Internal Revenue Service has sought to restrict the prolifer-
ation of real estate tax shelters by requiring them to be organized 
. th• t . . 1° 6 wi in cer ain guide ines. 
If the property is leased to a single user~ the I.R.S. may argue 
that the contract is in reality a conditional sales agreement and the 
lease is merely a method of financing the acquisition of the building 
for the user. 7 If the cash flow to the owner of the property is in-
significant, the I.R.S. may show that the property was acquired pri-
marily for the purpose of avoiding income taxes without any intent of 
making a profit. However~ the projected economic benefits of some 
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projects which have received favorable rulings from the I.R.S. 9 only 
provide a slight profit to the investor. If the project is analyzed 
by determining the present value of the future expected benefits 9 
ignoring income taxes, the return on investment is trivial. 
Limited partnerships are the most common entity used for operating 
tax shelter investments. The I.R.S. has restricted the number of 
limited partnerships by withholding advanced rulings on whether they 
will be taxed as a corporation. Generally 9 the I.R.S. requires the 
general partner to have economic substance so that all partners in a 
limited partnership will not have the corporate characteristic of 
1 . "t l" b" . 8 1m1 ed 1a 1l1ty. 
Congress has indirectly reduced the benefits that can be derived 
from tax Leveraging in the process of reducing tax avoidance by other 
means. Some legislation was de~igned to reduce tax avoidance and 
others to restrict the deferral of taxes. Congress reduced tax 
avoidance by reducing the amount of gain that is subject to the alter-
native capital gain tax to $50,000. 9 In 1969 9 and again in 1976 9 
Congress passed legislation to tax at ordinary income rates gain on the 
disposition of property that is attributable to the excess of accelerated 
depreciation over straight-line depreciation. 1° Congress, in 1969 and 
again in 1976~ reduced the deferral of taxes by limiting the deducti~ 
b ·1·t f . t t . t t 11 1 1 y o 1nves men 1n eres • The amount of investment interest that 
. d d t"bl . th f" t $1 f . t 1 . t t . 12 1s e uc 1 e 1s e 1rs 0,000 o 1nteres p us 1nves men income. 
In addition to investments, property that is rented on a net lease is 
specifically included as property generating investment interest. 13 
Included in the 1969 Reform Act is the provision limiting depreciation 
on new nonresidential property to 150 per cent declining balance. 
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Congress, also in 1969, passed a 10 per cent tax on tax preferences 
14 
which is in addition to the ordinary income tax. Included as tax 
preferences are excess investment interest~ accelerated ciepreciation 9 
and the capital gains deduction. The 10 per cent tax on tax preferences 
did not pose much of a threat to tax shelters. The minimum tax rate 
was increased to 15 per cent in 1976. 
Of all the proposals by Congress and the I.R.S. to retard the 
marketing of tax avoidance, one of the most devastating and most 
restrictive would be to prevent limited partners from deducting losses, 
in excess of their actual equity investment. Investors would then 
require a greater return on investment than previously requesteai or 
else the future profit potential would have to be substantially 
increased~ 
Tax Leveraging Sintula ti on Model 
The primary ;purpose of the tax leveraging simulation model was to 
determine the sensitivity of tax leveraging to changes in the 12 para-
meters listed below: 
(a) Land cost~ 
(b) Depreciable balance. 
(c) Mortgage balance. 
(d) Investment balance. 
(e) Interest rate. 
(f) Discount rate. 
( g) E>epreciation rate. 
(h) Marginal tax rate 
( i) Depreciation method. 
(j) Repayment period. 
(k) Depreciation period. 
(1) Distributions. 
The tax leveraging simulation model computes the present value of 
the deductible losses, given tllJ!Q<,,marginal tax rate and the investor's 
discount rate or after tax rate of return that can be earned on an 
investment. The, model also computei:;; .. the net present value of an invest-
ment, assuming it is disposed or for an amount equal to what is, owed 
on the mortgage. 
The rational investor will be more concerned with the amount of 
the original investment, interest rate, and repayment period of the loan 
than with the method of depreciation or whether the gain on disposition 
is taxed at capital gain rates or ordinary rates. Based on the assump-
tions stated on Table VI in Chapter III 9 the net present value of the 
project assuming 200 per cent declining balance ~epreciation and 
capital gains taxation upon disposition is $154 9 869.00. The decrease 
in the net present value, if depreciation was limited to the straight-
line methoct 9 is $57 9 571.00~ If the gain on .the disposition of the 
property at the end of the 24th year was taxed; at ordinary rates 9 the 
decrease in the net present value would be only $8 9 474.oo. Therefore, 
the net present value of the investment without accelerated depreciation 
and long-term capital gains benefits is $88,824. 
It is interest:img to note that a rational investor will usually 
prefer a high interest rate over a lower interest rate for projects 
that are primarily organized for the purpose of avoiding income taxes 
on other income. The reason for this, as illustrated by Figure I in 
Chapter III, is that a higher percentage of the annual loan payment is 
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applied on ~nterest rather than principal for a longer period of time~ 
I 
therefore increasing the difference between the amount owed on the 
mortgage and the adjusted basis in the property. 
If the investor makes a capital contribution that is approximately 
'five per cent of the total cost of the property acquired 9 the project 
must r~ain in existence for approximately three to four years in order 
to recover Ure original investment through tax deferral or tax 
avoidance as shewn hy Table X in Chapter III. As the original invest~ 
ment increases, the length of time required to merely break even in-
crE¥lses, as shown by Tables X, XVI, and XVII in Chapter III. 
Tax leveraging usually doesn't require a loan repayment period 
equal to or in excess of the depreciable life of the property, Even 
with a repayment pe~iod of 15 years and a depreciable life of JO years 9 
the annual losses will exceed the five per cent investment by the end of 
/ 
the sixth year by $10lr,99J.OO. The amount of the deferral and the 
length of the deferral, however, is not enough to earn an adequate 
return on the original investment. If the repayment period is extended 
until 20 years the investor can earn an adequate return on investment 
if the project remains in existence for at least seven years for a 
10 per cent interest rate as shown by Tabl_.e XXIII in Chapter IIL 
Examples of Real Estate Tax Shelters 
Examples of the use of non-recourse loans were found by first 
locating a list of partnerships located in the District Court Clerk 1 s 
Office for Tulsa County that includes limited partnerships. Limited 
partnerships that own real estate often have loans for which none of 
the partners are personally liable. 
Of the 117 partnerships that registered in Tulsa County in 1973 9 
J8 were limited partnerships of which at least 22 were organized for 
the purpose of operating apartment buildings. Of the eight limited 
partnerships that were registered in 1973 for which information was 
obtained by analyzing records in the County Clerk's Office of Tulsa 
County 9 seven had individuals as limited partners. The ''at risk 
investmentn of the limited and general partners ranged from zero to 
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JO per cent of the total cost of the property acquired. Four of the 
eight limited partnerships had non-recourse loans as recorded with the 
County Court Clerk's office. The limited partners usually received 
95 per cent of the profit and losses from operations. Several of the 
limited partnership agreements provide that the general partner will 
receive a bonus if the profits exceed a specified amount. This allows 
the limited partners to receive a larger portion of the losses in the 
first few years of operation. As in many cases 9 the limited partner 
is primarily interested in obtaining losses that are deductible rather 
than income from the investment. 
Interviews with Principals 
Five individuals were asked how persons obtain non~recourse loans. 
Three of the individuals interviewed worked for lending institutions. 
The other two either developed real estate tax shelters 9 invested in 
them 9 or sold interest in the limited partnerships. 
The loan officers all agreed that non-recourse loans were not 
unusual 9 but were not made often~ They stated that there were not 
any significant differences in the terms of the agreement between non-
recourse loans and loans with recourse. The one institution that made 
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most of the non-recourse loans relied heavily on the borrower 1 s past 
experience. 
All of the loan officers agreed that a multi-million dollar pro-
ject could more easlily qualify for a non-recourse loan than a small 
project. This was due to the fact that personal wealth of the investors 
would probably be insignificant in comparison with a five to ten 
million dollar loan. 
Conclu'Sions 
Tax leveraging can be of greater importance than the excess of 
accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation and the 50 
per cent capital gains deduction. In other words~ a rational real 
estate investor will normally be more concerned with the financial 
terms of a transaction than with the tax benefits derived from acceler-
ated depreciation or capital gains. Congress could eliminate the above 
two tax benefits, but investors could still receive a sufficient return 
from tax deferral benefits to justify making an investment in improved 
real estate, even though there was little probability of receiving any 
cash flow from the project. 
The most important variable that affects the existence of tax 
leveraging is the size of the interest rate charged on a loan. 
An investor will favor a higher interest rate over a lower one 
for interest rates up to 15 per cent for investments where there is 
little probability of receiving any cash flow. The net present value 
of an investment increases until the interest rate reaches about 15 
per cent, where there is a 10 per cent equity investment. The 
present value of the future tax losses decreases as the interest rate 
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increases above 15 per cent. The more the amount of the equity in-
vestment decreases, the higher the interest rate can go before the net 
present value of an investment begins to decrease. 
The loan repayment period can decrease considerably before tax 
leveraging is eliminated. However, the longer the repayment period~ 
the greater is the net present value of the investment. 
If the equity investment is small enough, even an investor in a 
very low tax bracket can benefit from tax leveraging~ The larger 
the investment, the higher the tax bracket in which an investor must 
be before he can recover his investment and earn an adequate return 
solely from the tax benefits generated. 
Historically, tax leveraging has been available since the writing 
of the first revenue act in 1913. Non-recourse financing has been 
available equally as long or longer. The Supreme Court in Crane 
merely provided an affirmation of existing praqtice for th~ treatment 
of non-recourse debt. 
The proliferation of the marketing tax shelters has been helped 
considerably by lending institutions' agreeing to accept non-recourse 
rateso Tax leveraging can be accomplished without a non-recourse 
loan, but investors may be hesitant about incurring such a risk. 
Congress could limit the marketing of tax losses generated by real 
estate tax shelters that utilize non-recourse debt by limiting the 
deductions for losses to the investor's 11at risk" investment. The 
investor would then be more interesteg in investments that have 
economic benefits in excess of cost. Presently, because of tax deferral 
from tax leveraging and tax avoidance caused by the capital gain de-
duction, investors find profitable investments that will not generate 
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enough cash flow to repay even the original total cost on investment@ 
Congress recently, in the Tax Reform Act .2.f.1.21§., did limit the 
deductible losses in certain non-real estate tax shelters to the 
investor's llat riskll investment; i.e., the original investment plus 
any indebtedness for which the investor is personally liable~ It is 
doubtful whether Congress will restrict losses in residential housing 
projects to amounts for which the investor is "at risk" until rents 
increase or the interest rates decrease substantially, or there is 
otherwise adequate housing available$ 
The examples presented are not purported to be representative 
of limited partnerships in Tulsa or in the United States. They were 
described to show that tax leveraging does exist and is possible under 
the present tax structure. For an investor interested in postponing 
or avoiding tax, sufficient detail has been provided to enable him to 
evaluate the tax aspects of a tax leveraging project. The concept of 
tax equity has not been discussed. Congress should study the impact 
that tax leveraging would have on the availability of housing if it 
were to be eliminated or restricted. 
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APPENDIX 
FORTRAN IV VER051~CCOG 
II REAC CEVICE-1442 
II PRINT CEVICE-1403 
*PROCESS LINK(T,LIBIR2)1 
1 F~CGRA~ FISHER 
C ALCSS NET LOSS 
C ANENT ANNUAL INTEREST 
C ANPAY AN~UAL PAY~ENT 
C ANUCEP ANNUAL CEPRECIATICN 
C CHANGE ANNUAL DEPRECIATICN WHEN S~lTCH MADE TO STRAIGHT-LINE 
C CEP8AL CEPRECIABLE BASIS 
C CEPRAl CEPRECIATICN RATE 
C CIF ACCELE~ATEO - STRAIG~TLINE DEPRECIATICN 
C CIS CISCOUNT RATE TC INVESTCRS 
C CCLIAE TAX LlAtlLITY OR TAX SAVINGS IF PROJECT ABANCCNED 
C ENT INTEREST RATE 
C E'SL PARTNER'S EQLITY LSING STRAIGHTLINE DEPRECIATION 
C ECLITY E'LITY CF P/S 
c fKG~T CRIGINAL E~UJTY CF "lNvESfCRS 
c N LSEFUL LIFE 
c ~ ~CRTGAGt PAY~ENT PERICO 
c FAYFR! PAY~~~T CN PRINCIPAL 
c PR!~ PRINCIPAL CF LCAN 
c FVCtS~ SL~ CF PRESENT VALUE GF CASH 
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PVL!A FRCSENT VALLE CF TAX LIABILITY CR SAVINGS 
PVNET PRESENT VALLE CF OPERATING LCSS - DOLIAE 
FVNCL FRESENT VALUE NET CF LCSS 
FVRETN PRESENT VALLE OF RETURN GN INVESTMENT 
PVSLNT FRESENT VALUE CF NET LOSS ANC TAX LIABILITY-SL CEPAECIATICN 
PVSL~C PRESENT VALUE CF SL~ CF DIF 
RESCIF SECTICN 1250 GAIN 
RETLRN RETURN CN INVESTMENT BEFORE TAXES 
SLCEP STFAIGHTLINE DEPRECIATION 
SCIL INVEST~ENT IN LAND 
SL~CIF SU~ CF ACCELERATED - STRIIGHTLINE DEPRECIATION 
SL~FVL SU~ CF PRESENT VALLE CF OPERATING LOSS 
SL~PVR SU~ CF PRESENT VALUE CF RETURN CN !NVEST~ENT 
TAXRAT TAX RATE 
TAXSAV TAX SAVINGS 
REAC (S,C~OIPRIN,ENT,UIS,OEPRAT,OEPBAL,TAXRAT,F~CNT,~,N,RETLRN 
fCR~AT lfl0.Z,2F5.5,Fl0.6,3Fl0.2,2I5,Fl0.2l 
IF (PRINl og0,3cc,090 
CC~FL1ATICN OF ANNUAL PAY~ENT 
ANPAY = IPRIN * ll+ENTl**Ml/11 ((l+ENTl**~l-lllENTI 
~RITE 13,lGll 
OFCR~AT llHl, 1 PKJN = PRINCIPAL AT END OF YEAR '/ 
~· ANLCEP= A~NUAL CEPRECIATICN 'I 
2' SL~CIF= SLM CF THE DIFFERENCE BET~EEN STRAIGHTLINE ANO '/ 
3' ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION 'I 
4 1 PVSL~C= PRESENT VALUE CF SUMCIF ASSUMING TAX RAT~ 'I 
~· ALCSS = ANNUAL LCSS IOEPRECIATICN LESS PAY~E~T CN PRINCIPAL) 1 / 
6' P~NCL = PRESENT VALLE CF ANN~AL LCSS AFTER TAXES 'I 
7' SL~PVL= SUM CF PRESENT VALUE CF ANNUAL LCSS 'I 
8' E'UITY= PARTNERSHIP EQUITY IN PROJECT AT END CF YEAR '/ 
g• E~SL EQUITY IF CCMPLTEC USING STRAIGHTLINE CEPRECIATIC~ 'I 
A' CCLIAB= TAX LIABILITY CR TAX SAVINGS IF PROJECT AP.ANCONEO 'I 




























C' PVECSL= PRESENT VALUE CF TAX LIABILITY OR SAVINGS IF tCUITY '/ 
C' CCMPUTEC US!NG STRAIGPTLINE UEPRECIATICN 1 / 
E' PvSLNT= NET PR~SENl VALUE OF INViSTM~NT - STRAIGHT-LINE DEPREC', 
F'lAlICN 1 / 
~· P~NET = NfT PRESENT VALUE GF PROJECT USING ACC~LERATtD DEPREC~, 
r 1 1ATICN 'I 
~KllE {3,0S91 PRIN,ENT 1 DIS,CEPRAT,DEPBA(,TAXRAT 1 FRCNT;N,M~RETURN 
oc;c; OFCRl'AT llrO,• ASSlJ,..PTICNS '/ 
l' CAPITAL GAINS RATE= .25 'I 
2' PRCJECT = APARTl'ENT BUILDING '/ 
3 1 CEPRECIATION l'ETHOL = DOUBLE OECLINl~G BALANCE '/ 
4' LSEFLL LIFE = SPECIFIED '/ 
5 1 LCAI\ PERIOD = SPECIFIED 1 / 
6 1 GACSS RECEIPTS = CPERATING EXPENSES ~LLS PAYl'El\T Cf\ LOAN '/ 
8' SALE PRICE = LOAN BALANCE '/ 
9 1 SALE CCCURS AT END CF YEAR '/ 
A' SECTICN 1250 GAIN CC,..PUTEC '/ 
B' LCAfl •,F10.2, I ., 
C' INTEREST RATE •,Fl0.2,' 'I 
X' DISCCLNT RATE 1 ,Fl0.2,• 'I 
C' DEPRECIATION RATE 1 ,Fl0,6, 1 'I 
E' DEPHECIABLE BALANCE •,Fl0.2, 1 'I 
F' PARTfl:ERS TAX RATE 1 ,Fl0.2, 1 '/ 
G' PARTNERS INVEST,..ENT 1 ,Fl0.2,• 'I 
r' DEPRECIATION PERIGO 1 ,Il0, 1 '/ 
r' REPAYl'Ef\T PERIOD 1 ,1.10, 1 'I 
I' RETLRN 1 ,Fl0.21 
\\RITE 13,lCQJ 
100 CFCRMAT llhl,' YR. PRIN ANUOEP 9UMDIF PVSUMC '• 
1 1 ALCSS PVNCL 5UIMPVL HlUl·TY EQ.SL CCLI AB PVLIA ', 
2' PVSLN1 PVNET 1 ) 
SLCEP = CEPBAL/N 
SCIL = FRIN + FRCNT - DEPB~L 
SLl'FVR = ,, 





BYPR I () 
PVDIF = 0 
ANEllT = 0 
PVCASr = C 
SLl'PVL = 0 
DO 200 L= 1,N 
PVLIA = 0 
DOLIAe = G 
C CCMPLTATICN OF ANNUAL INTEREST ANO PAYMENT ON PRINCIPAL 
ANENT = ENT * PRIN 
PAYPRI = ANPAY - ANENT 
PRIN = PRIN-PAYPRI 
IF IPRIN.LT.ll PRIN = 0 
C COMPLTATICN OF ANNUAL DEPR~CIATICN USING 200 DB CR STRAIGHT-LINE. 
C llhICHEVER IS GREATER 
ANUCEP = CEPRAT * DEPBAL 
ChANGE = CEPBAL I (N•l-Ll 









































































CEPHAL = CEPBAL - ANLDEP 
CCMFLTATICN OF EXCESS CF ACCELERATED DEPRECIAT!CN OVER STRAIGHT-LINE 
CIF = ANLCEP-SLCtP 
CCl'FUTATICN OF PRESENT VALUE OF DECREASE IN TAXES ATTRIBLTABLE TC 
EXCESS Cf ACCELEkATEC DEPRECIATION CVER STRAIG~T-LINE 
PVCIF = ICIF*TAXRATl/[l+CISl**L 
PVSLl'C = PVSUl'C + PVCIF 
SUl'CIF = SUMDI~ + DIF 
CCl'FLTATICN OF SECTION 1250 GAIN BASEd ON TIME HELD 
IF (OEPRAT.~Q •• 0375) GO TC 12 
IFIL.LT.S.l GC TC 12 
IF ( L • GT. ~ c • l GO TC 13 
RESCIF = ISUMCIF - llSUMDIF/lCOl•I [L-al•l2-4lll 
GC TC 14 
RESCIF = SUl'DIF 
GC TC 14 
RESCJF = 0 
CCMPLIAllCN CF PRESENT VALUE OF ANNUA~ LCSS OR INCC~E 
ALCSS = ANUCEP - PAYPRI - RETURN 
FVNCL = IALCSS * TAXRATl I ll+D!Sl**L 
PVRETN RETURN/ll+OISl**L 
SLMFVR = SUMPVR + PVRETN 
SLMFVL = SUMPVL + PVNCL 
ECUITY = SCIL + CEPeAL - PRIN 
CCMFLTATICN INVESTCR'S EQUITY 
IF IECLITYJ 2,2,1 
ECUITY IS FCSITIVE ~HICH RESULTS IN TAX LCSS ON ABANDONMENT 
DCLIAE = ECUITY*TAXRAT 
GC TC 10 
IF .STRAIGH-LINE DEPRECIATICN ECUALS OR EXCEEDS ACCf:URATEO 
CEPRECIATICN-GO TO 3 
IF ACCELERATEC CEPRECIAtlO~ EXCEEDS STRAIGHT-LINE OEPRECIATICN-
GC TC 4 
IF ISLllDIFl3,3,4 
OCLIAB = EQUITY•.25 
GC TC 10 
SMALLER CF GAIN REALIZED OR 1250 GAIN TAX AT ORDINARY RATES 
IF IECLITY+RESDIFJ 444 1 444,44 
CCLIAE = ECUITY*TAXRAl' i ·1 
GC TC lC 
IF HELD FCR 8 YEARS CR LESS SUMCIF FULLY TAXED AT ORDINARY RATES 
IF IDEPRAT.EQ •• C375l GO TO 7 
IF IL.LT.9.l GC TC 7 
IF ~ELC FCR 9 TO 16 YEARS ~ESDIF TAXED AT ORDINARY RATES 
IF (L.LT.17.l GC TO 8 
IF HELO FCR MORE THAN lb YEARS ALL GAIN TAXED AT CAPITA[ GAIN RATES 
IF tL.GT.16.l GC TC 9 
COLIAB = iEQUITY+SUMOIFf• .• 2s...:nAXRAT•SUMCIFl 
GC TO 10 
ODLIAB = (EQUITY+RESDIFl•.25-IRESOIF•TAXRATl 
GC TC 10 
CCLIAB = cQUITY•.25 ·· i 
PVLIA = DCLlAB/(l+OIS~**L 
IF IL.GT.Ml PVCASH = PVCAS + ANPAY/tl+DISl**L 
PVNET = SLMPVL+PVLIA-FRCNT + SUMPVR + PVCASH 
ECSL = EQUITY + SUMOIF 

















PVE,SL = tE~SL*.251/ll+DISl**L 
GC TC 23 
FVECSL = (E~SL*TAXRATJ/li+6ISl**L 
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